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ROBUST CONTROL OF IRRIGATION CANALS
Ömer Faruk Durdu
Adnan Menderes University, Faculty of Agriculture, Irrigation and Drainage Department, 09100 Aydin, Turkey

SUMMARY
A robust control algorithm was developed for the automatic control of an open-channel water distribution system
under unknown disturbances (demands) acting in the canal.
The Saint-Venant equations of open-channel flow were
linearized using the Taylor series and a finite difference
approximation of the original nonlinear, partial differential equations. Using the linear optimal control theory, the
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), assuming all the state
variables (flow depths and flow rates) were available, was
designed to generate control input (optimal gate opening)
u(k). Since it was expensive to implement the LQR, a Kalman filter based upon two flow depth measurements per
pool was used to estimate the values for the state variables
that were not measured but are needed in the feedback
loop. To minimize the cost of implementing feedback
control algorithm, the LQR and Kalman filter were combined as a Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller.
Due to the combination, there was some loss of robustness in the system. To improve the robustness of the LQG
controller, a loop shaping technique, H2 norm minimization, was employed in the algorithm. The proposed algorithm was comprehensively verified by a numerical application on an irrigation canal, called as Harran main canal,
located in Turkey. The results from stability and robustness analysis showed that the control algorithm was found
to be adequate for improvement of robustness properties
of the control system in case of unknown demands (withdrawals) from the canal.

KEYWORDS: robust control, linear quadratic Gaussian compensators, open-channel flow, irrigation canals.

INTRODUCTION
Irrigated agriculture generally uses large volumes of
water compared to municipalities and industry, and competition for good quality water is at an all time high in many
regions around the world. To utilize effectively the modern
irrigation technology and other resources at the field level,
flexibility in terms of water delivery scheduling is of utmost importance. The main function of an irrigation canal is
to deliver water in an accurate, timely and flexible manner.

The water delivery is said to be accurate if the actual
supply matches the intended supply, and it is said to be
flexible if the delivery meets the changing water requirements of the users. Canal control systems must provide
timely deliveries to customers with little or no wastage of
water and power under predicted and unknown demands
(perturbations). Feedback or closed-loop control strategies
can be used to regulate irrigation canal to minimize the
magnitude and duration of the mismatch between the
supply and the demand of water. Unknown disturbances
in a feedback controlled irrigation canal can have a significant impact on the performance of the system.
During the last twenty years, the concept of optimal
control theory has been applied for deriving feedback
control algorithms for real-time control of irrigation canals. In particular, optimal control was considered by
Reddy [1], Reddy et al. [2], Garcia et al. [3], Rodellar et
al. [4], Malaterre [5], Liu et al. [6], and Reddy et al. [7].
However, most of these papers dealt with a single canal
pool without robustness analysis. Extension of the optimal
control concepts to multi-pool systems is more involved
because of the interactions between the pools. Corriga et
al. [8], Balogun et al. [9], Reddy [10], Chen et al. [11], and
Begovich et al. [12] demonstrated application of optimal
control concepts for derivation of global control algorithms
for multi-pool canals. Reddy et al. [13] considered known
external perturbations and used a state observer. The canal
control algorithms designed in the past did not consider the
effect of unknown external disturbances on the robustness
of feedback control systems. The design of highly accurate
canal control systems in the presence of significant uncertainty requires the designer to seek a robust system. The
objectives of this research are to improve the robustness
properties of a canal control system and to maintain ideal
target storage levels in each control pool in the canal
under unknown demands (disturbances).
BASIC EQUATIONS
The Saint-Venant equations, presented below, are
used to model flow in a canal [13].

648

∂A ∂Q
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∂Q ∂(Q 2 / A)
∂y
+
+ gA( − S 0 + S f ) = 0
∂t
∂x
∂x

(2)

in which Q = flow in the canal, m3/sec; A = wetted area,
m ; ql = lateral outflow, m2/sec; y = water depth, m; t =
time, sec; x =longitudinal direction of channel, m; g =
gravitational acceleration, m2/sec; S0 = canal bottom slope
(m/m), and Sf = the friction slope, m/m, and is defined as
2

Sf =

Q|Q|
K2

(3)

opening of gate i, m; Zi-1,N = water surface elevation at node
N of pool i-1, m; Zi,1 = water surface elevation at node 1 of
pool i, m; and i = pool index (i = 0 refers to the upstream
constant level reservoir). The Saint-Venant open-channel
equations are linearized about and average operating condition of the canal to apply the linear control theory concepts
to the problem [5]. After applying Preissmann implicitdifference approximation and the Taylor series expansions
to Eqs. (1) and (2), a set of linear equations is obtained for
the canal with control gates and turnouts [16]:

in which K = hydraulic conveyance of canal. The latA11δQ +j + A12δz +j + A13δQ +j +1 + A14δz +j +1 = A11ʹ′ δQ j + A12ʹ′ δz j + A13ʹ′ δQ j +1 +
+
+
+
+
(8)
A11δQ jto+ be
A12located
δz j + Aimmediately
z j +1 = A11ʹ′ δQ j + A12ʹ′ δz j + A13ʹ′ δQ j +1 + A14ʹ′ δz j +1 + C1
eral canals were assumed
up13δQ j +1 + A14δ
stream of the last node in each pool. For modeling purposes, it was assumed to be uniformly distributed between
ʹ′ δQ j + A22
ʹ′ δz j + A23
ʹ′ δQ j +1 +
A21δQ +j + A22δz +j + A23δQ +j +1 + A24δz +j +1 = A21
the adjacent nodes and was+ related to+ ql of Equation
(1) as+
+
(9)
ʹ′ δQ j + A22
ʹ′ δz j + A23
ʹ′ δQ j +1 + A24
ʹ′ δz j +1 + C2
A21δQ j + A22δz j + A23δQ j +1 + A24δz j +1 = A21
follows [14]:
where δQ+j and δz+j = discharge and water-level inq
(4) crements from time level t+1 at node j; δQj and δzj =
ql = i , N
s
discharge and water-level increments from time level t at
where s is Δx in the case of backward difference node j; C1 and C2 are disturbance distribution matrix; and
scheme and 2Δx in a central difference scheme, and qi,N = A11, A’21,…. A12, A22 are the coefficients of the continuity
lateral withdrawal rate at node N of pool i in m3/sec. The and momentum equations, respectively, computed with
lateral withdrawal rates are not constant throughout the known values at time level t. For more details on the linearseason. It maybe possible, with historical data on with- ization, refer to Malaterre [16]. Similar equations are
drawals or climatic data, to describe the lateral withdraw- derived for channel segments that contain a gate structure,
a weir or some other type of hydraulic structure. Eqs. (8)
als mathematically as follows [15]:
and (9), a set of linear equations, can be presented in a
(5)
δqi , N (k ) = qi , N (k ) − qi , N (k )
compact form as follows [1]:
in which qi , N ( k ) = historical or calculated average
withdrawal rate from node N of pool i, and δqi , N ( k ) =
deviation from the average flow rate at node N of pool i at
time instant k and is called disturbance action on the system [14]. As the disturbance component, δqi , N ( k ) , becomes significant compared with the overall withdrawal
rate, then a mechanism to incorporate the random nature
of the disturbances into the operation of the irrigation
canals is required [1]. In this study the variance of the
random disturbances is considered through the optimal
estimator. The water levels or the volumes of water stored
in the canal pools are regulated using a series of spatially
distributed gates (control elements). Hence, irrigation
canals are modeled as distributed control systems. Therefore, in the solution of Eqs. (1) and (2), additional boundary conditions are specified at the control structures in
terms of the flow continuity and the gate discharge equations, which are given by [1]:

Qi −1, N = Qgi = Qi ,1 (continuity )

(6)

Qgi = Cdi bi ui (2 g (Z i −1, N − Z i−1 ))1/ 2 ( gate disch arg e)

(7)

in which, Qi-1,N = flow rate through downstream gate
(or node N) of pool i-1, m3/sec; Qgi = flow rate through
upstream gate of pool i, m3/sec; Qi,1 = flow rate through
upstream gate (or node 1) of pool i, m3/sec; Cdi = discharge coefficient of gate i; bi = width of gate i, m; ui =

d (δx(t ))
= Aδx(t ) + Bδu (t ) + Cδq(t )
dt

(10)

δy (t ) = Hδx(t )

(11)

where A = n x n matrix of coefficients referred to as
the system matrix, B = n x m control distribution matrix, C
= p x n disturbance distribution matrix, δx(t) = n x 1 state
vector, δu(t) = m x 1 control vector, δq(t) = p x 1 matrix
representing the random disturbances (changes in water
withdrawal rates) acting on the systems, n = number of
dependent (state) variables in the system, m = number of
controls (gates) in the canal, p = total number of outlets on
the canal, H = r x n matrix of output variables of the system, and r = number of measured outputs (variables actually measured). The dimensions of the control distribution
matrix, B, depend on the number of state variables and the
number of gates in the canal. The dimensions of the disturbance matrix, C, depend on the number of disturbances
acting on the canal system and the number of dependent
state variables. The discrete time equivalent of Eq. (10)
and the output equation can be written as follows [15]:

δx(k + 1) = Φδx(k ) + Γδu (k ) + Ψδq(k )

(12)

δy (k ) = Hδx(k )

(13)

in which Φ, Γ, and Ψ are discrete-time versions of
matrices A, B, and C; and k is index of sampling interval.
The elements of the matrices Φ, Γ, and Ψ depend upon the
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canal parameters, the sampling interval, and the assumed
average operating condition of the canal. In Eq. (12), the
vector of state variables is defined as follows:

δx = (δQi ,1 , δz i , 2 , δQi , 2 ,.......δz i , N −1 , δQi , N −1 , δQi , N )

(14)

MODEL DEVELOPMENT
This research presents a design strategy based on a
linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller and a loop
shaping technique (H2-norm). The optimal LQG design
process is the following [17]: a) Design an optimal regulator for a linear system assuming full-state feedback (i.e.
assuming all the state variables are available for measurement) and a quadratic objective function. The regulator
is designed to generate a control input, δu(k), based upon
the measured state vector δx(k). b) Design a Kalman filter
for the system assuming a known control input, δu(k), a
measured output, δy(k), and white noises, η(k) and δq(k),
with known power spectral densities, ρ. The Kalman filter
is designed to provide and optimal estimate of the state
vector, δx(k). c) Combine the separately designed optimal
regulator and Kalman filter into an optimal compensator,
which generates the input vector, δu(k), based upon the
estimated state-vector, δx̂ (k), rather then the actual statevector, δx(k), and the measured output vector, δy(k).
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)

In the optimal steady-state case, the solution for
change in gate opening, δu(k), is of the same form as [17]:
(15)

δu (k ) = − Kδx(k )

where K(k) = m x n controller gain matrix at time instant k. Eq. (15) describes the condition or evolution of
the basic internal variables of the system. Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) control problem as an optimization
problem in which the cost function, J, to be minimized is
given as follows
K∞

T

T

J = ∑[δx (k )Qxnxnδx(k ) + δu (k ) Rmxmδu(k )]

S is a solution of the discrete algebraic Riccati equation (DARE):

ΦT SΦ − ΦT SΓ[ R + ΓT SΓ]−1 ΓT SΦ + Qx = S

where R = RT > 0 and Qx = QxT ≥ 0. The control law
defined by Eq. (15) brings an initially disturbed system to
an equilibrium condition in the absence of any external
disturbances acting on the system. Known and unknown
disturbances (changes in lateral withdrawal rates) always
act on the system. In the presence of constant external
disturbances, the system cannot be returned to be equilibrium condition using the above control law [7]. Integral
control is achieved by appending additional state variables of the following form to the system state Eq. (12):

δxI (k + 1) = Dδx(k ) + δxI (k )

− δx(k + 1) + Φδx(k ) + Γδu(k ) = 0 k = 0,......., K ∞

δu(k ) = − Kδx(k ) − K I δxI (k )

Eq. (17) is called a constraint (because in its absence,
δx(k) would be free to assume any value), and the resulting minimization is said to be a constrained minimization.
Hence, a regulator gain matrix, K(k), which minimizes J
subject to the constraint given by Eq. (17), is given by [17]:

K= [ R + Γ T SΓ]−1 Γ T SΦ

(18)

(21)

Optimal Estimator (Kalman Filter)

The Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) theory provides an integrated knowledge base for the development
of a flexible controller. Since it is expensive to measure
all the state variables (flow rates and flow depths) in a
canal system, the number of measurements per pool must
be kept to an absolute minimum. Usually the flow depths
at the upstream and downstream ends of each pool are
measured. The relationship between the state variables
and the measured (or output) variables is [7]

δy (k ) = Hδx(k ) + η (k )

(22)

where η(k) is measurement error inputs. For steadystate Kalman filter, the observer gain matrix, L, is calculated as follows:

L = PH T [ HPH T + RC ]−1

(23)

where P is the covariance of estimation uncertainty:

(16)

(17)

(20)

in which δxI = integral state variables; and D = integral
feedback matrix. This produces a new control law [7]:

Φ T PΦ − ΦPH T [ RC + H T PH ] −1 HPΦ T + Qesti

k =1

where K∞ = number of sampling intervals considered
to derive the steady state controller. The LQR problem
consists of solving for the feedback gain matrix, K(k),
such that the scalar objective function, J, given by Eq.
(16) is minimized. However, the minimization must be
carried out in such a manner that the state-vector δx(k) is
the solution of the system’s state equation:

(19)

(24)

where RC = RCT > 0 is a tolerance values for the RC
covariance matrix which is an identity matrix and Qesti
=QestiT ≥ 0 is a diagonal matrix. The disturbances δq(k)
and η(k), in Eqs. (12) and (22), are assumed to be zero
mean Gaussian white noise sequences with symmetric
positive definite covariance matrices Qesti and RC, respectively. Furthermore, sequences δq(k) and η(k) are assumed
to be statistically independent. The system dynamic equation is used to predict the state and estimation error covariance as follows: time update equations [16]:

P− (k + 1) = ΦP(k )Φ T + ΨQesti Ψ T

(25)

δxˆ − (k + 1) = Φδxˆ(k ) + Γδu(k )

(26)

in which δx̂ (k) = estimated values of the state variables. As soon as measured values for the output variables
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δy(k) are available, the time-update values are corrected
using the measurement update equations as follows: measurement update equations [16]:

L(k + 1) = P− (k + 1) H T [ HP− (k + 1) H T + RC ]−1

(27)

P(k + 1) = [ I − L(k + 1)H ]P− (k + 1)

(28)

δxˆ(k + 1) = δxˆ− (k + 1) + L(k + 1)[δy(k + 1) − Hδxˆ− (k + 1)](29)
Since part of the disturbances are random and usually
are not measured, the canal parameters are not known very
accurately, the estimated values of the state variables would
diverge from the actual values. This divergence can be
minimized by utilizing the difference between measured
output and the estimated output (error signal), and by
constantly correcting the system model with the error signal [1]. Therefore, the modified state equations are given as:

δxˆ (k + 1) = Φδxˆ (k ) + Γδu (k ) + L[δy(k ) + Hδxˆ (k )]

(30)

in which δx̂ (k) = estimated values of the state variables; and L = observer gain matrix.
Evaluation of System Robustness

The robust design strategy of the control algorithm is
based on linear quadratic Gaussian controllers with a loop
shaping technique. A feedback controlled system consists
of a feedback controller (LQG) with transfer matrix, H(z),
a canal system with transfer matrix, G(z), with desired
input Yd(z) with desired output, Y(z), measurement noise,
η(k), and disturbances, δq(k). The robustness of a feedback control system is related to the return difference
matrix, 1 + G(z)H(z). Alternatively, the return ratio matrices at the system’s output and input can be defined as
G(z)H(z) and H(z)G(z), respectively, and measure robustness properties in terms of the return ratios rather than the
return differences [17]. The robustness of a feedback
control system is related to the return ratio matrix
G(z)H(z) [i.e. H(zI – Φ)-1 Г] for full state feedback and
return ratio matrix G(z)H(z) [i.e. H(zI - Φ)-1 Г(-K(zI – Φ +
ГK + LH)-1 K)] for LQG. The return ratio matrix of LQG
is represented by M, the norm matrix as follows:
Norm Matrix (M) =
H(zI - Φ)-1 Г(-K(zI – Φ + ГK + LH)-1K)

(31)

To recover the robustness of the LQG controller, a loop
shaping technique, H2 norm minimization, was employed in
the algorithm. H2 norm minimizes the average magnitude of
the weighted sensitivity function, and the robust H2 optimal
controller performs this minimization for the worst system
within the family of systems [18]. The algorithm minimizes
the H2 norm of recovery matrix, M, over all the possible
stabilizing Kalman filter gain matrices, L [19]. If there are
disturbances on the system, Kalman filter gain, L, minimizes the norm of the recovery matrix, if and only if L is a
solution to the discrete LQR problem [19]:
K∞

J = ∑[δxˆ (k ) T Qxnxnδxˆ (k ) + δu(k ) T Rmxmδu(k )]
k =1

(32)

subject to

− δxˆ (k + 1) + φδxˆ (k ) + Γδu (k ) = 0

(33)

where

δu(k ) = − LT δxˆ (k )

(34)

where
L = PHT[HPHT + RC ] -1

(35)

where P is a solution of the discrete algebraic Riccati
equation (DARE):
ΦT P Φ - Φ PHT[RC + HTP H ] -1 H P ΦT + Qesti = P (36)
where RC = RCT > 0 and Qesti= QestiT = ΓTΓ ≥ 0 then
Eq. (36) can be rewritten as:
ΦT P Φ - Φ PHT[RC + HTP H ] -1 H P ΦT + ΓTΓ = P (37)
To recover the LQR robustness properties, the algorithm redesigns the Kalman filter such that the sensitivity
of the system’s output to process and measurement noise
is minimized. In other words, the maximum values of
return ratio at system’s output should be equal to that of
the return ratio at the system’s output with LQR. Then
we can say that Qesti and RC are treated as design parameters of the Kalman filters to achieve LQR return ratio at
the system’s output, rather than an actual parameter of
process and measurement (white) noises. There is no
unique set of Kalman filter parameters Qesti and RC to
achieve loop shaping. Specifically, if the system is square
and minimum-phase, then we can select the measurement
noise spectral density as RC = I and Qesti=Qest + ρI, where
ρ is a scaling parameter, it can be in the limit ρ → ∞. The
control algorithm uses two different robustness and stability analysis methods for the system: singular values (sv)
and Bode diagram analysis. The singular values help us
analyze the properties of a multivariable feedback system.
To recover the robustness properties associated with fullstate feedback, the Kalman filter is designed such that the
sensitivity of the system’s output to process and measurement error is minimized. This requires that the smallest singular value of the return ratio at systems’ output,
σmin[G(z)H(z)], should be maximized. Theoretically, this
maximum value of σmin[G(z)H(z)] should be equal to that
of the return ratio at the systems’ output with full-state
feedback. The frequency range, ω, is between 10-6 and
102 and the sampling time is 30 sec. The minimum singular value of the system, evaluated as a function of frequency, is a useful measure for evaluating the feasibility
of achieving acceptable control. Also it is useful in terms
of frequency domain performance and robustness [17].
Bode diagram contains two plots in rectangular coordinates, in which the magnitude is expressed in decibels
(dB), and the phase angle in degrees, both plotted as functions of the logarithm of frequency in rad/unit time (normally, rad s-1). For a control system having desired input
Yd(z) and output Y(z), the transfer function model is defined as the z transformed output Y(z) divided by input
Yd(z), such that:
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Y(z)/Yd (z) = G(z)H(z)/[1+G(z)H(z)] = F(z)

(38)

Consider the Bode form of a transfer function F(z) for
which the frequency response is [17]:
m

n−r

i =1

i =1

F ( jω ) = K B Π[1 + j (ω / z j ) / ( jω ) r Π [1 + j ( w / pi )] (39)
where KB is Bode gain, m and n are the numbers of
terms in the numerator and denominator, respectively, zi
and pi are the non-zero finite zeros and poles respectively
of F(z), r is system type.
APPLICATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An example canal, the Harran main canal with five
pools and six gates, was considered to evaluate the proposed
robust controller for real-time control of irrigation canals.
The example irrigation canal is located in Southeastern
Anatolia Project (GAP) development area (Figure 1). The
control algorithm was applied to the first 38,943 meter of
the canal, i.e. 39 kilometers. This part of the canal includes
6 gates to maintain constant water levels immediately upstream of the gates. As shown in Figure 2, the irrigation
canal has 5 pools and each pool has its canal geometry, gate

and turnout properties. For numeric solution purposes, each
pool was divided into nodes and all 5 pools together had
141 nodes. The downstream flow requirement at the end
of the five pools, i.e, through gate 6, was 44.4 m3/sec, and
the opening of the last gate (gate 6) in the system was
fixed at its initial steady state value. The target water
levels, the initial flow rates into the lateral canals, and the
disturbances are given in Table 1. Constant-level reservoirs
were assumed to exist at the upstream and downstream end
of the canal. Each pool in the canal has different number of
nodes and each node has a linear set of equations. Pools 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5 have 49, 45, 47, 69 and 65 set of state variables (flow depth and flow rate at each node), respectively,
including the integral feedback variables in the problem.
In the derivation of the linear equations, the turnouts of the
pools were assumed to be located immediately upstream of
the gates. In reality, the turnouts in the canal were at different locations. The principles of optimal control theory
were applied to derive feedback controllers for constantlevel control in all the pools. First, the canal data were used
to calculate the steady state values for the state variables and
the initial gate openings, which in turn were used to compute the initial gate openings and the elements of the A, B,
and C matrices. In the derivation of these

Source: State Hydraulic Works
FIGURE 1 - Southeastern Anatolia Region (GAP), Turkey.
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FIGURE 2 - Physical dimensions of the Harran main canal.

matrices, a sampling interval of 30 sec was assumed. The
values of the initial gate openings for gates 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
were: u1 = 1.4899 m, u2 = 1.7258 m, u3 = 1.2266 m, u4 =
1.6875 m, u5 = 2.4487 m, respectively. The analysis started
by evaluating the system stability. All the eigenvalues of
the system characteristic equation were positive and had
values less than one. Before designing the observer, the
observability of the canal must be verified. The observability is an important aspect in the context of system control
because the generation of the system inputs should be
based on the observation of the outputs. Thus good control
requires both the ability to infer what the status of the canal
(observability) and the ability to change the behavior (controllability) of the system. The controllability and observability matrices were calculated and the system was found to
be both controllable and observable. In order to evaluate
the performance of the control algorithm, the canal dynamics was simulated for 15000 seconds with the feedback
control algorithm and the Kalman filter in the loop.
TABLE 1 - Initial data used in the simulation study.
Pool
Number
1
2
3
4
5

Turnout initial
flow rate (m3/s)
2.398
11.807
0.63
4.314
11.097

Target Depth
(m)
5
4.7
4.6
4.4
4.1

Disturbances
(m3/sec)
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

Performance of LQG Controller
in comparison to LQR Controller

The performance of the model with full-state feedback
(LQR) was found to be acceptable. However, in the LQR
design it was assumed that measured values for all the state
variables needed in the feedback loop were available. The
implementation of the LQR control algorithm would be
very expensive because of the required number of measured values for the state-variables in the canal system. To

minimize the cost of implementing the control algorithm,
the number of flow depth measurements available per pool
was assumed to be two, and the values for the rest of the
variables needed in the feedback loop were estimated using
an on-line observer. In the design of the Kalman filter, in
lieu of actual field data on withdrawal rates from the turnouts, the random disturbances were assumed to have some
prespecified levels of variance. The variances of the disturbances must be estimated from historical records on
water withdrawals from the canal outlets. The control algorithm used a diagonal disturbance matrix, Qesti. Along the
diagonal, the variances of the disturbances were: w1 = 12,
w1 = 1.32, w1 = 0.72, w1 = 1.42 and w1 = 1.32. A value of
0.0005 was used for the variance of the measurement spectral density matrix (RC), and it was an identity matrix.
After designing the Kalman filter, the control algorithm
combined both the LQR controller and the Kalman filter to
design an optimal Linear Quadratic Gaussian controller
(LQG). Figure 3 demonstrates the variations in flow depth
for the LQG and LQR techniques in each pool. Like the
LQR technique, the variations in flow depth for the LQG
controller were the highest in pool 5. The variations in
downstream flow depth at each pool were -0.0137 m,
-0.0330 m, -0.0488 m, -0.0414 m, and -0.116 m in pools 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, at 15000 seconds. At the beginning of the simulation, each pool had oscillations in flow
depths in both techniques. It is obvious that there was no
significant difference between the flow depth variations of
the LQR and LQG controller. Figure 4 compares the incremental gate openings of the LQG and LQR controllers.
Incremental gate openings for the LQG controller were
quite close to the LQR’s incremental gate openings. Initially, all the gates had oscillations in gate openings.
Around 9000 sec, the incremental openings for the gates
reached an equilibrium position for both techniques. It was
obvious from the simulation results, LQG’s flow depth
and gate opening variations had no significant differences
in comparison to the LQR’s flow depth and gate opening
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FIGURE 3 - Variations in flow depth for LQR and LQG controller.
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FIGURE 4 - Incremental gate openings for LQR and LQG controller.
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variations. This was because of the perfect selection of the
optimal regulator’s weighting matrices, Qx and R, and the
Kalman filter’s spectral disturbance densities, RC and
Qesti. Hence, the matrices, Qx, R, RC, Qesti and scale parameter, ρ, were the design parameters for the LQG controller. But it was noted that LQR technique demonstrates
best performance properties for a controlled system [3].
Therefore, LQR’s incremental gate opening and flow
depth variation curves are the target curves for the controlled system. Although, there were no significant differences between the simulation results of the LQR and
LQG techniques, the response of the LQG controlled
system against any unknown external disturbances was
questionable. Therefore, it was necessary to conduct singular value and Bode diagram analysis to make sure if the
system was robust against unknown perturbations (unknown withdrawals) [3].
Stability and Robustness of LQG Controller
in comparison to LQR Controller

For the robustness analysis of the feedback controlled
irrigation canal, singular value and Bode diagram analysis
were conducted to show the system response at different
frequency ranges, ω (bandwidth). For the sake of simplicity, the maximum singular values of the LQG and LQR
controllers were not shown. The minimum singular values
of the system are a useful measure for evaluating the feasibility of achieving acceptable control. Figure 5 showed that
there was differences between the minimum singular
values of the LQG compensated system and the LQR,
indicating that even though the LQG and LQR controllers
did not have significant differences, the LQG controlled
system was much less robust than the full-state feedback
system (LQR). The y-axis of Figure 5 represents the magnitude of the singular values of the return ratio matrix in
decibel and the x-axis of Figure 5 represents the frequency of the disturbances. When the LQG compensated controller was designed, the singular values of the return
ratio, G(z)H(z), was targeted to approach the corresponding singular values of the LQR controller. Since the LQR
was the target loop function, the investigation was concentrated on adjusting the LQG singular value curves as
close as to the possible LQR singular value curves. It is
obvious from Figure 5 that the first four pools were stable
at higher sinusoidal frequencies for the LQR controller
but pool 5 had oscillatory behavior when the frequency
approached 0.001 rad/sec. In case of increasing sinusoidal
frequency, oscillatory behavior in the LQG singular values was higher in the all pools in comparison to LQR.
Figure 6 illustrates Bode plots of the controllers and all
the gain and phase margin diagrams for all the pools, in
response to external disturbances (inputs). It was obvious
from the gain graphs the LQG had a good stability like
the LQR. In the pools, the gain margins for both the LQG
and LQR controllers are far away from 0 dB. If the curves
were close to or over the 0 dB, the system will be unstable, in other words, the gain margin would be small [3].
As far as the gain diagrams in Figure 6 were concerned,

the LQG and LQR controllers were both stable but the
phase diagrams were not allow one to make that same
statement about the robustness of the LQG. At pool 1, the
LQR curve had a crossover with -180 degrees around a
disturbance frequency of 0.0302 rad/sec and it had a large
frequency range (bandwidth) for stability. The LQG curve
had a phase crossover at a disturbance frequency of
0.0103 rad/sec. In pool 2, the LQG curve had a crossover
with -180 degrees around 0.00008 rad/sec., whereas it
was 0.0049 rad/sec. for the LQR. In pool 3, the crossover
with -180 degrees for the LQG occurred at 0.000085 rad/
sec., however it was 0.0115 rad/sec. for the LQR. This
means, in case of any external unknown disturbance, pool 3
lost its stability at low frequency ranges (bandwidths). LQR
curves had crossovers with -180 degrees at 0.005 rad/ sec
in pool 4 and at 0.0720 rad/sec in pool 5, whereas the
crossovers for the LQG curves were 0.00302 rad/sec in
pool 4 and 0.00568 rad/sec in pool 5. Overall Bode diagrams of the pools indicated that the LQR was stable and
robust at all disturbance frequencies whereas the LQG
had less frequency range for robustness.
Loop Shaping Technique (H2-norm) with LQG Controller

To recover the full-state feedback robustness for LQG
controllers, the control algorithm employed a H2-norm
minimization loop shaping technique and redesigned the
Kalman filter by adjusting the disturbance spectral density
matrix with a scale parameter, ρ, to approach LQR controller return ratio [4]. The values used for the scale parameter were 25, 260, 2500, and 3000. In this study, the
combination of LQG and H2-norm technique is called as
“robust controller”.
Simulation Results of Robust Controller:
Scale Parameter: ρ = 25.

The control algorithm started to tune the LQG compensator by setting the value of the scale parameter, ρ, at
25. There were no significant differences in the variations
in flow depth and the change in gate openings in the pools
when the scale parameter was increased to 25 units. But
as shown in Figure 5 there was some improvement in
robustness properties of LQG design with ρ = 25 units. In
pools 1, 2, 3 and 4, there was a good robustness improvement with loop shaping and the return ratio of robust controller approached that of the LQR controller. At
high disturbance frequencies, ω = 0.1 rad/sec, the robust
controller (LQG + H2-norm) demonstrated oscillatory behavior and the system approached to the target loop function. In comparison to the LQR, pool 5 illustrates better
robustness properties for the robust controller with ρ = 25,
because LQR target loop had oscillatory behavior at low
disturbance frequencies, ω = 0.0001 rad/sec, whereas the
robust controller did not have oscillatory behavior until
the disturbance frequency, ω, is equal to 0.01 rad/ sec.
Gain and phase margin of the robust controller was evaluated using Bode graphs. Figure 6 displays the Bode diagrams for the robust controller with the scale parameter ρ =
25. All diagrams showed that if the scale parameter was
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LQR
LQG
Robust Controller, p = 25
Robust Controller, p = 260
Robust Controller, p = 2500

FIGURE 5 - Comparison of singular values for LQR, LQG and robust controllers.
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Robust Controller, p = 260
Robust Controller, p = 2500

FIGURE 6 - Comparison of Bode diagrams for LQR, LQG and robust controllers.
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increased to 25 units, there was no significant change in
the performance of the system but there was some improvement in the robustness. With 25 units increase in
scale parameter moved the phase crossover to 0.0108 rad/
sec, 0.0071 rad/sec, 0.0845 rad/sec, 0.0502 rad/sec, and
0.0853 rad/sec in pools 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. This
means, increase in the scale parameter moves the robust
controller phase curves to the right, in other words, the
canal system is less sensitive against the unknown demands
taken from the canal.
Simulation Results of Robust Controller:
Scale Parameter: ρ = 260.

To recover the robustness of the full-state feedback
LQR controller, the scale parameter for the disturbance
spectral density matrix was increased from 25 to 260. The
improvements in robustness properties are presented in
Figure 5. Pools 1, 2, 3, and 4 had a good stability even
though there was a large increase in the scale parameter.
Some oscillation was noticeable at a disturbance frequency
of 0.1 rad/sec. In the first four pools, the robustness properties were improved and the singular value curves shifted
upward and approached to the LQR loop transfer function.
In the first four pools, the canal could handle any unpredicted disturbances coming from farmers or water users.
The pool 5 had a good stability for the robust controller and
there was some oscillatory behavior after 0.1 rad/sec. Gain
margins of Bode diagrams (Figure 6) implied that the stability of the control system did not have any significant
change when the scale parameter value was increased from
25 to 260. For all pools, the gain margins were under 0 dB
level, in other words, the system was stable. However,
phase crossover points shifted to the right in comparison to
the previous robust design for scale parameter, ρ = 25.
Increasing scale parameter to 260 assigned new phase
crossover points with -180 degrees as 0.0171 rad/sec,
0.0073 rad/sec, 0.0847 rad/sec, 0.0504 rad/sec, and
0.086 rad/sec in pools 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. The
canal system now has stability at higher disturbance frequencies than the previous robust design (ρ = 25).
Simulation Results of Robust Controller:
Scale Parameter: ρ = 2500 and higher.

Since increasing the scale parameter for the disturbance density matrix improved the robustness of the irrigation control system, the scale parameter, ρ, value was
increased further to 2500. The singular values curves
(Figure 5) approached closer to the target loop function
(LQR) in comparison to former robust control designs for
different scale parameters (ρ = 25 and ρ = 260). Pools 1,
2, 3, and 4 had good stability for this disturbance density
matrix scale parameter, and there was no oscillatory
waves until the disturbance frequency reached a value of
0.1 rad/sec. In pool 2, there was an exact recovery of the
robustness properties between the frequency ranges of
0.00012 - 0.01 rad/sec. Pool 3 has an overlap between the
frequency ranges 0.0014 - 0.01 rad/sec. In the first four
pools, there was some improvement in the robustness, and

the singular value curves approached the target loop function (LQR). In pool 5, there was less stability and robustness improvement in comparison to the other pools, and
the system was sensitive for higher disturbance frequencies. In Figure 6, the gain margins of Bode diagram
showed that there was no significant effect on stability
when the scale parameter was increased from 260 to
2500. Since the gain margin was under 0 dB level, the
system was stable. Also, there was no significant change
in phase crossover points. In other words, there was
small improvement in the robustness properties of the
system.
Making adjustments to the disturbance spectral density matrix does improve the robustness of the system.
However, the design engineer will adjust the disturbance
spectral density matrix spectral parameter until the irrigation canal maintain its stability and improves its robustness like in this case or the irrigation canal will gain stability and robustness at the same time. In some cases,
however, when higher values are used for the scale parameter, the irrigation system may loose its stability and
robustness properties. Figure 7 shows that increasing the
scale parameter for disturbance spectral matrix did not
have any negative effect on robustness of the system until
the parameter increased to 3000. When the scale parameter value was increased to 3000, the control system started
to loose its robustness. Therefore, the value of the scale
parameter, ρ, must be selected sufficiently larger so that it
approximately recovers the return ratio of the LQR over a
specified range of frequencies. When the scale parameter
was set equal to 3000, pools 1 did not have any significant difference from the previous design, ρ =2500, and
there was no loss of robustness at higher disturbance
frequencies. But at low frequencies, the singular value
curves moved upward and crossed the LQR singular value
curve. Pool 2 with this particular scale parameter had
good stability and robustness properties and there was an
overlap between frequencies 0.0016 and 0.012 rad/sec.
Also the singular value curve was very close to LQR loop
target function’s curve. In pool 3, the system was not stable
and there was loss of robustness of the system at low frequencies. The singular values curve was moving away
from the LQR target loop function between frequencies
0.000001 and 0.0001 rad/sec. At higher frequencies the
system started having same robustness properties as the
robust design for scale parameter, ρ = 2500, and there was
some overlap between the frequency ranges of 0.0013 and
0.012 rad/sec. In pool 4 and pool 5, the system lost some of
its robustness at low frequencies. Since a stable and robust
irrigation canal at given range of frequencies is targeted,
the chosen scale parameter, ρ = 3000, was not acceptable
because of robustness issues. Therefore, the scale parameter,
2500, was found to be acceptable for the robust and stable
design of Harran irrigation canal. It is difficult to get
exact loop recovery for discrete-time control systems [3].
Therefore, the design engineer has to choose the best
value for the parameter ρ by trial and error in order to
design a robust control system.
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……. Robust Controller, p = 3000
------ Robust Controller, p = 2500

FIGURE 7 - Comparison of LQR and robust controller singular values for ρ = 2500 and ρ = 3000.
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CONCLUSION
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SUMMARY
This study assessed the potential of crude oil polluted
Ogbodo Isiokpo River in Nigeria for intrinsic bioremediation. All the water samples from the three zones contained
crude oil degrading bacteria, which yielded maximum
biomass of between 0.282 and 0.701 (OD540nm) over the
zero time biomass within five days reaction period. The
autochthonous microbial communities of the water also
biodegraded bonny light crude oil by between 24 and
76%, and activity was more pronounced in July followed
by September and January in that order. The n-hexane
fractions resolved by the GC qualitatively demonstrate the
feasibility of intrinsic biodegradation of crude oil pollutant by the river.

KEYWORDS:
Intrinsic bioremediation, bonny light crude oil, freshwater.

INTRODUCTION
For over two decades, crude oil exploration in Nigeria has been on an extensive commercial scale, with the
production of both medium and light crude oils [1]. These
exploratory activities, besides their commercial benefits
have also on many instances resulted in pollution of the
environment [2], thus causing damages to both the biotic
and abiotic milieu. The remediation of such polluted systems could be achieved through physical, chemical or biological methods [3-5]. In some instances, the biological
alternative takes advantage of the self purification potential
of the pollutant receiving system to clean up itself intrinsically [6-8], more so in situations involving light to moderate contaminant load [9]. This implies that the appropriate catabolic gene pool must exist in the system to effect
the pollutant destruction, and also that the characteristics

of the receiving waterbody must be known [10]. In our
earlier study [11], we reported the diversity of culturable
crude oil degrading bacteria in a crude oil polluted freshwater in Nigeria. We now report the self-purification
potential of the river in terms of biodegradation of petroleum hydrocarbon contaminants.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Site Description, Sampling and Shake Flask Experiment

The study area is a crude oil polluted freshwater located at Ogbodo Isiokpo and within the coordinates 5o 00’ N
and 6o 50’E in the Niger delta area of Nigeria. The polluted
river was divided into Zones 1 to 3 based on proximity to
the point of oil spill. Zone 1 is located very close to the
point of spill, while Zone 2 is located inside a village
within the area, where the river serves as a source of drinking
water and means of transportation for the indigenes. This
zone had earlier been gulped by fire as a result of the oil
spill. Zone 3 is located further downstream and characterized by extensive fishing activities. Each zone was divided into 3 stations depending on their accessibility by foot
or boat to collect water samples.
Surface water samples from the three Zones (1, 2, and 3)
where collected in the months of July 2001, September 2001
and January 2002. For the shake flask experiment 50 ml of
sterile Bushnell-Hass mineral salts medium (pH 7.2) (12)
were aseptically measured into sterile 100 ml Erlenmeyer
flasks (designed with a bore at the base to allow sampling
with the aid of a sterile syringe), and sterilized Bonny light
crude oil was added to a concentration of 0.1 % (v/v). Each
flask was inoculated aseptically with 5.0 ml of the polluted
water sample from each zone. Controls were set-up containing mineral salts medium without sample inoculation to
make up for losses due to photooxidation. 10 µg/ml of
nystatin was added to all the flasks to prevent fungal and
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yeast growth [13]. All the flasks were incubated on a rotary
shaker at 120 rpm and at 28 ± 2 oC for one week.
Measurement of Bacterial Growth

At every 24 hours, the culture flasks were brought
down from the shaker, allowed to stand for about 30
minutes and 2.0 ml were carefully and aseptically pipetted
out from below the oil-water layer into a clean and dry
cuvex and the optical density (OD) was measured at 540
nm. The OD540nm of the zero hour samples were taken as
well before incubation. The measurement was taken for
one week period to allow appreciable monitoring of bacterial growth under experimental conditions. The optical
density of the sterile control was taken alongside to make
up for any effects of photooxidation. These procedures
were carried out for subsequent samples collected throughout the period of sampling. The OD of the time zero was
deducted from the OD of the appropriate and subsequent
samples.

(Varian Inc., Palo Alto, USA). Injection volume was 2 µl
and nitrogen was used as the carrier gas at a flow rate of
30 ml min-1, with a pressure of 2.4 Pa left and 1.0 Pa
right. Hydrogen was used to combine with air resulting in
flame to burn the compounds at a flow rate of 30 ml min-1,
with a pressure of 2.4 Pa left and 1.5 Pa right. The pressure of air was 2.2 Pa left and 2.0 Pa right. The operating
temperature of the flame ionization detector (FID) was
250 oC, and that of the injector port was 220 oC. The column temperature was set at 70 oC and 230 oC, with temperature increase at 10 oC min-1. The eluted compounds
were detected by a flame ionization detector and recorded
on a chart with a Carlo ERBA Strumentazione series 4200
recorder. Some standard hydrocarbons were also identified
using the same procedure for the interpretation of results
and these include n-Decane (C10), n-Undecane (C11), nTridecane (C13), n-Tetradecane (C14), n-Pentadecane
(C15), n-Hexadecane (C16), n-Heptadecane (C17) and nNonadecane (C19).

Recoveries and Quantification of Residual Crude Oil

Quantification of residual crude oil was done as described elsewhere [14]. At the end of the one week incubation period, the flasks were stored in the refrigerator to
arrest bacterial growth and to allow proper separation of
the aqueous layer from the oil-bacteria layer. After the
resting period, the aqueous layer was carefully pipetted out
and filtered through Whatman No. 1 filter paper (150 mm
diameter, Whatman International Ltd, Maidstone, England). The residual oil retained on the filter paper was
extracted with 5.0 ml of dichloromethane (CH2Cl2). The
oil-bacteria layer and the remaining content of the flask
was thoroughly shaken with another 5.0 ml of dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) for about two minutes and transferred
onto the filter paper. The filtrate of both extractions was
collected in a clean, dry and pre-weighed grease free glass
vial and the oil-solvent mixture was evaporated to a constant mass on a hot plate at 80 oC. The quantity (%) of the
residues was calculated for each of the zones, based on
the amount of oil recovered from the sterile control.
The formula used for the computation is:
X
0.483
where,

×

100

0.483 is the amount of residual oil recovered from the
control.
X = weight of residual oil recovered from the equipment.
Identification of Residual Oil Fractions using Gas Chromatographic Analysis (GC)

GC of the n-hexane fractions of the residual crude oil
was conducted in a splitless gas chromatograph (Carlo
Erba Instrumentation model 4200, Italy) equipped with a
flame ionization detector and a capillary column Apiezon L

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We observed that all the sampling zones were rich in
autochthonous crude oil degrading bacteria, which utilized the crude oil as sole source of carbon and energy,
increasing in biomass (OD540nm) to peak values ranging
from 0.282 to 0.701 in four to five days incubation period,
after deducting the ODs at time zero which ranged between 0.032 and 0.054. Photooxidation did not affect OD.
This growth characteristic is an indication of the bacterial
communities’ abilities to metabolize the hydrocarbon
substrate and ultimately eliminate it from the waterbody.
In our earlier report, we identified several culturable hydrocarbon degrading bacteria species from these localities
which had a history of crude oil pollution that affected its
bacterial species diversity index [11]. Other researchers
[15-17] had reported the preponderance of culturable
hydrocarbon degrading bacteria in many freshwater system of the Niger delta. A regular sequence of increase in
peak biomass from Zone 1 to 3 was observed for all the
sampling periods with the Zone 3 water yielding the highest biomass during the reaction period. It would appear
that the Zone 3 water is generally richer in crude oil degrading bacteria species compared to the other zones
(Figure 1) and that corroborates our previous report. This
suggestion was further supported by the amount of crude
oil degraded within one week as shown in figure 2, which
was highest for all sampling periods in Zone 3 with a
range of between 60 and 76%, and least in Zone 1 which
varied between 24 and 36%. It has been suggested [18]
that higher species diversities are better adapted to deal
with environmental stress than lower ones, or put more
succinctly, microbial consortia with higher diversity of
species are better able to deal with environmental stress
than consortia with lower microbial diversities. The amount
of metabolized crude oil falls within the range reported by
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earlier studies for axenic cultures and consortium cultures

in shake flask [2] and in soil microcosm [16, 19]. Also, the
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FIGURE 1 - Profile of peak biomass of bacteria during growth in the presence of 0.1% Bonny light crude medium as
sole source of carbon. Inscription represents number of days for peak biomass to be attained. a = 4 days; b = 5 days.
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FIGURE 2 - Amount of crude oil degraded by the autochthonous bacteria communities of the different
zones after one week incubation period. Values are means of replicates from the three stations in each zones.
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Sterile
Control

Biodegraded

FIGURE 3 - Qualitative Gas Chromatogram of the residual crude oils of the sterile control and the biodegraded.
Standard hydrocarbon peaks include n-Decane (C10), n-Undecane (C11), n-Tridecane (C13),
n-Tetradecane (C14), n-Pentadecane (C15), n-Hexadecane (C16), n-Heptadecane (C17) and n-Nonadecane (C19).

trend in degradation activity from July to January corroborates earlier findings [20]. The GC resolved n-hexane
fractions (Figure 3) qualitatively demonstrate the feasibility of intrinsic biodegradation of crude oil pollutants by
Ogbodo Isiokpo River.
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SUMMARY
Vertical variations of autotrophic picoplankton, heterotrophic bacteria, pigmented (PNAN) and non-pigmented
(HNAN) nanoflagellates, and their activity were studied
in a small-eutrophicated meromictic saline lake (eastern
Adriatic Sea). The variations of heterotrophic filamentous
cells exhibited similar patterns to that of HNAN, pointing
out the ecological importance of the elongated cells. High
concentrations of DOC and SAS in the chemocline stimulated the heterotrophic bacteria to increase their abundance and activity. Bacterial community in the chemocline layer was represented by higher proportions of high
DNA-content cells, but with a rather low bacterial production per cell. In the surface layers, bacteria were less
abundant, but had a very high production per cell. The
large differences in the percentage of active cells between
aerobic and anaerobic layers imply the possibility that
different mechanisms structure the bacterial communities
in these layers.

cation of the microbial populations, pointed out that the
light intensity gradient is the most important in forming
the vertical distribution of the phototropic microorganisms, while high concentrations of nutrients in chemocline
support the growth of elevated numbers of heterotrophic
microorganisms [2, 3].

KEYWORDS: Meromictic lake, bacteria, flagellates, cyanobacteria, bacterial production, vertical distribution.

These specific physical and chemical conditions that
characterize Rogoznica Lake have resulted in the development of its specific flora and fauna. Despite the fact
that the lake`s water is undoubtedly of marine origin [7],
the community of Rogoznica Lake greatly differs from
that of the adjacent Adriatic Sea. Previous studies in the
lake have pointed to the existence of a limited number of
highly abundant phytoplankton and zooplankton species.
In the phytoplankton population, heterotrophic microflagellatae, Hermesinum adriaticum, and the diatom, Eunotia
sp., dominate [7, 11], while the zooplankton community
is characterized by oligotrich ciliates and a monoculture
of the copepod Acartia italica Steuer [9, 10]. With all of
these characteristics, Rogoznica Lake represents an
unique ecosystem in the Adriatic Sea.

INTRODUCTION
Microbial ecology of the meromictic saline lakes has
received little attention compared to that of more thoroughly investigated marine and freshwater environments.
In meromictic lakes, a complete mixing of water is prevented as result of intensive water density stratification.
Apart from thermo-haline stratification, meromictic lakes
are usually characterized by chemical stratification [1].
This chemical stratification sometimes results in the formation of anoxic bottom layers, as a result of organic
matter accumulation. One of the consequences of water
stratification for living biota is the formation of ecologically significant vertical gradients of light, oxygen and
nutrients. Previous studies, that looked at the relationship
between physical and chemical gradients and the stratifi-

Rogoznica Lake (eastern Adriatic Sea) is a typical example of a meromictic saline lake [4-6]. Its stratification
and mixing are greatly affected by atmospheric conditions.
During the period of stratification, the mixolimnion is welloxygenated (O2 saturations often exceeds 120%), as a
result of a high phytoplankton activity, while the monimolimnion becomes anoxic and is often rich in sulphur
species [5-7]. Despite vertical mixing during winter period, anoxic conditions prevail in deeper layers usually
during spring and summer months [6]. Reduced sulphur
compounds [5], iodine species [8] and nutrients [9] that
accumulate to high concentrations in bottom layers have a
profound effect on the ecology of the lake and may be
expected to affect its microbial community.

Although Rogoznica Lake has been the object of
many studies [4-11], the microbial components of this
lake have received little attention and data are available
only for the distribution of the phototropic sulphur bacteria [12]. Therefore, the objective of this paper was to
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provide insight into the vertical distribution of autotrophic
picoplankton (cyanobacteria), heterotrophic bacteria,
pigmented and non-pigmented nanoflagellates (PNAN
and HNAN), and their relationship to some physical and
chemical parameters. Furthermore, the bacterial activity
as well as the proportion of the high DNA-content bacteria in total numbers of heterotrophic bacteria has been
estimated. The cells with high DNA-content have been
reported to comprise the fraction of bacterioplankton that
is alive and active, which should relate to the higher bacterial production, while cells with low DNA-content have
been proposed to be dead, inactive or slow-growing ones
[13, 14]. Changes in the proportion of high DNA-content
cells can signal changes in the metabolic activity of the
whole bacterial population.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Water samples were collected during April and May
2004, with 5 L-Niskin sampling bottles along the vertical
profile of the lake at the depths of 0, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13 and 14 m. Vertical temperature and salinity profiles were obtained by CTD probe (Idronaut), and oxygen
concentration was determined by the standard Winkler
method [15]. DOC measurements were performed using a
Shimadzu TOC-500 Analyser provided with a hightemperature oxidation technique.
Cell counts of the total heterotrophic bacteria and cyanobacteria were obtained by a flow cytometer (Beckman
Coulter EPICS XL-MCL). Numbers of filamentous cells, as
well as the abundances of nanoflagellates, were estimated
by epifluorescence microscopy after DAPI staining and
observed under UV light [16]. Bacterial cells with lengths
>10 µm were characterized as filamentous forms. Bacterial
production was estimated by the uptake of the radioactive
thymidine, according to Fuhrman and Azam [17].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The intermediate layer with temperatures higher than
the surface layers began to form at depths between 2 and
4 m during May, while halocline and picnocline started to
develop between 3 and 4 m depths. During both months,
the oxygen oversaturation of the lake water (oxygen saturation between 120-220 %, with its maximum at 5 m depth)
was present in the first 8 m, and then started to decrease
towards the bottom. During both sampling dates in May,
the depletion of oxygen occurred at the bottom layer, i.e. at
12 and 13 m depth. On May 17th, hypoxic/anoxic conditions were present below 10 m depth (Figure 1).
Cyanobacteria were represented almost exclusively
by the genus Synechococcus spp. During May, their
abundances ranged from 0.05 to 4.48 x 105 cells ml-1, and
elevated values were recorded in the intermediate layers
from 5 to 10 m depths (Figure 2). The average number of

cyanobacteria in Rogoznica Lake (1.37 x 105 cells ml-1)
corresponded to the average values found in some eutrophic and even hypertrophic lakes [18-20]. Previous
studies also implied the domination of cyanobacteria
within the phytoplankton community [21-23]. The vertical distribution of cyanobacteria was tightly related to the
oxygen distribution (Pearson, r = 0.79; P = 0.001), indicating their importance in the primary production of
Rogoznica Lake. Primary production in temperate lakes is
strongly influenced by temperatures below certain critical
levels [24, 25]. Above these thresholds, no relationship
with temperature exists, and primary production is mainly
limited by the availability of substrate and inorganic nutrients [26]. Pronounced activities of nanoplanktonic
green algae and picoplanktonic cyanobacteria, followed
by the increased values of oxygen saturation (300%), as
well as those of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and
surface-active substances (SAS), that have already been
detected in the bottom water layer of the Rogoznica Lake
[27, 28], indicate the importance of substrates in regulation of phytoplankton activity.
Heterotrophic bacteria displayed different vertical distribution profiles compared to that of cyanobacteria,
demonstrating different controlling mechanisms (Figure 3).
The abundances of total heterotrophic bacteria ranged
between 0.2 and 1.7 x107 cells ml-1, and were the lowest in
the aerobic mixolimnion (0-2 m depth). The highest fluctuations of heterotrophic bacteria abundances were found
in the oxic-anoxic interface between 5 m to 8 m depth.
Rates of 60-64% of total heterotrophic bacteria were
found in the anaerobic monimolimnion, while 4-7% of
total bacteria were recorded in the aerobic mixolimnion.
Similar vertical proportions were found by Zehr et al.
[29], while Pace and Cole [30] found consistently greater
bacterial abundance in anoxic relative to oxic waters.
Anoxic waters of Rogoznica Lake, that are enriched in
both organic substrates and inorganic nutrients [5-8, 27,
28], evidently provide a micro-niche for the growth of
heterotrophic bacteria. Further, a great number of heterotrophic bacteria in anoxic waters might be a result of
greatly reduced grazing pressure on bacteria by flagellates
below the oxycline (Figure 4).
The size structure of bacterial assemblages was characterized by permanent presence of the large filamentous
heterotrophic bacteria that were sometimes longer than 25
µm. During April, their proportion in total heterotrophic
bacteria ranged from 0 to 7%, while during May, their
proportion increased up to 13 %. Remarkably higher
abundances of these cells usually coincided with the maximum abundances of HNAN (Figure 4). Similar patterns
of filamentous cells and HNAN point out the ecological
importance of these morphotypes. High abundance and
biomass of the filamentous bacteria have been found in
other eutrophic lakes, and it was generally argued that
these cells represent one model of grazing resistant forms
[31-33]. On the other hand, their presence may indicate
favourable conditions for bacterial growth.
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FIGURE 1 - Vertical profiles of temperature (t), salinity (s), density (sigma t)
and oxygen saturation (O2) in Rogoznica Lake in April and May 2004.

The vertical oscillations of HNAN and PNAN abundances were very pronounced, changing by almost two
orders of magnitude (0.14-9.97 x 103 cells ml-1 and 0.0719.99 x 103 cells ml-1, respectively) (Figures 2 and 4).
Besides one extremely high value of PNAN observed at 5
m on May 14th, PNAN always tended to be less abundant
than HNAN. The first peak of HNAN and PNAN abundance coincided with the maximum oxygen concentra-

tion, while the second peak occurred in May at the
chemocline layer, between 11 and 12 m depth. The relatively low abundance of HNAN in the lower part of the
water column was probably caused by the oxygen deficiency, but might also be influenced by the production of
hydrogen sulphide, whose formation is a frequent phenomenon in Rogoznica Lake [5, 6, 27].
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the percentage of filamentous bacteria in Rogoznica Lake in April and May 2004.

Not all heterotrophic bacteria in Rogoznica Lake were
actively growing, as shown by the ratio of high DNAcontent to low DNA-content cells (Figure 3). The numbers
of high DNA-content bacteria varied between 0.78 and
13.1 x 106 cells ml-1, representing 38-84 % of the total
bacterial abundance. The vertical profile of high DNAcontent cells that followed the distribution of the total
numbers of heterotrophic bacteria showed the pronounced
peak in chemocline during May, therefore implying the
possibility that high concentrations of DOC and SAS
stimulated the growth of bacterial cells.
Besides establishing the numbers of live/active bacteria, through the determination of cell- DNA-content by
flow cytometry, in the experiment carried out on May
17th, we included the measurement of bacterial thymidine
incorporation. This parameter allowed us to estimate the
moles of thymidine taken up per cell.
The rates of thymidine incorporation reached very low
values, fluctuating from 2 to 13 pmol l-1 h-1. The peaks of
thymidine incorporation rates were tightly coupled with the
maximum abundances of high DNA-content cells, implying that these cells were the most responsible for overall
bacterial production. The lowest values of thymidine incorporation were found in the upper aerobic zone, but the
rates significantly increased towards the anoxic layers
with a maximum in the chemocline zone (Figure 5). These
high rates of thymidine incorporation, that occurred in
anoxic hypolimnion, suggest that anaerobic bacteria present in these layers were capable of significant assimila-

tion of thymidine. Similar trends of higher bacterial production in anoxic than in oxic water were observed in
some studies of other authors [25, 29]. However, the
method of thymidine incorporation when used as a measure for total heterotrophic bacterial activity in anaerobic
environments should be considered with caution [35, 36],
especially when anaerobic sulphur-reducing bacteria are
abundant. Since elevated values of sulphide were found in
anoxic hypolimnion of Rogoznica Lake (Ciglenecki, pers.
comm.), we suspect that sulphur bacteria could represent
a significant part of microbial community in bottom layers of Rogoznica Lake. Therefore, the calculated values of
thymidine incorporation rates probably underestimated
the total heterotrophic bacterial activity in the lake.
The differences between thymidine incorporation
rates in aerobic and anaerobic part of the lake could be
due to the metabolic differences among cells at different
layers or due to a change in the availability of substrates.
High concentrations of DOC and SAS [5, 28], usually
found in the chemocline of Rogoznica Lake, are caused
by the phytoplankton exudates and the decomposition of
particulate organic carbon (POC) [6, 27]. Therefore, it
could be expected that those substrates greatly stimulated
bacterial cells by increasing their abundance and, hence,
bacterial production.
The rates of thymidine incorporation per bacterial cell
varied between 1.55 and 13 x 10-21 mol cells-1 l-1 and
showed two apparent peaks at 7 and 11 m depth (Figure 5).
In the intermediate and bottom layers of the water column,
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thymidine incorporation per bacterial cell tightly followed
the vertical distribution pattern of total thymidine incorporation, but exhibited smaller vertical variation. However, in the first 5 m of the water column the vertical profiles of these two parameters were apparently different.
While thymidine incorporation per bacterial cell sharply
decreased from the surface to 5 m, the total thymidine
incorporation remained almost the same. The lowest proportion of high DNA-content cells in total bacterial abundance in these layers might explain some of the discrepancies between total thymidine incorporation and thymidine
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FIGURE 5
Vertical profiles of bacterial production, the abundances of high DNA-content cells, bacterial thymidine incorporation (total TdR),
bacterial thymidine incorporation per cell (TdR per cell) and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in Rogoznica Lake in May 2004.

CONCLUSION
Rogoznica Lake is a typical meromictic saline lake
characterized by high concentrations of DOC, SAS and
inorganic nutrients, as well as high standing crops of
picoplankton. However, regardless of high abundances of
the total bacteria, as well as of the high DNA-content cells,
production of bacterial community in Rogoznica Lake was
low compared to other mesotrophic or hypertrophic lakes
[38, 39]. These characteristics suggest that despite higher
DOC concentrations in chemocline, substrates utilized by
bacteria were probably not used for bacterial growth, but
rather for maintaining their energy. On the other hand,
high production per cell in the surface layers implies that
substrates consumed by bacteria in the upper layers of the

lake were utilized for the growth of bacterial cells. These
results indicate that the microbial community in Rogoznica Lake is structured by several mechanisms. Further
investigations of these mechanisms will enable a better
understanding of microbial loop processes in such unique
ecosystems like meromictic saline lakes.
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SUMMARY
The organic composition of atmospheric particulate
matter has been investigated to assess the air pollution
levels in an urban area located 10 km south of Algier city
(Algeria). Airborne samples were collected using a highvolume air sampler. After soxhlet extraction and elution
through an alumina column, the extractable organic species comprising PAHs, n-alkanes and n-alkan-2-ones were
characterized by high–resolution gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (HRGC/MS). The composition
of n-alkanes mainly resembled that of vehicular sources,
in addition to vascular plant wax emission. The PAH diagnostic ratios reflected also the auto-exhaust traffic emissions as major source of organic aerosols in Algiers city. In
contrast, the microbial activities seemed to play the main
role for the presence of n-alkan-2-ones in this site.

KEYWORDS: Organic aerosols, PAHs, alkanes, ketones, air
pollution, Algiers.

INTRODUCTION
Organic material is a significant contributor to the total aerosol mass and belongs to the important markers of
air quality in populated areas. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are ubiquitously found environmental
contaminants and constitute a major group of carcinogens
and mutagens in the environment [1]. PAHs originate from
petroleum products and fuel combustion, like crude or
refined petroleum derivatives, coal, wood, etc. [2-6]. nAlkanes are emitted into the atmosphere both by biogenic
and anthropogenic sources, and are wide-spread in the environment [7-14]. It is recognised that the distribution profiles
of n-alkanes in aerosols released by natural sources (land

plant wax, soil, etc.) show a saw-tooth pattern with a strong
odd carbon number predominance, expressed by high carbon preference index (CPI) values, whereas n-alkanes
coming out from fossil fuel components (petroleum, coal,
etc.) show a mono-modal pattern, without any carbon number predominance. Therefore, the n-alkane pattern is usually investigated to determine their origin.
Due to the toxic and carcinogenic effects, as well as the
ubiquity of PAHs in the environment, these organic compounds have gained a big research concern. With the increase in fossil fuel combustion, resulting from the industrial expansion, traffic and population growth, over the
last few decades, the atmospheric concentration of organic aerosols in the South Mediterranean countries is expected to be high. Whereas big data sets are available of
concentrations reached by organic micro-components in
developed countries, lack remains with respect to emerging
areas, among which are those at the Southern Mediterranean coast. Recently, volatile and particulate organic compound measurements have just started in Algeria [15-19],
and, in all cases, high concentrations of organic species
were determined. The increased number of respiratory
symptoms and diseases recorded at Algiers in the last few
years is suspected to depend upon the exposition of population to air pollutants associated with fine aerosol particles, which readily penetrate into the lungs. Beaulieu,
located at 10 km south of Algiers, was chosen as subject
of the present investigation, because it lies near the industrial zone of Algiers, close to a municipal waste landfill
and surrounded by an intense traffic road.
In this work, the organic composition of atmospheric
particulate matter comprising PAHs, n-alkanes and nalkan-2-ones, has been investigated to assess the air pollution levels in Beaulieu area. The source reconciliation of
these organic aerosols is also presented.
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Sampling

The sampling campaign was performed in the Department of Environment of the Polytechnic National School
located in Beaulieu (10 km south of Algiers city center)
during March 2000. Airborne samples were collected from
the top of the department (~ 20 meters above ground level)
onto quartz fibre filters (20 cm x 25 cm) by using a highvolume sampling device (provided by Graseby Sierra Andersen, Atlanta, Georgia, USA), equipped with a sizeselective inlet for collecting particles smaller than 10 µm.
Samplings started at 7 a.m. and lasted 24 h. The particleloaded filters were directly kept in dichloromethane solution to prevent any degradation, and then stored at low
temperature until chemical characterization.
Sample extraction and clean-up

Before solvent extraction, 10 µl of toluene solution
containing known concentrations of the following internal
standards: i) 1-bromotetradecane and 1-bromoeicosane, and
ii) phenanthrene-d10, pyrene-d10, chrysene-d12 and perylened12, were spiked onto aerosol samples. These chemicals
acted as internal reference compounds for n-alkanes, PAHs,
and n-alkan-2-ones, respectively. All standards were supplied by Aldrich Chemical Co (Milwaukee, WI, USA),
except perdeuterated PAHs, provided by Spectra 2000,
Rome, Italy.
Organic fraction was recovered from aerosols by refluxing the loaded filters in a soxhlet apparatus for 16 hours,
using a dichloromethane-acetone mixture (DCM- ACE, 4:1
v/v, 40 ml) as extracting solvent. After reduction to dryness under a flow of N2 at room temperature, an aliquot of
the organic extract (4/5 of the total) was transferred onto the
top of a neutral alumina column (i.d. = 1 cm; length = 6 cm;
aluminium oxide type Brockman I, provided by Aldrich
Chimica, Milan, Italy; partly deactivated with 1.5 % H2O,
w/w). Non-polar aliphatic compounds were at first recovered with n-hexane, whilst the bulk of medium-polar
organics were collected by passing DCM through the
column. This fraction comprised PAHs, n-alkan-2-ones
and more polar species.
Chemical analyses

n-Alkanes, n-alkan-2-ones and PAHs were determined
by using a HP-5890-type gas chromatograph coupled with
a HP-5970B mass spectrometric detector operating in SIM
mode (Hewlett Packard Instruments, Palo Alto, CA, USA).
Separation of analytes was achieved through a 25 m-long
capillary column coated with a HP-5-type methylphenyl
silicone stationary phase (i.d. = 0.2 mm, film thickness =
0.33 µm), provided by Hewlett Packard. The column
temperature was maintained at 80 °C for 2 min, then programmed to 170 °C at 20 °C min-1, and held constant for
2 min; a second ramp (4 °C min-1) heated the column up
to 280 °C, and elution was completed at this temperature
for 15 min. The MS system was operated in electron im-

pact mode (ion source energy = 70 eV) and GC-MS data
were acquired by a dedicated software purchased from
Hewlett-Packard. Molecular markers were identified by
following the procedure described elsewhere [16].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
n-Alkanes

Figure 1 displays the distribution profile of C16-C34 nalkanes mean concentrations recorded during March 2000.
Particle-bound alkanes can be regarded as belonging to
two categories, depending upon sources: auto-vehicular
exhaust emissions and high vascular plant waxes. As
shown in the figure, n-alkanes ranging from C22 to C25
peaked in C25, and were consistent with auto-exhaust
traffic emissions. In fact, the investigated site is located
not far from the rush traffic road getting to Algiers city
center. On the other hand, Figure 1 clearly shows the
presence of high-molecular weight n-alkanes in air exhibiting a strong saw tooth distribution, which is characteristical for plant waxes. In fact, important concentrations of C27, C29, C31 and C33 were observed, with respect
to even-carbon numbered n-alkanes of similar molecular
weight. It is worth to mention that the sampling location
is surrounded by trees.
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FIGURE 1 - Distribution profile of mean n-alkanes’
concentrations in Beaulieu (Algiers), March 2000.
n-Alkan-2-ones

Table 1 reports the mean concentrations of the nalkan-2-ones in the range from K10 to K29. A strong oddto-even predominance was clearly observed for these
compounds. In particular, Kmax coincided with K19, which
reached 2 ng m-3.
n-Alkan-2-ones are believed to originate from two
sources. The first is from partial combustion processes,
and the second one from in situ microbial formation from
n-alkanes in the α-position [20]. While the former input
provides n-alkan-2-ones with odd-to-even predominance,
the latter source gives raise, instead, to ketones characterized by even-to-odd preference [21]. This means that the
n-alkan-2-ones, herein observed in suspended particles,
were rather derived from combustion processes.
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TABLE 1
Mean values of n-alkan-2-ones (ng m-3) recorded in Beaulieu (Algiers), March 2000.

n-Alkan-2-ones

Symbol

Concentrations

Decanone
Undecanone
Dodecanone
Tridecanone
Tetradecanone
Pentadecanone
Hexadecanone
Heptadecanone
Octadecanone
Nonadecanone
Eicosanone
Uneicosanone
Doeicosanone
Trieicosanone
Tetraeicosanone
Pentaeicosanone
Hexaeicosanone
Heptaeicosanone
Octaeicosanone
Nonaeicosanone
Total

K10
K11
K12
K13
K14
K15
K16
K17
K18
K19
K20
K21
K22
K23
K24
K25
K26
K27
K28
K29

0.02
0.05
0.13
0.17
0.16
0.24
0.05
1.54
0.27
2.06
0.53
0.71
1.59
1.60
0.61
1.11
0.44
0.51
0.40
0.69
12.88

TABLE 2
Mean values of PAHs (ng m-3) recorded in Beaulieu (Algiers), March 2000.

PAHs

Symbol

MW

Fluorene
Phenanthrene
Anthracene
Methyl-phenanthrene/anthracene
Fluoranthene
Pyrene
Methyl-fluoranthene/pyrene
Cyclopentapyrene
Benzo(a)anthracene
Chrysene
Methyl-chrysene/ benzo(a)anthracene
Benzo(b)fluoranthene
Benzo(k)fluoranthene
Benzo(a)fluoranthene
Benzo(e)pyrene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Perylene
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)fluoranthene
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene
Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene
Benzo(ghi)perylene
Anthanthrene
Coronene
Dibenzo(a,h)pyrene
Dibenzo(a,i)pyrene
Dibenzo(a,e)pyrene
Dibenzo(a,l)pyrene
Total PAHs
Total methyl-PAHs

FL
PHE
AN
Me-PHE/AN
FA
PY
Me-FA/PY
CPP
BaA
CHR
Me-CHR/BaA
BbFA
BkFA
BaFA
BePY
BaPY
PE
IFA
IPY
DBahA
BPE
ANT
CO
DBahPY
DBaiPY
DBaePY
DBalPY

166
178
178
192
202
202
216
226
228
228
242
252
252
252
252
252
252
276
276
278
276
278
300
302
302
302
302

679

Concentrations
(ng m-3)
0.13
0.50
0.12
0.38
0.60
0.71
0.64
0.35
1.64
2.83
2.06
4.04
2.87
0.35
3.27
1.99
0.33
1.31
3.94
0.44
6.41
0.19
9.53
1.35
0.68
0.59
0.05
44.36
3.08
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PAHs

The mean aerial contents of individual, total nonmethyl- and methyl-PAHs, are listed in Table 2. The most
abundant PAH congeners were the high-molecular weight
PAHs, namely coronene and benzo(ghi)perylene. Benzo(b)fluoranthene, indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene and benzo(e)pyrene
were also important. The ratio of indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene to
the sum of the same compound and benzo(g,h,i)perylene
has been proposed for reconciling organic aerosols to their
emission sources. Values of this diagnostic ratio equal to
0.08, 0.37 and 0.56 were attributed to cars, diesel and coal
exhausts, respectively [22]. The [IPY/IPY+BPE] ratio
reached the value of 0.38 in our experiment, indicating that
particle-associated PAHs were released by diesel exhausts.
It is worth to mention that the sampling site is located not
far from a bus station operating with diesel fuels.
CONCLUSIONS
Three sources were found to be responsible of the occurrence of organic aerosols in the atmosphere of Beaulieu,
located 10 km south of Algiers city area. The concentrations of n-alkanes and PAHs were similar to those recorded in European urban areas. The following results were
obtained:
b) n-Alkanes accounted about 80 % of the total organic
aerosol composites and were determined to be generated from the emissions of both auto-exhaust traffic
and high vascular plant waxes.
c) n-Alkan-2-ones were quantified at low levels and
derived from combustion sources.
d) Diesel exhaust emissions were the major input of
suspended PAHs in the atmosphere of Algiers.
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ANALYSIS OF NONYLPHENOL POLYETHOXYLATES
WITH 3 TO 10 ETHOXY UNITS IN WATER SAMPLES BY
NORMAL-PHASE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY WITH
ELECTROSPRAY MASS SPECTROMETRY DETECTION
Elena Martínez, Oliver Gans, Helmut Weber and Sigrid Scharf
Umweltbundesamt (Austrian Federal Environment Agency), Spittelauer Lände 5, 1090 Wien, Austria

SUMMARY
There is significant interest in the environmental fate
of nonylphenol ethoxylate (NPEO) surfactants due to the
potential effects as endocrine disruptors of their metabolites in aquatic organisms. The concentration levels of high
ethoxylates in conjunction with the analysis of the endocrine metabolites play an important role to calculate the
mass balance in the aquatic environment. A simple and
useful method for the analysis of nonylphenol ethoxylates
with 3 to 10 ethoxy units in water samples using solidphase extraction (SPE) and normal-phase liquid chromatography (NPLC) with electrospray mass spectrometry detection in positive mode, is described. The overall method
quantification limits range from 3 to 15 ng/l for the enrichment of 500 ml water samples. Mean recoveries of 57 to
72 % are achieved. The method was subsequently applied to
water samples coming from Austrian treatment plants.

KEYWORDS: Nonylphenol ethoxylates (NPEOs), normal-phase
liquid chromatography (NPLC) and water samples.

INTRODUCTION
It is recently that society has put great interest in
many high-volume industrial chemicals impacting both
land and the aquatic environment due to their estrogenmimicking activity. The globally increased interest toward endocrine disrupting compounds forces the development of highly sensitive and specific analytical methods for their determination and for the determination of
their precursors. Alkylphenol polyethoxylates (APEOs)
are non-ionic surfactants, which are widely used in the
industry, mainly by textile, pulp and paper plants, manufacturers of petroleum and leather products, and producers
of household and industrial detergents. About 80% of the

APEOs produced are nonylphenol polyethoxylates (NPEOs),
while the remaining 20 % is essentially octylphenol polyethoxylates (OPEOs); their metabolites are generated during the breakdown of products containing APEOs, particularly during wastewater treatment [1]. The main source of
nonylphenol in the environment has been recognized as a
biodegradation product of NPEOs, and nonylphenol has
been reported to cause a number of estrogenic responses
in a variety of aquatic organisms [2, 3]. For this reason,
the determination of the concentration of NPEOs in waste
and surface water is of primary importance to understand
the metabolisation of these compounds and to be able to
calculate the input of ethoxylates in sewage treatment
plants with the output of ethoxylates plus their metabolites (e.g. nonylphenol).
Several analytical methods have been used to monitor
these contaminants in various environmental matrices.
Methods generally involve the use of liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) or SPE, followed by chromatographic methods
as gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) techniques [4] with electron ionization (EI) [5, 6], chemical
ionization (CI) [5, 7] and gas chromatography-tandem mass
spectrometry (GC-MS-MS) technique [5] or LC with UV
absorbance [8], fluorescence [9, 10] and mass spectrometry (MS) detection [4, 11-13]. Due to the limited volatility
of highly ethoxylated compounds, the difficulties met in
their derivatization and the loss of sample during the
additional manipulation (to improve the sensitivity), the
use of GC-MS is reduced or even impossible. LC with
fluorescence detection is very sensitive for the analysis of
metabolites of APEO; however, no chromatographic separation has been reported that can simultaneously separate
APEOs on the basis of alkyl and ethoxy chain length. In
addition, UV absorbance and fluorescence detection lacks
the specificity inherent to the mass spectrometer, and
interferences from complex environmental matrices may
complicate the analysis.
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Initially, the use of LC-MS was considered of only
limited importance, but the development of new LC-MS
interfaces has encouraged to the popularity of this type of
chromatography, due to the sensitivity, ruggedness and
simple manipulation of the newer interfaces, such as electrospray (ESI) and atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI). LC analysis of APEOs has been carried out
by normal-phase (NP) and reversed-phase (RP). In NPLC
separation, the order of APEOs elution is according to the
number of ethoxy units so, the retention time of an oligomer increases with the length of its ethoxy chain but it is
impossible to separate e.g. nonylphenolethoxylates from
octylphenolethoxylates. In RPLC, the separation is according to the character of the hydrophobic moiety, in this
case various oligomers containing the same hydrophobic
moiety (e.g. NP, NP1EO, NP2EO…) and elute in one
peak. Various LC-MS methods have been published with
ESI [6, 14, 15], APCI [11] and LC-MS-MS [16, 17] mainly
applied to RPLC. NPLC are less connected to mass spectrometric detection due to the difficulty of the ionisation of
analytes with used mobile phases. To our knowledge, so far
only very limited publications [18, 19] exist for the determination of NPEOs by NPLC. However, they have employed typical RPLC mobile phases (i.e.: toluene/ methanol/
water and acetonitrile/water) for the separation of NPEO.
Shang et al. [18] stated that excellent results could be obtained with an NH2 column under normal phase conditions
using n-hexane-isopropanol as mobile phase. However this
group encountered difficulties by connecting this LC method due to problems in sensitivity and poor performance.
Therefore, the use of a CN column with methanol-toluene
as mobile phase was recommended.
The aim of this study was to develop and optimise a
simple and useful method for the determination of
nonylphenol polyethoxylates with 3 to 10 ethoxy units in
water samples with a NH2 column under normal phase
conditions using n-hexane- isopropanol as mobile phase
with electro-spray mass spectrometry detection. The water
samples were extracted and enriched by solid phase extraction. Reverse Phase LC separation with mass spectrometric detection [17] was successfully employed for the
analysis of the endocrine nonylphenol ethoxylates metabolites. This enables the detection of environmental risks,
regarding hormone active substances. However, it will be
necessary to analyse NPEOs and their pattern to study their
fate and behaviour in the aquatic environment for instance,
in sewage treatment plants these compounds are transformed into their metabolites. With this method it will be
possible to study and to calculate overall mass balances.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Solvents and standards

All chemicals were of analytical grade or better. Individual standards are not available for all the NPEOs
oligomers and a NP5 (Marlophen 5) standard provided

by Hüls (Marl, Swiss) was used. This technical mixture has
the following weight composition: NP1EO (4 %), NP2EO
(11.4 %), NP3EO (15.8 %), NP4EO (18%), NP5EO
(18.5 %), NP6EO (13.8 %), NP7EO (8.1 %), NP8EO
(5.2 %), NP9EO (3.3 %) and NP10EO (1.6 %). Polyoxyethylenlaurylether was supplied by Merck (Wien). All
organic solvents used for sample preparation were residue
analysis grade and were re-distilled. HPLC grade solvents
were employed for the LC work.
A stock solution was prepared by dilution of NP5 in
acetone and then, a working solution was prepared by
dilution of the stock solution in n-hexane-isopropanol
(3:1, v/v). The polyoxyethylenlaurylether stock was prepared in acetonitrile and then solved in water to make the
working solution.
Due to the presence of alkylphenols and alkylphenol
ethoxylates in plastics and detergents, glassware required
special treatment prior to use. No plastics were used and
no detergents were allowed to contact any glassware. All
glassware was washed by acetone and water, and baked at
120°C for at least 8 hours.
Liquid chromatographic system

The liquid chromatographic system used was a Waters 2695 Separations Module, which is an integrated
solvent and sample management platform. A Waters 2487
Dual λ Absorbance Detector was coupled to confirm the
obtained results by MS detection; the selected wavelengths were 230 and 277 nm. Normal-phase HPLC was
performed with a 150x2.1 mm i.d., 3µm particle,
Hypersil, APS1 column (Thermohypersil) and a 10x2 mm
i.d., 2µm particle, guard column containing the same
packing material. The used mobile phases were 90:10 nhexane-isopropanol (A) and 90:10 isopropanol-water (B);
the gradient was: 100 % A for 1 min, change to 30 % B in
5 min, hold for 7 min, change to 100 % A in 7 min and
hold for 5 min giving an analysis time of 25 min. The
injection volume was set to 10 µl, the sample temperature
to 10°C and LC flow rate of 0.2 ml/min was employed. A
second Waters 510 HPLC Pump was used to introduce,
after the analytical column, a water-isopropanol-formic
acid solution (80:20:0.1), containing 10 mM ammonium
acetate as modifier with 0.1 ml/min flow rate.
Mass spectrometry conditions

A quadrupole mass spectrometer (Waters Micromass
ZQ) equipped with the electrospray interface was used.
The ions were detected using selected ion monitoring
(SIM) in the positive ion mode due to the possible formation of [M+NH4]+ adducts.
Used capillary and cone voltage was set to 3.0 KV
and 22 V respectively. Source and desolvation temperature of 120°C and 220°C, cone and desolvation gas flow
of 50 l/h and 400 l/h and ion energy and multiplier voltage at 1eV and 650 V, were selected. Table 1 lists the ions
used for quantification of the NP(3-10)EOs. The LC-MS
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system was connected to a Compaq deskpro EN personal
computer with Masslynx 4.0 software (from Micromass)
for instrument control, data recording and quantification.

place with 5 ml n-hexane. In the elution step, 5 ml of
acetone, and two times 2.5 ml of a 9:1 tert Butyl methyl
ether-methanol mixture were used. The eluted solvents
were evaporated to dryness in a TurboVap II Station
(Zymark, Hopkinton, MA, US) and re-dissolved in exactly 1 ml 3:1 n-hexane-isopropanol. Figure 1 shows the
final process.

TABLE 1- SIM conditions used for quantitative determination of
ammonium adducts in positive mode of NP(3-10)EOs by LC-MS.

Retention time (min)

Oligomer

m/z

4.5
5.5
6.9
9.4
10.9
11.8
12.4
13.3

NP3EO
NP4EO
NP5EO
NP6EO
NP7EO
NP8EO
NP9EO
NP10EO

370.3
414.3
458.3
502.3
546.4
590.4
634.5
678.5

Software

Statistic parameters were performed by SQS 98 (Perkin Elmer 1998).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analytical system

Sample preparation

LC separation: The combination of a NPLC column
and gradient elution provides an efficient separation of
nonylphenol ethoxilates with 1 to ca. 17 ethoxy units [20]
when modified silica such as the amino or cyano bonded
phase are used. These phases have demonstrated to be
highly efficient for alkylphenol ethoxylates. The separation
of the different oligomers by the length of its ethoxy chain
was optimized. In a first step, a gradient was applied with
less polar solvent rate but the efficiency was not enough to
get the complete separation of NP(3-10)EOs and a desirable peak width (especially NP5EO was prone to broad peak
widths). In this work, an APS1 Hypersil column, the solvent system and gradient described in Section 2.2, were
used. A good chromatographic separation (Figure 2) of all
oligomers in 15 minutes was obtained allowing UV-VIS
detection as a confirmation technique. Retention times for
the studied oligomers are presented in Table 1.

Diverse extraction techniques have been used in the
past; recently SPE and solid-phase micro extraction
(SPME) are the most frequently applied. In this work,
SPE was chosen as extraction method.
In order to know the influent factors in the SPE process, some tests were carried out (as discussed in Sample
preparation). The final SPE procedure was: 500 ml water
samples were adjusted to pH ≤3 with 3 M H2SO4, then
5ml of methanol and 100 µl of 1mg/ml polyoxyethylenlaurylether were added. The conditioning and loading step
were carried out automatically by the AutoTrace extraction WorkStation (Zymark, Hopkinton, MA, US), using
C18 cartridges. The columns were conditioned by 2 times
3 ml methanol and subsequently by 5 ml water. After
loading the cartridges were dried with nitrogen gas during
20 minutes. Before the elution step, the clean up took

Water sample
preparation

Spiked
sample
Conditioning and loading
AUTO TRACE
Sample 4
Sample 3
Sample 2
Sample 1

Blank

• 5 ml MeOH
• H2SO4 2M to pH ≤3
• 100µl of 1mg/ml polyoxyetylenlaurylethe (blank + samples)
• 100µl NP5 working solution (only in spiked sample)

• 3ml MeOH
• 3ml MeOH
• 5 ml water
• Dry column with gas for 20 minutes

Clean up
5ml n-hexane

Elution

• 5ml Acetone
• 2.5 ml 9:1 tert Butyl methyl ether-methanol
• 2.5 ml 9:1 tert Butyl methyl ether-methanol

TurboVap II Station
Evaporation

Dilution in:
1ml
n-hexane-2-propanol
Sample to analyse

FIGURE 1 - SPE method for the analysis of NP(3-10)EOs in water samples.
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FIGURE 2 - MS chromatogram of 500ng/ml NP5 (marlophen 5).

MS parameters: Electrospray ionisation (ESI) under
positive ionisation (PI) conditions was used for detection
of NP(3-10)EOs (Section 2.3).

The use of a second pump to introduce the ammonium acetate solution enabled and enhanced the ionization
of NP(3-10)Eos in the electrospray chamber. It was employed after the analytical column, as it would otherwise
strongly interfere in the separation. The addition of ammonium acetate enforces the formation of ammonium
adducts over sodium or proton adducts. The composition
of the ammonium acetate solution was studied carefully,
because it should be miscible with the mobile phase composition used before. The equilibrium between their organic and non-organic composition was an essential request for a perfect ionisation. Water-isopropanol-formic
acid solution (80:20:0.1) containing 10 mM ammonium
acetate was the optimal found solution.
The instrumental settings were optimised in order to
improve the detection sensibility and they are showed in
the Section 2.3.
For most of the cases (e.g. surface water) the simple
clean up step with 5 ml n-hexane was found efficient
enough for the removal of undesired matrix, which can
lead to ion suppression in the ionisation process. However, in some cases (especially with waste water samples)
ion suppression could be observed. Due to the lack of an
appropriate internal standard, it was somehow difficult to
calculate the loss of analytes. To overcome this problem,
dilutions of 1/5 and 1/10 were analysed and compared to
the initial results. In some other cases standard addition
was performed to calculate the ion suppression.

Sample preparation: SPE process included four steps:
firstly water sample preparation, secondly SPE cartridges
conditioning, thirdly sample loading and finally extract
elution. To improve the recovery, all the processes were
studied and optimised step by step but not in the same
order as previously mentioned. Two different types of
solid-phase extraction (SPE) cartridges were tested; styrene-divinylbenzene based sorbent Isolute ENV+(200 mg,
6 ml) and C18 phase Isolute (1 g, 6 ml) from IST (UK).
The entire tests were performed using 500ml of tap water
spiked with 100 µl of the working solution (3000-4000 ng/
ml). ENV+ was found not efficient.

Firstly, the cartridge washing with dichloromethane
and n-hexane was tested as clean up step but the use of
the first one was omitted due to the important loss of
NP(3-10)EOs. The clean up step with n-hexane did not
effect the recoveries of the higher ethoxylate compounds
from NP5EO to NP10EO, but NP3EO and less NP4EO,
were detected in the n-hexane. Nevertheless, the slight
loss of these compounds was accepted, as the important
matrix effects in real water samples (e. g. waste water)
would be otherwise too strong.
The retention capacity of NP(3-10)EOs on the packing material was checked by two consecutive elutions of
the same cartridge. The second fraction was collected and
analysed as a sample, but even though rests of these compounds appeared in the chromatogram they were below
quantification limits.
The loss of NP(3-10)EOs during the extract evaporation
was studied. The final solvent was spiked by the analytes
and evaporated several times. Afterwards the residues were
redissolved with different final extract volumes. In all the
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studied cases no significant changes were observed and as
a conclusion, NPEOs were not lost in this step.

5 ml of methanol were added to decrease the sample
polarity.

The glass adsorption of the substances in the sample
preparation step was verified by the use of isooctane as
non-adherent substance, but its low solubility in water
made it too difficult to control, and the results lacked of
reproducibility (Figure 3). Hence, the addition of isooctane was left.

To finish with the optimization of this SPE step, a nonionic surfactant (polyoxyethylenlaurylether) was used to
cover the active spots on the glassware; 100µl of this surfactant was spiked in all samples. The presence of this
surfactant improved significantly the recoveries (Figure 4).
In Table 2 the recoveries of the applied method are shown
for five replicates.

70
60
50

%

40

1
2

30
20
10
0
NP3EO

NP4EO

NP5EO

NP6EO

NP7EO

NP8EO

NP9EO

NP10EO

NP(3-10)EOs

FIGURE 3 - Lack of reproducibility obtained in two consecutive SPE
sample preparations for the analysis of NP(3-10)EOs when isooctane is used.

160
140
120
100

%

% with clean up (n-hexane)

80

% without clean up (n-hexane)
Second elution

60

% with surfactant

40
20
0
NP3EO NP4EO NP5EO NP6EO NP7EO

NP8EO NP9EO NP10EO

NP(3-10)EOs

FIGURE 4- Summary of results obtained for all NPEOs.
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overall method were calculated by the factor of enrichment
and the lower obtained recoveries to consider the worst
case. Table 3 shows the obtained LOQs in water samples.

TABLE 2 - Recoveries (%) of NP(3-10)EOs from
spiked samples (100µl of 3000-4000 ng/ml working
solution of NP(3-10)EOs). Number of replicates is 5.

Oligomer
NP3EO
NP4EO
NP5EO
NP6EO
NP7EO
NP8EO
NP9EO
NP10EO

%
60
59
61
57
58
63
68
72

SDtotal(%)
12
11
10
8
11
14
18
22

TABLE 3 - 95% confidence interval for % mean (n=5),
LOQ (ng/ml) for NP(3-10)EOs in the spiked water
samples (100µl of 3000ng/ml working solution) and
LOQ values for NP(3-10)EOs in real water samples.

NPEOs
NP3EO
NP4EO
NP5EO
NP6EO
NP7EO
NP8EO
NP9EO
NP10EO

Though the obtained recoveries were satisfactory,
two important points have to be pointed out in the work
with this type of substances: the difficulty of controlling
their retention in glassware and the insufficient elution of
the SPE columns.
External standard
calibration was used to quantify SPE extracts. Calibration
curves were constructed by use of standard solutions of
all the investigating NPEOs. Two concentration ranges of
the standard solutions between [40-800] and [8-200]
ng/ml were used to quantify the samples and the dilutions
of the samples. Reasonable linearity was observed for all
the oligomers studied, correlation coefficients were about
0.99 or above.
Calibration graphs, LOD and LOQ:

For the determination of detection and quantification
limits (LODs and LOQs), software SQS 98 (Perkin Elmer)
was used. Table 3 shows the obtained results.
To calculate LOQs in real water samples, the obtained confidence recovery intervals and the LOQs in the
spiked tap water samples were used (Table 3). LOQs of

95% confidence
interval for % mean
54-65
54-63
56-66
53-61
53-63
57-70
57-78
60-84

LOQ
(ng/ml)
1
3
3
3
4
2
1
1

LOQ (ng/l) in
water samples
7
11
11
11
15
5
4
3

Case study

In the analysis of real water, series of 6 500 ml samples are used, one blank, four real samples and one spiked
sample (to calculate the recovery in each series). The
calculation of the concentration of NP(3-10)EO per litre
in real samples were achieved through the correction with
the obtained recovery in each series.
Figure 5 shows a TIC chromatogram of a wastewater
sample of an Austrian treatment plant. As it can be seen
the analytes are eluting in discrete peaks.
In order to demonstrate that this method can be used
to adequately quantify NP(3-10)EOs in real water samples, the results of two wastewater samples with complex
matrix are summarized in the Table 4.

TIC 4.34e6

Time (min)

FIGURE 5 - TIC chromatogram of real wastewater sample of an Austrian treatment plant.
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SIR of Channel 2 ES+: 370.4
TIC 4.88e3

Without clean up

With clean up
SIR of Channel 2 ES+: 370.4
TIC 1.16e5
NP3EO

Dilution 1/10
NP3EO

SIR of Channel 2 ES+: 370.4
TIC 4.90e5

Time (min)

FIGURE 6 - Chromatograms for NP3EO of sample 2, without
clean up, with clean up and with 1/10 dilution of the extract.

tion of NP(3-10)EOs (NP3EO elutes first in the chromatogram and is therefore most effected by matrix coelution)
was allowed such as the results with different dilutions of
the extracts, 1/5 and 1/10, showed.

TABLE 4 - Obtained results in ng/l
for two different wastewater samples.

Without clean up
With clean up
Dilution 1/5
Dilution 1/10

Sample1
n.a*
145
147
165

Sample2
n.a*
4
643
660

* Not possible to analyse

For the sample 1, the simple clean up was sufficient
enough to eliminate most of the matrix and the determina-

In the second sample (Figure 6), the difference between the extract without clean up, the extract with clean
up and the extract’s dilutions are shown. Without clean up
it was not possible to quantify NP3EO at all. The used
clean up improved the detection and it was possible to
quantify NP3EO. However, ion suppression was still de-
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tected (see results in Table 4). This effect was resolved
effectively by the dilutions 1/5 and 1/10 (Table 4 and Figure 6) obtaining a clear and quantifiable chromatogram for
NP3EO.
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electrospray mass spectrometry. The composition of the
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with the mobile phase used before, allowing detection limits
in the ng/l range. A good chromatographic separation of all
oligomers in 15 minutes was obtained allowing even UVVIS detection as a confirmation technique.
The water samples were extracted and enriched by
SPE additives as well as type of solid phase and elution
were studied and optimised. The obtained recoveries were
satisfactory.

[10] Mackay, L.G., Croft, M.Y., Selby, D.S. and Wells, R.J.
(1997) Determination of nonylphenol and octylphenol ethoxylates in effluent by liquid chromatography with fluorescence
detection. J. AOAC Int. 80(2), 401-407.

The most significant change was observed by the introduction of the non-ionic surfactant (polyoxyethylenlaurylether) to avoid the glass adsorption of this type of substances, covering the active spots on the glassware.

[11] Petrovic, M. and Barceló, D. (2001) Analysis of ethoxylated
nonionic surfactants and their metabolites by liquid chromatography/atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometry.
J. Mass Spectrom. 36 (11), 1173-1185.

Clean up was performed by washing the SPE column
with n-hexane prior to elution. In most cases (e.g. surface
water) it was sufficient to remove matrix effect and interferences. In some cases (e.g. waste water) dilutions of the
extracts were analysed to overcome problems known as
ion suppression.
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SUMMARY
The adsorption of four herbicides on soils with different
chemical-physical characteristics, and on soil colloids has
been determined. The experimentation involved molinate
(MOL), terbuthylazine (TBA), bensulfuron-methyl (BNS)
and cinosulfuron (CNS) herbicides. The distribution
coefficients (Kd) of the molecules and their correlation to
the pH, organic carbon, amorphous iron oxides, and clay
soil content were determined. Moreover, both the Kd of the
MOL and TBA on pure surfaces such as humic acids (HA),
vermiculite (VER), kaolinite (KAO), Na-montmorillonite
(Na-MONT), ferrihydrite (FE) and the adsorption isotherms
of these two herbicides on HA, Na-MONT and VER were
determined. As far as the MOL and the TBA were concerned a significant correlation with organic carbon and
amorphous iron oxides was highlighted, while as regards
the BNS, a significant correlation was found with the pH,
organic carbon, and clay content. The adsorption of CNS
was significantly correlated only to the pH. The order of
MOL and TBA adsorption on pure surfaces was the
following: HA>Na-MONT>VER>KAO>FE.

KEYWORDS:
herbicides, sorption, soil, soil colloids.

INTRODUCTION
The development of new mechanical, chemical and
biological technology has been decisive in sustaining an
increase of agricultural production: nonetheless, this
process has not been without consequences for health and
the environment. In particular, a rash use of synthetic
pesticides has had the effect of disturbing natural ecosystems, sometimes changing the delicate environmental

equilibrium irreversibly. The greater part of the pesticides
applied to crops is to be found in the soil, regardless of
whether this is treated directly or indirectly. The soil,
therefore, represents the first receiver and the first and
most important barrier to the penetration of pollutants into
the groundwater. The degradation and adsorption processes
of xenobiotics take place in the soil, due to its biological
and chemical-physical components.
Adsorption is a phenomenon that, together with the
equilibrium in liquid and gaseous phases as described in
Henry’s law, leads to the relative fraction of pesticides in
the three soil phases: solid, liquid and gaseous. The
literature suggests that the adsorbed fraction of pesticide is
not biodegradable and that chemical transformations of the
compound take place at different rates in the various soil
phases. What is more, it is known that partitioning on the
solid phase of the soil slows the extent to which transfer
takes place by means of diffusion and mass flow processes
[1]. The equilibrium and rate of the adsorption process are
influenced by the structure of the pesticide, by the
chemical-physical properties of the solid phase, by the
properties of the liquid phase, such as pH and ionic
strength, by competition with other solutes and by climactic
conditions [1]. A detailed knowledge of soil characteristics
and soil/pesticide interactions is therefore indispensable in
order to understand the environmental fate of pesticides.
Since information on the adsorption of pesticides is
essential in predicting their leaching potential and contamination of groundwater, we conducted a study on the
adsorption of four herbicides in different Italian soils and
some of its organic and mineral components. The experimentation concerned the active ingredients molinate
(MOL), terbuthylazine (TBA), bensulfuron-methyl (BNS)
and cinosulfuron (CNS) and provided the determination
of the distribution coefficient (Kd) on a total of 57 soils and
the calculation of the correlation coefficient (R) between
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the Kd and the principal chemical-physical characteristics
of the soils. The Kd of the MOL and TBA herbicides was
determined on humic acids (HA), vermiculite (VER),
kaolinite (KAO), Na-montmorillonite (Na-MONT) and
ferrihydrite (FE) as well as the adsorption isotherms of
these two herbicides on HA, Na-MONT and VER.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

concentrations were chosen so as to approximate the doses
used in the fields. The soil and the herbicide solution were
agitated for 2 hours on a reciprocating mechanical shaker at
a constant temperature of 25°C and then centrifuged at
3000 RPM for 30 minutes. Preliminary studies indicated
no significant changes in the herbicides adsorption between
2 h and 48 h of shaking.
Determination of the Pure Surface/
Water Distribution Coefficient (Kd)

Soils

The soils were taken from rice growing (29 samples,
group A) and extensive cultivation plots (28 samples,
group B) at a depth of 0-25 cm. In the laboratory the samples were air-dried, passed through a 2 mm sieve and then
underwent chemical-physical analysis in accordance with
the Italian Soil Science Society’s procedures [2]. The
main chemical-physical characteristics of the soils are
shown in Tables 1 and 2 for groups A and B respectively.
No analytical determinations to detect pesticide residues
were performed.
Chemicals

The standard herbicides (>98.5% purity) were purchased
from Dr. Erhenstorfer (Augsburg, D). CaCl2 was analytical
grade (Sigma-Aldrich (Milan, I); acetonitrile was LC grade
(J.T. Baker Chemicals B. V., Deventer, Holland); water
was LC grade, obtained from Milli Q water purification
system (Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA).

The determination of the Kd on pure surfaces was
carried out by adding 5 mL of MOL (0.34 µg mL-1) or
TBA (0.51 µg mL-1) in CaC12 0.01 N to the matrix. The
suspension was agitated for 2 hours at a constant temperature
of 25°C. Substrate and supernatant were then separated by
centrifuging at 3000 RPM for 30 minutes.
Adsorption isotherms

On the basis of the results obtained determining the
herbicides Kd, work progressed with the study of the
adsorption of MOL and TBA on the soil by means of the
calculation of the adsorption isotherm of these pesticides on
the HA, VER and Na-MONT. For this calculation, 5 mL of
CaC12 0.01 N solution containing increasing concentrations
of TBA (0.05-0.45 ppm) or MOL (0.2-0.6 ppm) were added
to 50 mg of matrix. The samples were agitated for 2 hours
at a constant temperature of 25°C, then centrifuged at
3000 RPM for 30 minutes. The amount of herbicide retained by the soil was calculated by the formula:
x/m = (C0-Ce)v/w

Pure surfaces

In order to clarify the different interactions between the
pesticides and the soil, tests were carried out on the interaction taking place between the MOL and TBA and some
clayey minerals, one humic acid (HA) and one ferrihydrite
(FE). Among the clays, vermiculite (VER), Namontmorillonite (Na-MONT) and kaolinite (KAO) were
chosen, all coming from the Geology Department of the
University of Missouri, Colombia (USA). The HA, extracted
and purified in accordance with the IHSS procedures [3],
had a pH of 3.2, an E4/E6 ratio of 3.8 and a carboxyl and
a phenolic acid group content of 4.0 and 5.2 meq g-1
respectively. The ferrihydrite (FE), synthesised in the
laboratory according to Schwertmann and Cornell [4] had a
surface area of 277-280 m2 g-1.
Determination of the Soil/Water Distribution Coefficient (Kd)

where x/m is the concentration in the soil (ppm), C0 is
the initial concentration in solution (ppm), Ce is the final
concentration in solution (ppm), v is the solution volume
(5 mL), and w is the weight of the soil (50 mg). The adsorption data can be described by the empirical Freundlich equation:
x/m = KfCe1/n
where x/m is the concentration in the soil (ppm), Ce is
the final concentration in solution (ppm), Kf and 1/n are
constants relative to the affinity of the adsorbent for the
adsorbate and to the degree of curvature of the isotherm,
respectively.
Analytical determinations

The determination of the Kd was carried out using the
soils from group A for the BNS and CNS and the soils of
group B for the MOL and TBA. The reason for this
choice was that the first two pesticides are used on rice
crops while the latter two are also used for crops, such as
corn and broom corn, which are defined as extensive.
The method consisted in placing 5 g of soil in a glass
container and adding 25 mL of CaC12 0.01 N solution
containing respectively 0.37µg mL-1 of TBA, 0.46µg mL-1
of MOL and 0.1µg mL-1 of BNS and CNS. The pesticide

For the MOL, TBA and CNS herbicides analysis was
preceded by a 1:2 dilution of the supernatant with acetonitrile, while it was necessary to set up a concentration
method for the BNS, given the low concentrations found
in solution. Such a method consists in an adsorption of
BNS on Supelclean chromatographic columns LC-18 SPE
Tubes (6 mL, 1 mg - Supelco). The columns were washed
with 4 mL acetone than with 10 mL CaC12 0.01 N before
receiving 10 mL of surnatant. BNS was eluted with 2 ml
of acetonitrile than analysed.
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TABLE 1 - Main chemical-physical characteristics of group A soils and Kd of BNS and CNS.
Soils
NO7
NO8
VCP1
VCP2
VCP3
VCP4
VCP5
VCP6
VCP7
VCP8
VCP9
VCP10
VCP11
VCP12
TO5
VC1
VC2
VC3
VC4
VC5
VC6
VC7
VC8
VC9
VC10
VC11
VC12
VC13
VC14
Median values

pH
(H2O)
5.3
6.2
5.8
6.4
6.9
6.5
6.4
7.0
6.2
6.2
6.8
6.4
6.5
6.7
6.8
5.9
6.0
7.4
5.8
5.8
5.7
5.7
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.6
5.5
5.4
6.0
6.0

O.C.
(%)
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.6
0.8
1.3
1.1
1.8
1.0
0.9
0.5
1.5
1.2
0.5
1.4
1.1
0.8
1.6
1.4
0.6
1.4
1.9
2.8
2.0
0.4
1.8
1.0
1.8
0.8
1.2

Feo
(%)
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.7
0.3
0.6
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.7
0.3
0.7
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.3

Clay
(%)
8
9
9
12
12
10
11
18
3
3
2
3
3
1
8
3
28
41
45
67
46
49
48
49
29
58
31
52
61
12

Kd BNS
(L kg-1)
11.3
9.4
25.0
27.5
1.5
27.5
19.0
1.0
15.0
19.0
3.0
14.2
11.4
1.4
2.2
6.5
5.5
3.9
23.8
14.2
36.7
36.7
20.0
20.0
11.7
32.5
25.0
25.0
10.0
14.2

Kd CNS
(L kg-1)
0.6
3.6
4.5
2.5
1.0
2.8
1.9
0.8
2.5
1.2
1.0
1.1
1.4
0.0
0.7
1.6
0.3
0.5
1.9
1.4
2.9
2.8
1.4
1.7
1.7
2.5
4.0
1.9
1.4
1.6

TABLE 2 - Main chemical-physical characteristics of group B soils and Kd of TBA and MOL.
Soils
AT1
AT2
AT3
AL1
AL2
NO1
NO2
NO3
NO4
NO5
NO6
TO1
TO2
TO3
TO4
AL3
AL4
CN1
CN2
CN3
CN4
AL5
CN5
CN6
CN7
CN8
CN9
CN10
Median values

pH
(H2O)
8.5
8.1
8.5
8.5
8.2
5.3
5.2
5.5
5.0
5.2
5.3
6.5
5.7
5.7
6.8
6.7
8.2
7.0
6.4
6.3
6.2
7.7
6.4
8.3
5.9
5.5
4.8
6.1
6.4

O.C.
(%)
0.9
1.4
0.5
0.6
1.3
2.8
2.9
2.1
1.4
1.5
1.8
0.4
1.6
0.7
0.8
1.1
0.9
2.0
1.1
1.1
0.5
0.9
1.7
3.1
0.5
1.0
0.8
0.9
1.1

Feo
(%)
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
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Clay
(%)
15
22
9
31
26
6
10
10
14
10
5
3
9
14
11
19
23
18
17
16
56
29
7
8
12
25
24
9
14

Kd TBA
(L kg-1)
2.4
5.7
2.0
2.3
7.8
6.9
6.6
5.9
6.2
4.0
5.2
1.0
2.5
2.8
3.5
3.5
4.0
6.5
3.3
5.8
4.0
3.6
2.9
1.6
1.9
2.7
1.6
1.9
3.5

Kd MOL
(L kg-1)
3.3
4.5
1.6
2.0
3.9
7.3
5.8
4.3
10.3
2.9
2.9
0.8
0.8
0.7
2.3
4.4
4.6
5.1
2.9
1.7
1.0
4.3
3.6
1.5
0.4
0.6
0.5
0.7
2.9
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The quantification of the active ingredients was carried
out by means of liquid chromatography (LC), using a
SHIMADZU chromatograph model LC 10 AD VP, with a
SHIMADZU detector SPD-10 AVP, set at a wave-length
of 220 ηm for the CNS, MOL and TBA and 235 ηm for
the BNS. The column used for the BNS, MOL and TBA
was a SupelcoSil LC-18 (25 cm x 4.6 mm, 5 µm, Supelco),
while for the CNS it was a SupelcoSil LC-ABZ (25 cm x
4.6 mm, 5 µm, Supelco). The mobile phase used was a
water/acetonitrile mix (v/v) with different ratios according
to the type of molecule: 15/85 (v/v) for MOL, 40/60 (v/v)
for TBA and BNS and 50/50 (v/v) for CNS.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chemical-physical characteristics of the selected soils

The group A soils had a prevalently acid or sub-acid
reaction except for some samples having a neutral pH. The
organic C content was between 0.4% and 2.8%, while the
clay content varied from a minimum of 1% to a maximum
of 67%; in at least 40% of the soils, however, the clayey
component prevailed. The cation exchange capacity (CEC)
was usually quite low (< 10 meq 100 g-1 in 22 soils over
29) even when there was a good clay content. This leads us
to believe that in this group of soils a mineral component
with low surface area (i.e. kaolinite) prevails. The quantity
of amorphous iron oxides was between 0.1% and 0.7%
(Table 1).
The reaction of group B soils appeared heterogeneous,
varying from 4.8 to 8.5. The organic C content, between
0.4% and 3.1 %, was on average similar to that of soils
supporting rice crops. The median clay component was
14% with values of over 20% only in 8 cases out of 28, as
can be expected in soils with alluvial deposits [5]. The
median quantity of amorphous iron oxides was the same as

0,60

*

0,40

*

that of the soils of group A but with a lesser variability
(0.2%-0.4%) (Table 2).
The soil/water (Kd) distribution coefficient of the BNS and CNS

Table 1 shows the Kd values obtained for the BNS
and CNS. The median Kd value for the BNS is 14.2,
while for the CNS it is 1.6. This latter molecule, therefore,
is less adsorbed on the soil than the BNS.
As shown in Figure 1 for the adsorption of the BNS,
Pearson’s r indicates significant linear correlation (P=0.05)
with pH (-0.66), organic carbon (0.43) and clay (0.42). As
regards the CNS, the only significant correlation is that
with the pH (-0.56). The BNS and CNS belong to the
sulphonilurea family and both have acid groups with a
pKa of 5.2 and 4.5 respectively. The negative correlation
observed between the pH and Kd leads us to think that
there is a greater affinity with the soils in their neutral form
and this is due to an interaction with the organic matter.
Considering the pH range of the group A soils (Table 1)
and bearing in mind that near the soil surface the pH value can be as much as two units lower compared to that of
the bulk soil [6], it is probable that the two herbicides
were present in solution in both dissociated and neutral
forms, in most of the soils examined. Nonetheless, the
lower pKa value of the CNS compared to the BNS allows
us to suppose that even in the soils with the lowest pH, the
neutral form of this herbicide was present in lesser quantities. In fact, according with BNS and CNS equilibrium constants, at pH 5.2-5.5 about 50% and 10% of the two compounds was present in neutral form. This can explain both
the reduced significance of the correlation between Kd and
the pH and the lack of correlation between Kd and the
organic carbon content in the case of this molecule. On the
other hand, an unpublished experiment by Braschi et al.
[7], demonstrates that the CNS interacts considerably with
the humic acids.

*

*

*

*

0,20

R

0,00
-0,20
CNS

-0,40
-0,60

BNS

*

TBA
MOL

*
-0,80
pH (H2O)

O.C. (%)

Fe (%)

Clay (%)

Main soil chemical-physical characteristics
FIGURE 1 - Correlation coefficient (R) between the Kd and main soil chemical-physical characteristics.
* = Significant for P<0.05.
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Pure surfaces
FIGURE 2 - Distribution coefficient (Kd) of TBA and MOL on pure surfaces.

The BNS differs from the CNS also in its tendency to
interact with the clay component of the soil. Cavanna et
al. [8] also found that the adsorption of the BNS on the soil
involved prevalently the clay fraction. If we hypothesise that
in the Group A soils the clay was constituted prevalently by
kaolinite, given their low CEC, it is possible that in most
cases this was near to the Point Zero Charge (PZC) [9],
therefore more reactive to the BNS than the CNS because it
is present in greater quantity in neutral form.
The soil/water (Kd) distribution coefficient of the TBA and MOL

The Kd values for the TBA (Table 2) vary from a
minimum of 1.0 to a maximum of 7.8 and have a median
value of 3.5. In the case of the MOL the Kd is on median
value of 2.9 and has a wider range (0.5-10.3). Significant
correlation was found (r Pearson; P=0.05), with similar
values for both molecules (Figure 1), with the organic
carbon and the amorphous Fe. On the other hand the Kd
of the two herbicides were not dependent on the pH or the
clay content. The correlation between the Kd and the organic
carbon can be explained by the presence of hydrophobic
groups in both molecules. The two herbicides belong to
two different chemical families and even if they have
different molecular structures it would appear that they
have the same degree of interaction with the organic matter. In the case of the TBA the affinity with the soil organic
matter was recently documented by adsorption and vertical
movement studies in two soils having a different organic
matter [10, 11] and by adsorption studies on soils conditioned with mud [12], while in the case of the MOL this
was documented by an adsorption study on soils conditioned with carbon [13].
The influence of the amorphous iron oxides on the
adsorption of TBA and MOL is not reported in literature.
Such soil components, even if in relatively modest quantities, are characterised by a high specific area (in the order
of some hundreds of m2 g-1), they can, therefore, expose
vast active surfaces with the possibility of linking with the

pesticides. The role of these surfaces in the retention of pesticides was demonstrated in the case of herbicides belong to
the imidazolinone family [14, 15]. pH does not influence the
extent of adsorption; this is explained by the fact that in
the pH conditions of any soil, both the herbicides do not
undergo to ionisation processes. In fact the TBA pKa is 1.9
while no MOL dissociation occurs.
Adsorption of TBA and MOL by pure surfaces

The results shown in Figure 2 confirm the marked affinity of the molecules for organic matter. In particular the
TBA highlights a Kd equal to 236 as regards the HA,
decidedly higher than that of the MOL for the same surface. This can be attributed to the TBA being more hydrophobic than the MOL, as can be seen from the values of
water solubility equal to 8.5 and 880 ppm, for the TBA and
MOL respectively. From an examination of the data in
Figure 2 it appears that the Kd of the molecules diminishes
in the order Na-MONT>VER>KAO; the total adsorption
of the TBA by the Na-MONT and the VER is double that
that of the MOL. Besides, while the TBA is adsorbed, if
only slightly, by the KAO, the MOL is not adsorbed by this
surface. This highlights the greater adsorption capacity of
the 2:1 type clays (VER and Na-MONT) compared to the
1:1 type (KAO). These results seem to confirm the previous
hypothesis regarding the prevalence of kaolinite in the clayey component of the soils studied.
Finally, an observation of the Kd of both herbicides for
FE, shows either a negligible interaction (in the case of the
MOL) or none at all (in the case of the TBA), contrary to
what was expected from the experimentation on the soils.
This could be due to differences between the soils iron
oxides and the ferrihydrite used in our laboratory studies.
The adsorption isotherm of the TBA and the MOL in the HAs,
the NA-MONT and in the VER

As can be seen in Figure 3 the adsorption isotherms
of the TBA on the three pure surfaces investigated fitted
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the linear type Freundlich equation (R2=0.99 all the isotherms); values of 1/n of 1.1 for the HA, 1.08 for the
VER. and 1.04 for the Na-MONT Linear isotherms can be
seen when the adsorption process is aspecific as in the
case of a partitioning or a hydrophobic interaction. In this
case the Kf value is equal to the Kd.

17]. This indicates a mean affinity of the MOL with the HA
so that, with an increase in the xenobiotic concentration, the
adsorption sites on the active surfaces of the humic acid
tend to diminish, as confirmed by the Kd values that,
progressively reduce passing from values of 67 mL g-1 in
low concentrations, to about 40 mL g-1 in correspondence
with high Ce values. The MOL also reveal L type isotherms
with the VER, with Kf and 1/n values comparable with
those obtained with the HA (Figure 4).

The adsorption isotherm of the MOL on the HA confirms the affinity of this herbicide to organic matter (Figure 4). The 1/n coefficient of less than 1 corresponds to an
L type isotherm according to the Giles classification [16,
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FIGURE 3 - Adsorption isotherms of TBA on HA (A), VER (B) and Na-MONT (C).
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FIGURE 4 - Adsorption isotherm of MOL in HA (A), VER (B) and Na-MONT (C).

The MOL adsorption isotherm determined on the NaMONT is, instead, of the S type (1/n = 1.2). The S-shape
indicated a cooperative character of the adsorption i. e.
adsorbed molecules favour the further adsorptive [16, 17].

besides having a high content of organic substances, the
soil is clayey with a tendency to acid pH.

This research has made it possible to learn more about
the relationship that exists between soil characteristics and
their capacity to retain some widely-used herbicides. Given
the relationship between the amount of herbicide adsorbed
by the soil and its leaching, the results also make it possible
to comment on the risk of contaminating the groundwater.
As regards the MOL and TBA, this risk is limited when
the soil is rich in organic substances and/or iron oxides,
while the risk is limited for the BNS and CNS when,
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ABIETIC, DEHYDROABIETIC ACIDS AND RETENE
IN VITRO EFFECTS ON Anguilla anguilla L.
LIVER MICROSOMAL EROD ACTIVITY
Maria Ana Santos and Vera L. Maria
Department of Biology, University of Aveiro, 3810-193 Aveiro, Portugal

SUMMARY
Liver microsomes isolated from eels (Anguilla anguilla L.) after 24 hours of exposure to 2.7 µM β-naphthoflavone (BNF) were in vitro exposed to abietic acid (AA),
dehydroabietic (DHAA) acid and retene 0.001, 0.01, 0.1,
0.3, 0.9 and 2.7 µM.
In vitro liver microsomal ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase
(EROD) activity was significantly decreased by AA and
retene (0.01, 0.1, 0.3, 0.9, 2.7 µM), whereas DHAA (0.1,
0.3, 0.9 and 2.7 µM) increased liver microsomal EROD
activity. Retene and AA strongly and slightly inhibited in
vitro liver microsomal EROD activity, respectively; however DHAA induced liver microsomal EROD activity
suggesting detergent-like effect in microsomal membranes.

Fragoso et al. [9, 10] reported liver EROD activity
increase in rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) exposed
to retene and the same was demonstrated in eels by Maria
et al. [11].
In vitro liver EROD activity inhibition by benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) and β-naphthoflavone (BNF) was demonstrated in juvenile sea bass [12] pre-exposed to 2.7 µM
BNF induction during 24 hours.
In this perspective, the present research work was designed to study and compare the in vitro effects of 0.001,
0.01, 0.1, 0.3, 0.9 and 2.7 µM AA, DHAA and retene concentrations on the EROD activity of liver microsomes,
isolated from eels previously exposed to 2.7 µM BNF
during 24 hours.

KEYWORDS:
In vitro liver microsomal EROD, AA, DHAA, retene, BNF, eels.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Reagents

INTRODUCTION
Abietic acid (AA) and dehydroabietic acid (DHAA)
are among the most abundant resin acids (RAs) in pulp
and paper mill effluents receiving waters [1] since oleoresins synthesised by many conifers are released during
chemical and mechanical pulping of softwoods [2]. Moreover, anaerobic microbial biotransformation of RAs in sediments [3] and thermal degradation of abietic–type RAs [4]
can form retene (7-isopropyl-1-methylphenantrene), a
substituted polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH).
DHAA and AA increased liver ethoxyresorufin-Odeethylase (EROD) activity in eels (Anguilla anguilla L.)
[5-7]. Though, previous studies have also demonstrated a
significant liver EROD activity decrease after 3 days
exposure to high DHAA and AA concentrations [6, 7].
High DHAA and AA concentrations also decrease and/or
inhibit juvenile sea bass (Dicentrarchus labrax L.) liver
EROD activity [8].

Abietic acid (AA), retene, were purchased from Sigma
Chemical Co. (USA). Dehydroabietic acid (DHAA) was
purchased from Helix Biotech Corporation (Germany).
All the other chemicals were of analytical grade and were
obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (USA), Boehringer
(Germany) and E. Merck-Darmstadt (Germany).
Fish

European eel (Anguilla anguilla L.) with an average
weight ± standard error (SE) of 90 g ± 8.3, were collected
from the Aveiro Lagoon – Murtosa (Portugal). The eels
were transported in anoxia, acclimatized to laboratory
conditions in aerated, recirculated, filtered and dechlorinated tap water in 200-liter aquaria for 7 days, at 20ºC,
under a natural photoperiod [light : dark (hours) =12].
Fish were not fed during recovery. Fish were exposed to
2.7 µM water diluted BNF and sacrificed by decapitation
after 24 hours exposure. Their livers were removed, immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored –80ºC until
microsomal isolation procedure.
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Microsomes were isolated according to Monod and
Vindimian [13] and Lange and co-workers [14], as adapted
by Pacheco and Santos [15]. The resulting microsomal
pellet was resuspended in 0.1 M Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4)
containing 20 % glycerol and 0.15 M KCl, and microsomal
protein concentration was determined according to the
Biuret method [16]. The microsomal resuspension was
divided into aliquots, frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at
–80 ºC until liver microsomal EROD assay. Liver microsomal EROD activity was measured as described by Burke
and Mayer [17]. Briefly, liver microsomal EROD assay
was carried out at 25 ºC, in the fluorometer cuvette containing 1 mL of 0.5 µM ethoxyresorufin (in 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH
7.4, containing 0.15 M KCl and 20% glycerol) and 100 µl
of liver microsomal suspension (29.37 mg protein. mL-1)
from BNF-induced eels. Five µL of DMSO (0.45 %) were
used to dissolve the xenobiotics tested (0.001, 0.01, 0.1,
0.3, 0.9 and 2.7 µM AA, DHAA and retene) and added to
incubation mixture as a vehicle. The same DMSO volume
was added to the incubation mixture in all control tests. The
reaction was initiated by adding 10 µL of NADPH (10 mM)
and the progressive increase in fluorescence, resulting from
the resorufin formation, was measured for 3 min (excitation
wavelength 530 nm, emission wavelength 585 nm). Liver
microsomal EROD activity was expressed as picomoles per
minute per milligram of microsomal protein.

not significantly different, liver EROD activity increased
in 26 - 36% when in vitro exposed to DHAA concentrations between 2.7 and 0.1µM (Fig. 1b).
Liver microsomal EROD activity was significantly
(p<0.05) inhibited after in vitro exposure 0.01, 0.1, 0.3,
0.9 and 2.7 µM retene (Fig. 1c). Low retene concentration
present in the reaction mixture, such as 0.01 µM, was able
to decreased significantly (p<0.05) liver EROD activity
with a 11.3% inhibition effect, compared to DMSO control condition. However, A. anguilla L. in vitro liver microsomal exposure to 0.1, 0.3, 0.9 and 2.7 µM retene,
strongly inhibited EROD activity in 38, 64, 79 and 94%,
respectively (Fig. 1c).
(a) 30

EROD activity
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Statistica software (SigmaStat 2.03) was used for statistical analyses. All the data were first tested for normality
and homogeneity of variance to meet statistical demands.
Variance analysis was used to compare results between fish
groups, followed by Tukey test [18]. Differences between
means were considered significant when P < 0.05.
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Anguilla anguilla L. previously exposed at 24 hours
to 2.7 µM BNF had a liver microsomal EROD activity of
22.02 pmol. min -1. mg protein -1. The addition of DMSO
(vehicle) 0.45% to the reactions did not affect liver microsomal EROD activity (Fig.1 a,b,c).
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FIGURE 1 - In vitro effects of 0.45% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO),
0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.3, 0.9 and 2.7 µM abietic acid (AA)(a), Dehydroabietic acid (DHAA) (b) and retene (c) on EROD activity from eels
(Anguilla anguilla L.) liver microsomes, in vivo induced by 2.7 µM
BNF for 24 hours exposure. Statistically different from DMSO exposure condition: * p<0.05.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Abietic acid constitutes a major class of environmental
toxic compounds, and a potential health hazard to animal
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exposure at 0.1 up to 2.7 µM AA compared to 0.01 µM
AA (Fig. 1a). AA 0.01 and 2.7 µM promoted the highest
(41%) and the lowest (11%) liver microsomal EROD
activity inhibition, respectively (Fig.1 a).
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wildlife [19]. As an amphipathic molecule, it interacts
with the phospholipid membranes with its carboxyl group
in the close proximity to the phospholipid ester groups
being placed in the upper part of the membrane palisade
structure [20]. DHAA is also an amphipathic molecule
though capable of cell membrane breakdown [21, 22].
Despite AA in vitro liver microsomal EROD activity
inhibitory response to all the exposure concentrations, a
significant EROD activity recovery for concentrations
higher than 0.01 µM was surprisingly detected. However,
considering the AA amphipathic properties as well as the
possibility of its biotransformation into DHAA by the
liver microsomal membranes and their consequent
breakdown, that may elicit a significant slight recovery
due to an enlarged cytochrome P450 multi-function oxidases (MFOs) exhibition before the substrate, namely
EROD. Previous eels in vivo studies, exposed to AA 0.10.3 µM during 8 and 16 hours, showed no significant liver
EROD activity differences compared to control fish [6].
However, eels liver EROD-inducing potency was revealed at 24 hours to 0.1, 0.3, 0.9 and 2.7 µM AA concentrations [6]. According to our current in vitro results increased liver microsomal EROD activity was found from
0.1 up to 2.7 µM DHAA exposure, which may be due to
its detergent-like effect and consequent microsome membrane disruption [21, 22]. Thus, the previous biological
phenomenon may have promoted MFOs direct exposure
to ethoxyresorufin, increasing particularly EROD activity
and keeping it constantly high. Several DHAA toxic effects such as, erythrocyte membrane lipid dissolution [21,
23] or membrane phospholipid bilayer intercalation as a
typical amphiphilic compound have been reported [24].
Nevertheless, in vitro DHAA 0.001 µM concentration
demonstrated an inhibition of liver microsomal EROD
activity which may suggest that this low DHAA concentration did not have a detergent-like effect and consequently
the membrane integrity was not affected. In vivo studies [7]
demonstrated that the eels exposed to 0.1 - 0.3 µM DHAA
during short-term exposure (8, 16 and 24 hours) had no
liver EROD activity increase. Nevertheless, DHAA induced a significant liver EROD increase, in juvenile sea
bass at 2 hours exposure to the lowest (0.0125 µM) DHAA
concentration tested, whereas high DHAA concentrations
induced very low or no liver EROD activity [8].
Previous in vivo studies performed with eels, showed
liver EROD activity increase until 72 hours (8, 16, 24 and
72) exposure from 0.1 up to 2.7 µM retene [11]. However,
our current results concerning in vitro liver microsomal
EROD inhibition by retene concentrations from 0.3 up to
2.7 µM was significantly higher than the inhibition caused
by the same AA concentrations. Therefore, our experimental results showed that retene, one potent in vivo inducer of Anguilla anguilla L. P450-dependent monooxygenases, is an in vitro inhibitor of liver microsomal EROD
activity since its inhibition occurred from 0.01 up to 2.7
µM retene. Fragoso et al. [10] also demonstrated in vitro
rainbow trout liver EROD inhibition at retene concentra-

tions above 2.5 µg.ml-1 (approximately 10 µM) reducing
by 88% at the highest retene tested concentration (250 µg.
ml -1, approximately 1 mM).
Gravato and Santos [12] also demonstrated in juvenile
Dicentrarchus labrax L. that other PAHs such as BaP,
within a concentration range between 0.01 up and 2.7 µM,
inhibit in vitro liver EROD activity, which coincided with
the present retene concentration range in vitro liver microsomal inhibition. Thus, the previous toxicological response
suggests that these two PAHs may interact in similar way
with liver EROD activity, causing its inhibition.
These results agree with previous findings concerning
several (cytochrome P450 gene subfamily) CYP1A inducers which also inhibit liver microsomal EROD activity in
fish exposed to high BaP doses [25]. High BaP concentrations (above 100 nM), also abruptly decrease EROD activity in a trout liver cell line, suggesting enzymatic inhibition
rather than xenobiotic-induced cytotoxicity [26].
In vivo [6, 7, 11] and the current in vitro different responses to AA, DHAA and retene, may be related either
to the amount of each compound available or in contact
with the liver microsomes. Thus, the availability of these
three compounds is different according to each biological
model exposure conditions.
Despite the A. anguilla L. liver microsomal EROD
activity inhibitory effects caused by low AA and DHAA
followed by either incomplete or complete recovery for
higher concentrations, a consistent dose - response inhibitory effect was demonstrated for retene exposure.
The present research study demonstrated that retene
and AA, despite its different strength, inhibited eels in
vitro liver microsomal EROD activity, contrasting with
DHAA induction.
Thus, toxicological misinterpretations may arise as a result of the increased availability of several PAH and substituted PAH in environmental samples measured as exposure
biomarkers which sometimes are not directly related to liver
EROD activity measured as effect biomarker. Therefore,
liver EROD activity measured as an effect biomarker must
be carefully used since it may be inhibited by exposure to
high PAH concentrations and [27-30].
This study revealed that retene was the strongest in
vitro inhibitor of A. anguilla L. liver microsomal EROD
activity. Moreover, AA had a slight, but significantly inhibiting effect in eel’s liver microsomal EROD activity. However, DHAA concentrations beyond 0.01 µM increased in
vitro liver microsomal EROD activity, which may be due to
its detergent-like microsomal membrane disruptive effect.
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DEGRADATION OF VARIOUS CHLOROPHENOLS
BY ELECTROCHEMICAL, ELECTRO-FENTON,
MICROWAVE ASSISTED PHOTOLYTIC AND
MICROWAVE ASSISTED PHOTOCATALYTIC METHODS
Gaoming Wu, Songhu Yuan, Zhihui Ai, Qingjie Xie, Xiaobing Li and Xiaohua Lu
Environmental Science Research Institute, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, 430074, P. R. China

SUMMARY
This study describes the degradation of various chlorophenols by electrochemical, electro-Fenton, microwave
assisted UV photolysis (MW/UV), and microwave assisted
photocatalysis with TiO2 (MW/UV/TiO2) methods. 2-chlorophenol (2-CP), 4-chlorophenol (4-CP), 4-chloro-3-methylphenol (4-Cl-3-Me-Poh), 2,4-dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP),
2,4,6-trichlorophenol (2,4,6-TCP), and pentachlorophenol
(PCP) were treated and different degradation sequences
were obtained. The different sequences between electrochemical and electro-Fenton degradation was discussed.
A comprehensive effect of cathode reduction and anodic
oxidation or hydroxyl oxidation was suggested for the
electrochemical and electro-Fenton methods. While based
on the comparison of degradation order by MW/UV and
MW/UV/TiO2, direct photolytic decomposition and
hydroxyl oxidation were proposed for MW/UV and
MW/UV/TiO2 respectively. Both electro-Fenton and
MW/UV/TiO2 degraded chlorophenols mainly by hydroxyl, and similar degradation sequences in electro-Fenton
and MW/UV/TiO2 were obtained consequently. Using 4CP as the model compound, gas chromatograph/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) analysis revealed many intermediates
formed in the process. The dominant degradation pathways
of 4-CP by electro-Fenton and MW/UV/TiO2 treatment
were proposed in the end.

KEYWORDS: electrochemical; electro-Fenton; microwave; photocatalytic; hydroxyl oxidation.

INTRODUCTION
Within the last decade there has been a growing concern related to environmental and health impacts of
chlorinated organic compounds. Chlorophenols constitute
a group of organic substances that were introduced into
the environment from several man-made activities, such as

wood preservatives, waste incineration, uncontrolled used
of pesticides, fungicides and herbicides, as well as byproducts formed during bleaching of pulp with chlorine
and in chlorination disinfection of drinking water [1]. As
they are harmful to human health, several of them have
been listed among the 65 priority pollutants by the US
EPA [2]. It is therefore important to assess the fate of
these compounds in the environment and to develop effective methods to remove them from water.
Recently, advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) such
as electro-Fenton and microwave assisted photocatalysis
have attracted much interest in the degradation of toxic
and recalcitrant organic contaminants. Electro-Fenton
approach consists of either adding ferrous iron or reducing ferric iron electrochemically with the simultaneous
production of hydrogen peroxide upon the reduction of
oxygen on several electrodes (mercury pool, vitreous
carbon or carbon-polytetrafluoroethylene O2-fed cathodes) [3-10]. Microwave assisted photocatalysis utilizes
the synergetic effect of microwave and photolysis to yield
more complete oxidation of pollutants [11, 12, 28]. Many
persistent pollutants have been degraded successfully by
the method [3-12].
We have reported the comparative treatment of various
chlorophenols by electro-Fenton method and microwave
assisted photocatalytic degradation of 4-chlorophenol previously [13, 14]. Degradation of individual chlorophenol
by anodic oxidation [15-18], electro-Fenton [3, 5] and
photocatalytic [19-21] methods has been carried out. The
anodic oxidation of various chlorophenols on IrO2, PbO2
and SnO2 anodes has been reported [12]. And the photolytic degradation of all chlorophenols with polyoxometallates and H2O2 were also studied [26]. However, using
several AOPs to degrade a serious of chlorophenols has
never been reported. In this study, 2-chlorophenol (2-CP),
4-chlorophenol (4-CP), 4-chloro-3-methyl-phenol (4-Cl-3Me-Poh), 2,4-dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP), 2,4,6-trichloro-
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phenol (2,4,6-TCP), and pentachlorophenol (PCP) were
degraded by electrochemical, electro-Fenton, microwave
assisted UV photolysis (MW/UV), and microwave assisted
photocatalysis with TiO2 (MW/UV/TiO2) processes. A
special attention was paid to the differences among the
methods. Finally, using 4-CP as model compound, we investigated and compared the degradation processes in detail.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

MW field induced UV irradiation interacted with the reaction mixture. Aqueous suspension of 1g/L TiO2 was used in
MW/UV/TiO2 experiments. The air was fed to the reactor
through a porous glass tube gas sparger located at the bottom of the reactor. In order to eliminate the thermal effects
of microwave heating, the temperature of the solution in
reactor vessel was kept constant at 28-29 oC by condenser
tube. All the experiments lasted 120 min. More detailed
information on the experiments could be found in our previous research [14].

Chemicals and materials

Analysis of the samples

Chemicals were obtained from Sigma (2-chlorophenol
(2-CP), 4-chlorophenol (4-CP), 4-chloro-3-methyl-phenol
(4-Cl-3-Me-Poh), 2,4-dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP), PA (2,4,
6-trichlorophenol, 2,4,6-TCP), Qingpu Synthetical Reagent Factory, Shanghai, China (Pentachlorophenol, PCP,
C.P. Grade), and China Medicine Group, Shanghai
Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (phenol, Poh, A.R. Grade).
(NH4)2Fe(SO4)2·6H2O (A.R. Grade) were used as the
sources of ferrous. The TiO2 powder was obtained from
Degussa P25 (particle size, 20-30nm; composition, 83%
anatase and 17% rutile). Deionized water (18.2 mΩ) obtained from a Millipore Milli-Q system was used for the
preparation of synthetic wastewater and the other solutions. All the other reagents used were above A.R. grade.
A graphite stick (Φ25mm X 90mm) and a platinum black
(type 260, Shanghai Luosu Scientific Co., Ltd., China)
were used as cathode and anode, respectively.

The samples (5mL) were taken out at regular time interval and kept in refrigerator (4 oC) until analysis within 4 hrs.
All phenols were analyzed by reverse-phase chromatography
using a high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
system (Hitachi pumps L-7100 and Hitachi Dynamic mixer)
equipped with a UV-vis detector L-7420 and a reverse-phase
Hypersil C-18 column (250 mm × 4.6 mm I.D., 5 mm). The
mobile phase was a mixture of 1% acetate acid aqueous
solution and methanol with ratios of 80:20 (v/v) for all
phenols. The wavelength of 280 nm is set for 2-CP, 4-CP,
4-Cl-3-Me-Poh, 2,4-DCP, 2,4,6-TCP, and 295 nm for PCP.
The flow rate of the mobile phase was 0.8 mL/min. The
volume of injection was 20 µL. Calibration curves were
drawn for the quantitative analysis of chlorophenols.

Procedures and equipment

Electrochemical process was carried out with an undivided glass cell of 250 mL capacity containing the
above-stated graphite cathode and platinum black anode.
The cell was filled with 200 mL phenol aqueous solution
(0.2 mmol/L for all phenols except 0.06 mmol/L for PCP for
the low solubility). H2SO4 (1.0 mol/L) was added to acidified pH to 3.0 and Na2SO4 (25g/L) was added to enhance
the conductivity. Electro-Fenton process was constructed
with the addition of 0.5 mmol/L (NH4)2Fe(SO4)2·6H2O.
The cell voltage was provided with a laboratory DC power supply (GPC-3060D). Quite a larger resistance than the
bulk was connected to maintain a constant current of
50mA. Stirring was applied to the solution using a magnetic stirrer (GPS-77-03). All experiments were performed at room temperature. All the electrolysis processes
last 120 mins. More detailed introduction of the experiments was presented in our previous research [13].
Photolysis with microwave irradiation was performed
in a modified domestic microwave oven (2450MHz, power 750W). It consisted of a cylindrical glass reactor provided with the necessary elements for the development of
the different processes. The reactor was filled with 500ml
of an aqueous solution of CPs (initial concentration of
0.1mmol/L, pH 7.0). The electrodeless discharge lamp
(power 100W) containing mercury vapor with a peak emission at 254nm was placed into the reactor vessel so that the

Typically a 10 mL sample containing 4-CP and reaction intermediates was acidified to pH < 2 with H2SO4
(1.0 mol/L). Then it was extracted twice with dichloromethane 10 mL each time. The combined extract was
dried with Sodium sulfate and concentrated to about 2mL
by a rotating evapor (Shanghai Medicine Instrument Company, China). The extract was stored at 4 oC until analysis
within 8 hrs.
Identification of intermediates was performed using a
gas chromatography (GC, Varian 3900) with a capillary
column (FactorFourTM: VF-5ms, 30m X 0.25mm, 0.25um)
and a mass spectrometer (MS, Saturn 2100T), which was
equipped with EI source and programmed with the Saturn
Chemstation software (Saturn WS). A split ratio of 15:1,
solvent delay at 3min, and scan range form m/z 50 to 500
at ++3s can/s were used. The oven temperature was programmed from 50 (1 min) to 300 (1 min) at a ramp rate of
8 oC/min. The injection volume of extract was 1 µL. The
Nist library was used for tentative species identification
as a supplement to mass spectral and retention time characteristics. All library matched species exhibited the degree of match better than 60%.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Degradation of various chlorophenols by electrochemical
and electro-Fenton methods

The degradation of 2-CP, 4-CP, 4-Cl-3-Me-Poh, 2,4DCP, 2,4,6-TCP, and PCP were compared by electrochemical and electro-Fenton methods. Figure 1 gives the
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removal rate of each phenol. Experiments of the operation
optimization could be found partially in our previous
report [13].
0.2
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FIGURE 1 - Degradation curve of various chlorophenols. 11, 21, 31,
41, 51, 61 correspond to the electrochemical degradation of 2-CP, 4CP, 4-Cl-3-Me-CP, 2,4-DCP, 2,4,6-TCP and PCP; 12, 22, 32, 42, 52,
62 refer to the electro-Fenton degradation of 2-CP, 4-CP, 4-Cl-3Me-CP, 2,4-DCP, 2,4,6-TCP and PCP. Where treatment conditions
of 50 mA electric current, 0.14 mol/L Na2SO4 electrolyte, pH = 3.0
for electrochemical method and an additional 0.5 mmol/L Fe2+ for
electro-Fenton method.

As can be seen from Figure 1, the removals of chlorophenols were rather low by the electrochemical method.
However, with the addition of 0.5 mmol/L Fe2+ to the
system, electro-Fenton system was constructed and the
degradation was enhanced greatly consequently. In order
to have a profound understanding of the degradation by
different methods, pseudo first-order rate constants were
calculated and Table 1 displayed the values.
TABLE 1 - Pseudo first-order rate constants determined for
chlorophenols and nitrophenols by electrochemical, electroFenton, MW/UV and MW/UV/TiO2 methods.

Chlorophenols
2-CP
4-CP
4-Cl-3-MePoh
2,4-DCP
2,4,6-TCP
PCP

Electrochemical
k(min-1)
R
0.0049
0.982
0.0023
0.997

Electro-Fenton
k(min-1)
R
0.0221
0.998
0.0206
0.995

0.0020

0.978

0.0290

0.971

0.0006
0.0006
0.0018

0.981
0.954
0.976

0.0229
0.0214
0.0042

0.982
0.999
0.993

Where k is the pseudo first-order rate constant calculated and R is the
corresponding correlation coefficient.

As can be seen from Figure 1
and Table 1, the removals of chlorophenols were rather
low and the rate constants were very small by electrochemical method. In the electrochemical process, both
cathode reduction and anodic oxidation existed. In order
to distinguish the contribution of the two reactions, the
degradation of phonel was conducted also, and the rate
Electrochemical process.

constant was obtained as 0.0036 min-1 (R=0.964). Because -Cl is an electron withdrawing group, the reductive
ability will be enhanced by the addition of chlorine. That
almost all the rate constants for chlorophenols were
smaller than phenol indicated that the anodic oxidation
predominated other than cathode reduction. And the small
values of the rate constants implied the weak oxidation
ability of the system. The more substituent on aromatic
ring leads to the more difficult for the oxidation to take
place. Here the degradation order was quite different from
the anodic oxidation on IrO2, PbO2 or SnO2 anode [24],
and the cathode reduction of chlorinated phenoxy herbicides over palladium-loaded carbon felt [25].
Electro-Fenton process. It could be seen from Figure 1
and Table 1 that with the addition of 0.5 mmol/L Fe2+ to
the electrochemical system, the degradation was enhanced
greatly and the correlation coefficients were also improved. Therefore, it could be suggested that hydroxyl
oxidation was the dominant degradation pathway. According to the rate constants calculated, the degradation
sequence was obtained as 4-Cl-3-Me-Poh > 2,4-DCP > 2CP > 2,4,6-TCP > 4-CP > PCP, and little difference was
found for the degradation of 2-CP, 4-CP, 2,4-DCP and
2,4,6-TCP. It was observed that 4-Cl-3-Me-Poh has the
highest degradation rate. -CH3 is an electron-donating
group, and the addition of -CH3 will enhance the hydroxyl
oxidation reaction consequently. The most difficult degradable chlorophenol was found to be PCP. Because all
the positions on the benzene ring have been occupied for
PCP, the attack of hydroxyl to the ring was difficult.
While in the study of cathode reduction [27], it was suggested that 2-Cl substituent could accelerate the elimination of 4-Cl from the aromatic ring in 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid and 2,4,6-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid.
Therefore, the little difference among 2-CP, 4-CP, 2,4-DCP
and 2,4,6-TCP could be interpreted as the comprehensive
effect of hydroxyl oxidation and cathode reduction.
Comparison of the methods. The difference between
electrochemical and electro-Fenton system was the addition of 0.5 mmol/L Fe2+ for electro-Fenton system. It has
been reported that graphite cathode can reduce O2 to H2O2
effectively [30]. The great difference between electrochemical and electro-Fenton processes here verified the
formation of H2O2 and Fenton’s reagent. Therefore, the
degradation sequence for electro-Fenton process was
similar to those found in the other hydroxyl destruction
processes, including UV/H2O2 [22], O3 [19], and Fenton’s
reagent [19].
Degradation of various chlorophenols by MW/UV and
MW/UV/TiO2 methods

Using MW/UV and MW/UV/TiO2 methods, Figure 2
show the evolution of each phenol. Similarly, Table 2
listed the pseudo first-order rate constants calculated. And
experiments of the operation optimization could be found
in our previous literature [14].
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MW/UV/TiO2. With the addition of 1 g/L TiO2 to the
MW/UV system, the degradation was enhanced greatly,
as could be seen from Figure 2 and Table 2. From the rate
constants calculated, the degradation order was found to
be 4-Cl-3-Me-Poh > 2,4-DCP > 2-CP > 4-CP > 2,4,6-TCP
> PCP. Here the order was very similar to that of electroFenton method. It has been established that microwave
field could attribute to the polarization effect of the highly
defected catalysts, increase the transition probability of
photon-generated electrons and decrease the electron-hole
recombination on semiconductor surface [28]. Therefore,
hydroxyl radical generated in MW/UV/TiO2 system was
more than that in UV/TiO2, and the hydroxyl electrophilic
attack was enhanced consequently. For 4-Cl-3-Me-Poh,
the addition of -CH3 increases the electron density in the
benzene ring of 4-CP, which results in the higher hydroxyl oxidation rate. Here the degradation sequence of 2-CP,
2,4-DCP and 2,4,6-TCP was resemble to that found by
UV/H2O2 at pH 7.0 [22, 29], where the degradation was
carried out mainly by hydroxyl radical oxidation.
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FIGURE 2 - Degradation curve of various chlorophenols. 11,
21, 31, 41, 51, 61 correspond to the degradationof 2-CP, 4-CP,
4-Cl-3-Me-CP, 2,4-DCP, 2,4,6-TCP and PCP by MW/UV respectively; 12, 22, 32, 42, 52, 62 refer to the degradation of 2CP, 4-CP, 4-Cl-3-Me-CP, 2,4-DCP, 2,4,6-TCP and PCP by
MW/UV/TiO2. Where treatment conditions of 100 W electrodeless discharge lamp with MW assistance, pH 7.0 for
MW/UV and an additional 1 g/L TiO2 for MW/UV/TiO2..

Initial degradation pathway of model compound 4-CP

For the processes of electro-Fenton and MW/UV/TiO2,
GC/MS analysis of the solution after 2 hrs treatment was
performed. The intermediates determined were listed in
Table 3.

TABLE 2 - Pseudo first-order rate constants determined for
chlorophenols and nitrophenols by electrochemical, electroFenton, MW/UV and MW/UV/TiO2 methods.

Chlorophenols
2-CP
4-CP
4-Cl-3Me-Poh
2,4-DCP
2,4,6TCP
PCP

MW/UV
k(min-1) k(min-1)
0.0049
0.0101
0.0023
0.0066

R
0.986
0.985

MW/UV/TiO2
k(min-1)
R
0.0269
0.980
0.0219
0.993

0.0020

0.0088

0.996

0.0364

0.981

0.0006

0.0066

0.991

0.0332

0.982

0.0006

0.0052

0.981

0.0101

0.994

0.0018

0.0036

0.991

0.0097

0.997

TABLE 3 - Intermediates determined by GC/MS.

Method
Electro-Fenton
MW/UV/TiO2

Where k is the pseudo first-order rate constant calculated and R is the
corresponding correlation coefficient.
MW/UV. From Figure 2 and Table 2, the degradation
sequence was obtained as 2-CP > 4-Cl-3-Me-Poh > 4-CP
> 2,4-DCP > 2,4,6-TCP > PCP. It has been reported previously that microwave alone has no contribution to the
degradation of chlorophenols [14]. The sequence suggests
that the increase of chlorine atoms decreases the susceptibility of the aromatic ring to be attacked by the photons
generated by the UV radiation. It can be explained that
during photochemical treatments, chlorophenols absorbs
photon directly and electronically excited states of polychlorinated phenols are generated [23]. In these excited
states, the chlorophenol molecules undergo intramolecular
transformations and stabilize states with different electron
distributions, followed by decomposition to radical or
molecular products. A higher level of chlorine substitution must bother the formation of the excited state or the
stabilization of the intermediate state [19]. Here an obvious decrease degradation rate with the increasing chlorine
contents on chlorophenols was in agreement with that
reported in literature [19].

Intermediates determined
benzoquinone, hydroquinone, 4-chloro1, 2-catechol, phenol
benzoquinone, hydroquinone, phenol,
chlorobenzene

In the electro-Fenton treatment, possible reactions involved hydroxyl oxidation, anodic oxidation and cathode
reduction. With the proceeding of electrolysis, the solution
became light yellow and did not disappeared with 2 hr
treatment, which verified the produce of benzoquinone.
Based on the above discussion, hydroxyl oxidation contributed mostly to the degradation. Hydroxyl oxidation
and anodic oxidation may lead to the formation of benzoquinone, hydroquinone and 4-chloro-1,2-catechol, and
cathode reduction accounted for the appearance of phenol.
Here the degradation pathway was different from the literature [3], where 4-CP was degraded predominately through
the formation of 4-chloro-1, 2-catechol. The initial degradation pathway in the electro-Fenton process was proposed in Figure 3(a).
While in the process of MW/UV/TiO2, hydroxyl oxidation and direct photolysis happened, and the former
reaction contributed more. Light yellow was also observed in the process. Hydroxyl oxidation led to the produce of benzoquinone, hydroquinone and possible 4chloro-1,2-catechol (not detected but normally existed),
and direct photolysis tend to the occurrence of phenol and
chlorobenzene. The initial degradation pathway in the
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MW/UV/TiO2 process was depicted in Figure 3(b). Here
the partial degradation pathway through hydroxyl oxidation was in line with the literature [26, 27].
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THE REMOVAL OF METHYL ETHYL KETONE IN AN
ESSENTIALLY GASEOUS-PHASE BIOFILM BIOREACTOR:
ASPECTS OF DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR AND THE
INFLUENCE OF OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
Hocine Ali-Khodja
Département de Chimie, Faculté des Sciences, Université Mentouri, Constantine 25017, Algeria.

SUMMARY
In the work reported here, the removal of methyl
ethyl ketone from waste gases in a novel bioreactor type
was studied experimentally within the pollutant loading
range of 0.35 to 16.2 kg mr-3 d-1. The solvent eliminating
performance of the bioreactor described in this paper is
reflected by a maximum methyl ethyl ketone elimination
capacity ECmax = 4.2 kg mr-3 d-1. The effect of the pH was
studied. A nutritive medium with pH=7.3 appeared to give
better system performances than a solution with pH = 6.8.
Moreover, the effects of air and liquid flow rates were
studied. The reduction of either the gas or liquid flow
rates led to a significant improvement of the degradative
capacity of the system suggesting mass transfer limitation.
Finally, selected aspects of the dynamic behavior of the
dry tubular bioreactor have been investigated.

medium in the form of a thin mist. Such a mist contained
an extremely low liquid volume (less than 0.1 vol. %) of
micro-droplets with a diameter less than 50 µm. The droplets small size led to an extremely large gas-liquid exchange area which was estimated to be within 60-200 m2
per liter of liquid injected [9]. Therefore, an extremely
rapid saturation of the aqueous phase with MEK occurred.
Furthermore, the biofilm bioreactor prevented clogging
from occurring and allowed easy access to the biomass for
microbiological characterization. Moreover, despite the
relatively low specific exchange area of 27 m2 m-3reactor, the
removal of MEK was shown to be comparable to results
reported by Deshusses et al. [10] who studied the aerobic
biodegradation of MEK vapors in a biofilter with an interfacial area of 150 m2 m-3 and those of Kirchner et al. [11]
who used a trickle bed reactor to remove MEK with specific strains which were immobilized on activated carbon.

KEYWORDS:
MEK, bioreactor, process variables, dynamic behavior.

The process variables studied by Agathos et al. [8]
were the influence of the MEK load and the mass transfer
effects of the presence of the liquid mist. The effect of the
pH was also investigated but for only two solvent loads,
namely 12 and 18 kg mr-3 d-1.

INTRODUCTION
Biodegradation of solvent vapors may offer a costeffective way to comply with increasingly strict air emission standards. Air emissions of solvent vapors are the
subject of stringent environmental regulations. Biological
systems for elimination of volatile organics have been
explored quite extensively by several authors [1-7].
A previous work dealing with a novel bioreactor type
has recently been carried out by Agathos et al. [8]. The
bioreactor was designed to operate in almost total absence
of water in order to favor better mass transfer. It was
equipped with a venturi-type atomizer for independent input
and control of the substrate gas and of an aqueous nutritive

In this study, the elimination performance of the essentially gas-phase reactor is described in relation to the
influence of the liquid medium pH within the pollutant
loading range of 0.35 to 16.2 kg mr-3 d-1 and other process
variables of practical interest, namely the influence of the
liquid and air flow rates.
The study of both steady-state and transient elimination of the solvent is also carried out and provides data
concerning the response of the bioreactor exposed to
perturbations in both pollutant loads and air flow rates.
Such information is essential in order to ensure effective
performance. Bioreactors operating in industry are generally exposed to a spectrum of changing conditions. Typi-
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cal operating conditions for bioreactors include a sequence
of changes, stationary as well as non stationary conditions.
It is therefore important to gather reliable information about
the behavior of such a system under real, unsteady-state
conditions. MEK served as a model pollutant for this
study; it is especially used as a solvent in the print and
paint industries.

Inoculum

The inoculum was taken from the bioreactor when
methanol was previously tested as a model pollutant; it
was then acclimatized to MEK in batch cultures in which
the solvent concentrations of 300, 1000 and 3000 ppm
w/v were successively applied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tubular biofilm bioreactor

Fig. 1 shows the experimental set-up. Compressed air
is passed through a nozzle at the top of the bioreactor in
order to generate a mist of liquid medium whose fine drops
do not exceed 50 µm in diameter. The pollutant containing
air stream flows downwards and very rapid saturation of
the mist by the solvent takes place owing to an important
liquid specific exchange surface.
The bioreactor was constructed from Pyrex glass and
was 1.12 m high and 14.7 cm in internal diameter. It included four 0.1 m high sections and a 0.4 m top linked
together with tightening flanges and Teflon seals. A PVDF
and a stainless steel disc were fitted above the bioreactor
and were topped by the atomizing device. The PVDF
plate was tightened to the glass cylinder with an O-shaped
ring made of Teflon and a circular flange. A settling tank
that formed the base of the bioreactor allowed the liquid
phase to be either evacuated to the sewer or to be collected for sampling while diverting the gas flow to a secondary settling tank which helped to get rid of the liquid
drops before its evacuation to the ventilation system.
The atomizer

The liquid atomizer used is made by the Lechler firm
with the reference number: 156.330.30.17. It was fitted
with an atomizing cone which functioned according to the
external mixing principle. Compressed air met the nutrient solution at the cone level producing a fine mist inside
the bioreactor. The cone had a 0.4 mm diameter orifice
and was equipped with a pneumatic clearing device. The
latter was made of a metallic needle linked to a piston
which was activated by a spring. It prevented the blocking
of the nozzle by the biomass and nutrients present in the
water phase. The piston fall was caused by the disconnection of air supply with the aid of a control valve combined
with a timer.
Gas feed

MEK was introduced with a precision feeding pump
(Prominent Mikro gamma/5a 400150TT). MEK vaporized
in a stainless steel tubing in which compressed air flowed
at 100 l h-1. This pollutant laden gas was introduced into
the reactor and mixed with the air leaving the atomizer at
900 l h-1. Therefore, 90 % of the total airflow rate was used
to atomize the liquid solution and the remaining 10 %
served to vaporize MEK

FIGURE 1 - Experimental set-up of the biofilm bioreactor.
Medium

The liquid medium was fed at the top of the reactor to
give a mist at a flow rate of 0.5 l h-1 corresponding to a volumetric liquid flow rate of 0.632 m3 mr-3 d-1. It contained
Na2HPO4.2H2O 6.9 g l-1, KH2PO4 2.5 g l-1, (NH4)2 SO4
3.63 g l-1, MgSO4.7H2O 0.05 g l-1, EDTA.2Na.2H2O 10 mg l-1,
FeSO4.7H2O 5 mg l-1, MnCl2.4H2O 1.22 mg l-1, CoCl2.6H2O
0.4 mg l-1, ZnSO4.7H2O 0.25 mg l-1, CuSO2.5H2O 0.2 mg l-1,
CaCl2.2H2O l mg l-1, Na2MoO4.2H2O 0.2 mg l-1, biotine
0.02 mg l-1, choline-Cl 1 µl l-1, Ca-pentothenate 0.5 mg l-1,
inositol 2 mg l-1, nicotinic acid 0.5 mg l-1, pyridoxine-Cl
0.5 mg l-1, thiamine-HCl 0.5 mg l-1, p-aminobenzoic acid
0.2 mg l-1, cyanocobalamin 0.01 mg l-1 and folic acid 0.1 mg
l-1. The high phosphate concentration was used in order to
neutralize the acidity resulting from the biological degradation of the solvent. The pH of the liquid was kept constant at a value of 7.3 even in the lower parts of the system due to the sufficient buffering capacity of the medium
used. This medium was used in all experiments described
in this paper except in the section dealing with the effect
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of pH on bioreactor performance where another medium
with pH 6.7 was used for comparative purposes.
Analysis

MEK concentrations in the influent and effluent gas
phase were determined on a Delsi gas chromatograph provided with a flame ionization detector. A CP-Sil SCB
capillary column of 25 m was used at 50°C with nitrogen
as a carrier gas. Gas samples were taken into 0.5 l bubbles
which were thermostatted at 35°C for 30 min. A gas-tight
syringe was then used to inject a 500 µl gas sample into
the chromatograph. The gas concentrations were derived
from an external standard curve. The inlet and outlet gas
flow rates were measured with gas flow meters (Schlumberger types 1 and G4).
The liquid MEK concentration was analyzed using an
Intersmat gas chromatograph provided with a flame ionization detector. A Porapak Q-80-100 mesh column of 2 m
was used at 185°C with nitrogen as a carrier gas. Ethanol
served as an internal standard. A liquid sample of 1 µl
was then injected into the GC.
From the inlet gas phase and outlet gas and liquid
phase concentrations, a pollutant mass balance was carried out in order to determine the volumetric MEK degradation rate and the degree of conversion.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The influence of the liquid medium pH

tween two consecutive mass balances; a quite stable bioreactor performance was observed once the inner surface of
the tubular reactor was evenly colonized so that the spreading of all experiments for a given liquid medium over four
to five days did not affect significantly the results. In Fig. 2,
the steady-state elimination capacity is plotted versus the
pollutant loads for liquid media pH of 7.3 and 6.8. The
experimental data in this figure show a slightly better performance of the bioreactor with medium A up to an organic
loading of 8 kg mr-3 d-1. This tendency is reversed in favor
of medium B between 8 and 14 kg mr-3 d-1. It is possible
that as the biofilm grew, it was stressed in the lower layers
by oxygen deficiency and went through a state of adjustment from a strictly aerobic mode to one that was both
aerobic and anaerobic [14]. As the adjustments were occurring, the MEK utilization could have been impaired for a
time until the communities adjusted for the new regime of
interactions between aerobes and anaerobes. The same
trend in substrate removal rates occurred with medium B at
MEK loads ranging between 10 and 14 kg mr-3 d-1 but with
a lesser magnitude. A critical solvent loading of 12.8 kg mr-3
d-1 was observed for medium B whereas with medium A,
the biofilm stayed uninhibited at 16 kg mr-3 d-1 and degraded 3.4 kg mr-3 d-1. We clearly see that the curves follow two
opposite patterns of variation at MEK loads higher than 14
kg mr-3 d-1. This suggests the existence of acidic conditions
in the biofilm grown under medium B while the biofilm
grown under medium A was capable of withstanding MEK
loads of at least 16.2 kg mr-3 d-1. This could be attributed in
part to the better biofilm growth observed with medium A
and the stronger pH of the latter.

Not only does the liquid medium affect the biological
reaction but it determines the growth rate and hence the
thickness of the biofilm. The nature of the nitrogen source
in the liquid medium is a determining factor due to its
influence on the pH. The use of ammonium sulfate as the
sole source of nitrogen for bacterial consumption results
in the release of hydrogen ions (H+) and therefore a drop
in pH according to the following equation [12]:
NH4+ ⇔ NH3+ + H+

TABLE 1 - Composition of the two media fed to the
bioreactor at the beginning of two consecutive cycles.
Concentrations
Medium A (mM)
Medium B (mM)
pH = 7.3
pH = 6.8
27.5
27.5
50
50
25
25
27.5
-

Essential nutrients
(NH4)2SO4
Na2HPO4.2H2O
KH2PO4
NH4NO3

On the other hand, when nitrate is used as the nitrogen source, hydrogen ions are removed from the medium
resulting in an increase in pH [13] and counterbalancing
the acidifying effects of ammonium sulphate.
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4.0 kg mr-3 d-1 at an air flow rate of 500 l h-1, a three-hour
long period was observed before equilibrium of the system was recovered. This phenomenon can be explained
on the basis that with an increase in pollutant loading,
absorption occurs because the biofilm concentration becomes temporarily lower than the equilibrium value [17]
and leads to a temporary apparent elimination capacity of
3.0 kg mr-3 d-1 which drops to 2.7 kg mr-3 d-1 at steady
state. However, the lowest intermediate elimination capacity reached was 2.5 kg m-3 d-1. An increasing biodegradative activity of the biofilm required a period for adaptation for the biomass reactivation.
At 9 hours, the organic load was decreased from 4.0
to 3.5 kg mr-3 d-1 while the airflow rate was doubled to
1000 l h-1. A temporary decrease of the elimination capacity is predicted because of the combined flow rate increase and inlet concentration decrease. In this case, the
direction of the diffusion flux in the biofilm is reversed.
Desorption occurs because the biofilm concentration
becomes temporarily greater than the equilibrium value.
It is interesting to note that at the lower air flow rate,
the unsteady-state performances were significantly better
than at 1000 l h-1. The removal rates varied between 32 %
and 70 % for a solvent load of 1.0 kg m-3 d-1 at 1000 l h-1,
whereas at 500 l h-1, they ranged from 82 % to 93 %.

1000 l h-1 to 500 l h-1 led to better removal rates both in
the steady-state and the dynamic situations. This was an
expected result since reducing the air flow rate by half led
to doubling both the inlet MEK concentration for a given
pollutant load and the gas residence time. Moreover, the
critical pollutant load increases markedly with a 50 % reduction in the air flow rate. Finally, the increase in the
elimination capacity of the bioreactor following a decrease
of the liquid flow rate emphasizes the role of the liquid
phase and suggests its involvement for mass transfer limitation. New data concerning the non steady-state response of
the biofilm bioreactor reflecting real situations was also
presented and indicated the relatively rapid bioreactor response to changing solvent loads and air flow rate.
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At 17.4 hours, the air flow rate was maintained constant
at 500 l h-1, i.e., a volumetric air flow rate of 26.3 m3 m-3 h-1
while MEK was varied stepwise in the inlet stream. Increasing MEK loadings of 6.5, 8.2, 10.0 and 12.5 kg m-3 d-1
were applied at 17.4, 18.7, 21.4 and 23.4 hours respectively. In all cases, a volumetric degradation capacity
lower than the corresponding value for stationary operation was observed some time before steady state was
reached. This indicates that the biomass was probably
temporarily inhibited as a result of pollutant shock and
required the usual period for reactivation. However, the
decline in degree of conversion was not proportional to
the load applied. The corresponding degrees of conversion measured were equal to 43 %, 38 %, 31 % and 33 %
respectively. The maximum volumetric degradation capacity corresponded to an applied load of 12.5 kg m-3 d-1,
and was equal to 4.2 kg m-3 d-1.
CONCLUSIONS
Experimental behavior of a novel bioreactor type was
described and discussed. The effect of medium pH was
examined. A nutritive solution with pH = 7.3 produced a
better pollutant degrading biomass than a solution with
pH = 6.8. In fact, it produced a thicker biofilm and led to
an increase of both the removal capacity and the critical
MEK load. Step changes in pollutant loads and/or air flow
rates provided interesting information and the particularly
important phenomena of absorption and desorption. A
period of 2-3 hours was necessary to reach steady-state
after perturbation. The reduction of the air flow rate from
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SUMMARY
Biomarkers may provide sensitive tools to measure
the effects of contaminants in ecosystems. We studied the
effects of fenitrothion in two species of macroinvertebrates,
the bivalve Corbicula fluminea and the earthworm Eisenia
fetida, as representative organisms of aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Bioassays were performed according to
international guidelines. The mean LC50 value (96h) for
C. fluminea was 10.1 mg L-1. For E. fetida, LC50 values
were 37.1 µg cm-2 (24 h) and 14.3 µg cm-2 (48 h) (contact
paper test). The examination of the LC50 data indicated that
fenitrothion was very toxic to E. fetida, while C. fluminea
appeared to be more tolerant.
Cholinesterases (ChE), carboxylesterases (CbE) and
glutathione S-transferases (GST) activities were assayed in
controls and in exposed organisms (2 mg L-1 for C. fluminea
and 10 µg cm-2 for E. fetida). ChE of both organisms were
significantly inhibited compared to controls. However, in
the case of C. fluminea, comparison with data from other
aquatic species, indicated a lower sensitivity. CbE showed
also to be significantly inhibited in both species. GST activities were induced only in C. fluminea.
This work represents one first step in developing a
battery of biomarkers to assess fenitrothion pollution in
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems.

KEYWORDS: fenitrothion, Corbicula fluminea, Eisenia fetida,
LC50 values, biomarkers, ecotoxicology.

INTRODUCTION
The organophosphorus insecticide (OP) fenitrothion
(O,O-dimethyl-O-(3-methyl-4-nitro-phenyl)phosphorothioate) is still extensively used in Argentina, not only for
agricultural purposes but also against household insects.

Therefore, studies for the early prediction and subsequent
prevention of ecosystem pollution caused by this insecticide are of special interest [1]. For the last decade, increasing efforts have been focused on the study of biochemical biomarkers as early warning indicators of ecosystem deleterious effects [2 - 4].
Cholinesterases are widely recognized as an important target of the toxicity of OP in mammals. The
inhibition of cholinesterase (ChE) and carboxylesterase
(CbE) activities has been proposed as a tool to evaluate
the exposure/ effects of OP and carbamate insecticides on
vertebrates and some species of aquatic invertebrates [57]. These effects have been less recognized in terrestrial
invertebrates and so further studies are necessary [3, 8].
On the other hand, glutathione S-transferases (GST) are
ubiquitous enzymes involved in the conjugation between
electrophilic compounds and glutathione. They play an
important role in the dealkylation of methyl substituted OP,
and their induction has been observed in insects [9]. GST
activities have been reported to increase in aquatic or terrestrial invertebrates as the concentrations of some xenobiotics in the medium increase, but results are still debatable
[3, 10, 11].
Bivalve molluscs and earthworms have been widely
recommended as sentinel organisms in biomonitoring
programs of chemical pollution [4, 12]. For our study, we
have chosen two macroinvertebrates, the freshwater bivalve Corbicula fluminea and the compost earthworm
Eisenia fetida, as representative organisms of aquatic and
soil ecosystems, respectively.
We have determined fenitrothion lethal concentration
50 (LC50) values and assessed the effects of sublethal
fenitrothion exposure on ChE, CbE and GST in both
species, in order to explore their potential as biomarkers
of contamination caused by this insecticide.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Acetylthiocholine iodide (ATCh); 5,5´-dithiobis-2dinitrobenzoic acid (DTNB); 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene
(CDNB); reduced glutathione (GSH) and bovine serum
albumin (BSA) were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co.
(St. Louis, MO, U.S.A). Phenylthioacetate (PTA) was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A).
Technical grade fenitrothion (more than 95 % pure) was a
gift from Sumitomo Chemical Co. (Osaka, Japan). Bradford reagent was bought from Bio-Rad Laboratories (Hercules, CA, USA). All other reagents and solvents were
analytical grade. Buenos Aires tap water –filtered through
animal carbon, glass wool and filter paper, and then aerated– was used as dilution water for freshwater bioassays
(total hardness 67 mg L-1 as CaCO3; alkalinity 29 mg L-1
as CaCO3; pH 7.0).
Bivalves of the species C. fluminea were collected
from the coast of the Río de la Plata, nearby the Buenos
Aires harbor. In the laboratory, they were acclimated for
one week to test conditions, according to international
standards, in aerated glass aquaria containing dilution
water (20 ± 2 oC), with a 16h/8h day/night photoperiod.
During this period, the organisms were not fed. The mean
length of the bivalves was 25 ± 3 mm and the mean soft
tissues weight 0.38 ± 0.07 g.
Mature adults of E. fetida with a well-developed clitellum and wet mass between 0.4 and 0.6 g were selected
from the colony maintained in our laboratory since 1997.
For bioassays, earthworms were previously washed with
dechlorinated tap water and placed on moist filter paper for
a minimum of 3 h, in order to let them empty their guts.
LC50 determination on C. fluminea was performed by
exposing organisms to fenitrothion during 96 h –static assay
with daily renewal– [13]. The stock solution (100 g L-1) was
made in absolute ethanol. Groups of 6 bivalves –two replicates per concentration– were exposed to 2 L of fenitrothion test solutions in dilution water (0 - 20 mg L-1), in glass
aquaria. Ethanol concentration did not exceed 0.02 % in the
final test solution. The mortality was recorded daily, and
dead animals were removed from the test system. Bivalves were considered dead if they did not react to mechanical stimulus to the shell.
In the case of earthworms, LC50 was determined according to the OECD guideline Nº 207 [14] with slight modifications. Briefly, Whatmann Nº 1 filter papers (45 cm2) were
impregnated with a range of fenitrothion solutions in acetone (1 mL) to obtain 2 - 80 µg cm-2 concentrations. Control worms were exposed to acetone impregnated papers.
After acetone evaporation, papers were placed individually
into test tubes, lining their inner surface (five tubes per
concentration), and were humidified with 1 mL distilled
water. One earthworm was introduced into each tube. Tubes
were covered with nylon gauze, sealed with a tight fitting
rubber band, and incubated for 24/48 h at 20º C in continuous darkness. Earthworms were considered dead if they
did not respond to gentle mechanical stimulus to the front

end. Prior to the experiments, the general health of earthworms was assessed by LC50 determination using the
standard reference toxicant 2-chloroacetamide [14]. All
toxicity assays were conducted three times on both species.
For enzymatic assays the organisms were exposed to
the highest sublethal fenitrothion concentrations (2 mg L-1 –
96 h for C. fluminea and 10 µg cm-2 – 24 h for E. fetida),
as determined in the LC50 studies. Controls were run simultaneously.
Bivalves soft tissue, excised from their shells, or whole
body of earthworms were homogenized in 100 mM TrisHCl buffer, pH 7.5, in a 1:3 w/v ratio. Homogenates were
centrifuged at 1.000 x g for 10 min. Supernatants of 1.000 x
g were centrifuged at 10.000 x g for 30 min. Supernatants
resulting from the last centrifugation were used for enzymatic determinations, except in the case of ChE from C.
fluminea, where 10,000 x g pellet was used because it
resembled more closely acetylcholinesterase from vertebrates [5]. All procedures were performed at 4 ºC.
Enzyme activities were measured on a Shimadzu UV1603 dual-beam spectrophotometer. ChE activities were
measured according to Ellman et al. [15] with slight modifications. Reaction conditions were: 50 mM Tris buffer, pH
8.0; 0.3 mM DTNB; 20 mM ATCh and 0.4 mg sample
protein per mL for C. fluminea. For E. fetida, ATCh was
0.6 mM and the reaction medium contained 0.1 mg protein
per mL. The absorbance increase rate at 412 nm was recorded. CbE activities were determined by an adaptation of
the Ellman method, at 412 nm, using PTA as substrate [7].
In this case, the reaction conditions were: 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.7; 0.3 mM DTNB; 0.9 mM PTA, and
the incubate contained 0.4 or 0.02 mg protein per mL for
C. fluminea and E. fetida, respectively. GST activities
were determined using CDNB as substrate, and monitoring absorbance changes at 340 nm. Assay conditions were
as follows: 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.5; 2.5 mM
GSH; 1 mM CDNB and 50 µg protein for C. fluminea and
0.1 µg for E. fetida per mL incubate [16]. Total protein
content was determined using the Bradford method [17]
with BSA as standard.
LC50 values and 95 % confidence intervals were determined with the USEPA Probit Analysis Program 1.5.
For other statistical analysis, one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) followed by Student-Newman-Keuls multiple
comparisons test were used, with GraphPad InStat software (GraphPad Software, San Diego, USA). Differences
with p<0.05 were considered statistically significant.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Acute toxicity tests showed a concentration-dependent
response to fenitrothion in both species, and the percentage
of survival decreased with increasing pesticide concentration. No mortality was observed in control organisms during LC50 experiments. Table 1 summarizes LC50 values.
Comparison with other aquatic organisms, such us Daph-
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nia pulex or Gammarus lacustris [1] suggested that C.
fluminea may be considered more tolerant to this insecticide. Other bivalve organisms, such as the mussel Mytilus
galloprovincialis were also found to be tolerant to fenitrothion [18].

Figure 1 shows the enzymatic activities of organisms
exposed to the highest fenitrothion concentrations at which
all organisms survived in the LC50 tests, expressed as a
percentage of the control activities.
100% ChE activity corresponds to 13.8 ± 1.7 and 58.9 ±
4.1 nmol min-1 mg protein-1 for C. fluminea and E. fetida,
respectively. ChE inhibition was higher in E. fetida (remaining activity 11%) than in the bivalve (Figure 1A and
1B). It is worth mentioning that at the assayed concentration, most of the exposed worms died after 48 h. Venkateswara Rao et al. [8] found that OP toxicity in E. fetida
could be related to ChE inhibition. Stenersen [21], however,
reported a poor correlation between toxicity caused by certain carbamate and OP insecticides and their ability to inhibit ChE in vivo. Studies carried out with the earthworm Aporrectodea caliginosa and two members of the OP family –
diazinon and chlorpyrifos– showed that the onset of ChE
changes is likely to be more rapid than adverse impacts on
growth and fecundity in earthworms, thus constituting an
early warning of the toxicity of these insecticides [3]. C.
fluminea exhibited a residual ChE activity of about 26%
with respect to controls (p<0.05) in the pellet fraction of
exposed organisms. Similar inhibition levels have been
reached in other aquatic invertebrates at concentrations of
fenitrothion several orders of magnitude lower, suggesting a
reduced sensitivity of ChE of C. fluminea [22, 23].

TABLE 1 - Lethal concentration 50 (LC50) of
fenitrothion in Corbicula fluminea and Eisenia fetida.
Organism

Assay time

LC50
(95% confidence interval)

● Corbicula fluminea

96 h

10.1
(5.6 – 17.8)

mg L-1

● Eisenia fetida

24 h

37.1
(18.3 – 74.8)

µg cm-2

48 h

8.2
(5.8 – 11.9)

µg cm-2

The calculated LC50 for E. fetida after 48-h exposure
was similar to the one reported by Addison and Holmes [19]
for the same species (LC50= 6.9 µg cm-2, 95% confidence
interval 3.9 - 12.4 µg cm-2). According to the toxicity ranking scheme, obtained using the contact paper test [20],
fenitrothion could be considered a very toxic compound to
this species. The 2-chloroacetamide 48-h LC50 obtained was
4.1 µg cm-2 (95 % confidence interval 3.4 - 5.0 µg cm-2).
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FIGURE 1 - Effect of in vivo fenitrothion exposure on ChE, CbE and GST enzymatic activities.
A. Exposure of C. fluminea to 2 mg L-1 fenitrothion for 96 h. B. Exposure of E. fetida to 10 µg cm-2 fenitrothion for 24 h.
Values are mean ± SD of three independent experiments. *Statistically significant (p<0.05).
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Among the reasons for this behaviour, it is the fact that
xenobiotic biotransformation reactions are very limited in
bivalves, yielding a low proportion of the oxon form. Other
processes such as scavenging reactions, that limit the amount
of fenitrooxon available to react with ChE, could also be
involved in this phenomenon [7]. The reduced sensitivity to
OP may also be attributed to enzyme active site conformation or to environmental adaptation. In vitro studies carried out by Mora et al. [6] on ChE of C. fluminea, Mytilus
edulis and Mytilus galloprovincialis showed that -in bivalves- these enzymes are less sensitive to OP than in vertebrates, insects, and nematodes.
In addition to ChE, OP may also inhibit other types of
esterases, including CbE. These enzymes can play a protective role against OP toxicity by sequestration or hydrolysis [24]. Based on their sensitivity and rapid inhibition rate at very low concentrations of certain OP, some
authors proposed them as useful potential biomarkers in
some invertebrate species including bivalves [5, 7, 25].
CbE showed higher activity levels than ChE in both
species (42.0 ± 3.0 and 443.9 ± 13.3 nmol min-1 mg protein-1 for C. fluminea and E. fetida, respectively). In C.
fluminea, Figure 1 A shows a remaining CbE activity of
about 38%. In E. fetida, CbE exhibited a larger sensitivity to fenitrothion than ChE, and its activity was reduced
to 5% of control (Figure 1 B).

According to the LC50 values obtained, C. fluminea
appeared to be more tolerant to fenitrothion than other
aquatic organisms. On the other hand, E. fetida resulted
very sensitive to the pesticide.
Our study contributes with basic information on the effects of the insecticide on ChE, CbE and GST enzymatic
activities of the two species of macroinvertebrates. ChE
activities of both organisms were significantly inhibited in
vivo with respect to controls. However, in the case of C.
fluminea, comparison with data of the literature suggests a
lower sensitivity of this organism to the pesticide, similar
as the one observed in the LC50 results. CbE activities
showed also to be significantly inhibited in both species.
An induction of GST was observed only in C. fluminea.
Although biochemical properties and distribution of
enzymes may be considerably different among species,
the combination of measurements of biological responses
in organisms of distinct trophic levels might contribute to
an accurate assessment of fenitrothion pollution on the
environment.
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GST activities were of the same order of magnitude
in both species (170.0 ± 29.0 and 227.2 ± 83.8 nmol min-1
mg protein-1 for C. fluminea and E. fetida, respectively).
In E. fetida, GST activity was not modified by exposure
to sublethal fenitrothion concentration (Figure 1B). The
original function of GST in earthworms is still unclear,
but its non-inducible character by known inducers seems to
be a common phenomenon [3]. Dhainaut and Scaps [26]
reported that typical methyltransferase activity, which
would be useful to demethylate OP like fenitrothion, was
not found in earthworms. Therefore, at the assayed conditions, GST activity towards CDNB does not seem to be a
suitable short-term fenitrothion biomarker in Eisenia
fetida. GST induction in C. fluminea (34% increase compared to controls, p<0.05) was observed (Figure 1A). In
the bivalve organism this detoxication pathway might
play an important role in the reduction of fenitrothion
toxicity. GST has been particularly considered in mammals, but studies of their presence and induction in molluscs are indeed relevant [10, 11, 27]. The dynamics of
inhibition, binding or induction of CbE and GST might
modulate the pesticide or metabolite fraction available to
interact with ChE.
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COMPOSITIONAL INDICES IN THE SEDIMENT OF
ÇANAKKALE (DARDANELLES) STRAIT, TURKEY;
ASSESSMENT BY SEAFLOOR EXPRESSIONS
Bedri Alpar1 and Selma Ünlü 2
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SUMMARY
The Çanakkale Strait (Dardanelles), Turkey is an intricate tanker traffic passage connecting the Aegean Sea
with the Sea of Marmara. At the NE exit of the strait to
the Sea of Marmara, seismic and side-scan sonar images
have shown laterally changing seafloor lithology, submarine gas seeps and small-scale mud chimneys which are not
frequently encountered in sea bottom. The objectives of
this study, using GC/MS equipment, are to define textural
composition and dominant natural compounds in the sediment; and to determine the presence of petroleum refined
products if there is any in the seafloor sediments recovered
on the shelf area across Thracian and Anatolian shores.

ing into the Marmara Sea. Depending on the seasonal water
budget and the degree of vertical mixing between these
layers, an intermediate layer is placed at 9 and 23 m water
depths. The salinity is generally uniform in the surface
layer (<24) then increases suddenly across the interface and
reaches >38-39 psu in the deeper layer [1].

TURKEY

The sea surface is mainly composed of fine-grained
sediments and the mud chimneys may represent early phase
of pockmarks. The most significant findings in sediment
were wide-spectrum of n-alkanes, high CPI values and
fatty acids; all indicated dominant natural sources (biogenic/ terrestrial). The diagenetic origin of perylene was most
notable too. Giving no correlation with sediment grain size,
total PAH concentrations are not high compared to other
sea routes along the Turkish Straits System. This may be
attributed to the atmospheric inputs of the transporting
vessels. Samples along the traffic route contained signatures of BTEX and other lighter C3-benzene compounds;
indicating pollution resulted from refined products.

KEYWORDS: sediment, biogenic/terresterial source, GC/MS
analysis, Çanakkale Strait, seismic reflection, side-scan sonar.

INTRODUCTION
The Çanakkale Strait (Dardanelles) is a 62-km long
water passage connecting the Aegean Sea and the Marmara Sea (Figure 1). Hydrodynamics of the flow through the
strait are driven by two layers of water masses. The surface
layer is infused with brackish water coming from the Marmara Sea while the deeper layer contains a great bulk of
rather homogeneous Mediterranean water discharg-
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FIGURE 1
The study area (NE exit of Strait of Çanakkale (Dardanelles)).

By analyzing the existing traffic load in the Turkish
Strait System in terms yearly, number of vessels and the
probability distribution of vessel lengths, it is noted that after
1994 there has been a rapid increase in number of transits
[2]. There is now an average of 25,000 transits per year inter
alia, tankers carrying chemicals, products, LNG and LPG.
The largest tanker size is about 150 to 160,000 tonnes fully
laden or vessels of around 300 m in length partly laden.
Even though the Dardanelles is an important route in the
Turkish Strait System, no important marine accident involving a public or a nonpublic vessel has occurred since the
World War II. In that way, oil pollution in sediment, if encountered, would be based on normal tanker operations.
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In this study, the surface sediments in the strait’s channel were recovered along a crossshore profile on which
some interesting seafloor expressions were observed. The
chemical results obtained by GC/MS analyses will be
estimated for probable pollution sources in the region; if
they are terrestrial or biogenic. In addition, total hydrocarbon results will be combined with geological and geomorphic data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Twelve surface sediment samples were recovered
across the shores (Figure 2). On the basis of the methods
and recommendations [3], frozen sediments were dried at
40°C to constant weight, and 50 g of the dry material was
extracted by Soxhlet with 100 ml in a mixture isopropyl
alcohol-hexane (80:20). The non-saponificable fraction
was obtained by extracting twice with 25ml of hexane.
The combined extracts were dried with anhydrous sodium
sulphate, and the volume was reduced to 2 ml by rotary
evaporation.
The total concentration of petroleum hydrocarbons was
measured in the extracts using ultraviolet fluorescence
spectrophotometer (UVF, Shimadzu, RF-1501) at excitation wavelength 310 nm, emission wavelength 360 nm. In
order to identify hydrocarbon compounds, a HewlettPackard Model 6890 GC with Hewlett-Packard Model
5972 Mass Selective Detector was used. Detailed chromatographic conditions, analysis quality control and quantification methodology are given by David et al. [4]. Identification of the compounds was based on the comparison
of retention indices and mass spectra. After each GC/MS
run, a peak table was constructed using the characteristic
ions of each compound together with the retention time.
ChemStation data system software was used to process
the acquired spectral information.
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FIGURE 2 - Sampling stations across the Dardanelles shores.
The samples are mainly composed of fine-grained sediments,
with trace amount of sand-sized material increasing NW.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The study area shows a distinctive funnel shape in
plan view, with the widths and depths increasing eastwards (Figure 3). There is almost no coastal plane and the
water deepens rapidly down to the bottom of the channel
(45-70 m) placed along the central part of the strait and at
the eastern entrance to the Marmara Sea.
The textural distribution of surface sediments is not
even due to complicated depositional processes and sediment transportation in the channel (Figure 2). On the basis
of grids of echo-sounder, 3.5 kHz sub-bottom profiler and
shallow seismic profiles, subbottom sediments (post Early
Pliocene) are discontinuous; influenced by tectonic and
eustatic activities during late Quaternary. The seismic
profile shows numerous disturbances to the seafloor and
acoustic anomalies related to faulting and seeps (Figure 4).
Sedimentary deposits are placed uncomformably on top
of a Miocene basement which is controlled by NE-SW
trending dextral strike-slip faults. In seismic sections and
echo-sounder records, submarine gas seepages are widespread either at the bottom or in the water column. These
mainly occurred in the vicinity of faults cutting through
the base rock, the acoustic basement approaches seafloor
and sometimes above the channel-fill deposits [1]. They
probably give rise to unusual seafloor features.
Side-scan sonars are also useful for mapping seeps
and unusual seafloor features because their sound waves
respond to changes in near-seafloor sediment properties
caused by seep activity. Some interesting conical seabed
features (chimneys or mudmount-like structures) on the
sea bottom were observed on side-scan sonograms (Figure 3). Highlights and shadows are caused by seep-related
topography as well as enhanced backscatter because of
changes in texture, density, or particle content of nearseafloor sediment properties. Individually these chimneys
range in size from 10 to 30 meters in diameter and are 1 to
2 meters high. They usually appear in groups [1]. They
may represent early phase of pockmarks. A dense chimney
field lies in the central part of the lengthwise profile where
the faults in the acoustic basement are dominant (Figure 4).
They are placed in water depths from 54 to 61 meters
where mud is dominant similar to those found along many
continental margins. To NW a second but scarcely scattered group of conical features lies at a depth from 20 to
50 meters where sand is either dominant or the second
important material. This part takes place above the folded
strata of the basement which is close to the sea bottom.
On the basis of a conceptual model of the formation of
pockmarks [5], the excess pore fluid pressure may inflate
the sediments to form a seabed dome where the gas in
sediments accumulates close to the seabed. The gas that
escapes in the region can be interpreted as an evidence of
control of the sedimentary facies. The release of the gas in
a single event fluidizes the sediment and lifts it into the
water column. Fine-grained sediments are drifted away in
the water while coarse sediment falls back to the seabed.
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In shallower water depths, sand-sized materials increase to 50-60% and the surface sediments consist of the
coarse-grained shelly sediments (Figures 2 and 4). In addition, closer to both coasts, muddy sediments with large and
hard assemblages of algae form about 30 cm thick cover
over relatively hard and coarse-grained sedimentary layers
with shell fragments.
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The surface samples collected from the deepest stations (8, 9 and 10) are composed of mainly grayish-gray
color fine-grained sediments with trace amount of sandsized material. This area corresponds to a dome shaped
depositional package composed from parallel and semitransparent layers lying between the stations 7 and 11 (Figure 4). Mud is also dominant in the sediment taken from
station 1 where a small deltaic seismic pattern exists with
its southward extending clinoforms downlapping on thick
coarse-grained and undulating sediments.

Two-way travel time (ms)

Even grain size has been shown to be important factors in sediment PAH distribution [6], our findings did not
indicate a significant relationship between the total aromatic hydrocarbon concentrations in surface sediment and
sediment textural properties (Figure 3). The anomalies on
the total PAH concentration distribution along the stations
may be related with other processes and factors such as
seafloor morphology, currents, erosion and sediment control works. The higher values of the total PAH concentrations at stations 5, 6 and 7 may also be attributed to the
atmospheric inputs of the transporting vessels along their
specified traffic routes [7].
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FIGURE 3 - Map showing the bathymetry of the study area. Conical
seabed features give characteristic circular signatures on side-scan
sonar images. Dark areas show high backscatter, and light areas
show low backscatter. The anomalous characteristics in side-scan
sonar images were also evidenced on echosounder and subbottom
profiler data along the sections [1].
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FIGURE 4 - Above Hi-Res seismic reflection data shows GC/
MS chromatograms of the m/z 85 fragment of saturated hydrocarbons, UCM hump, sulphur (S8) and perylene (Per) present
in sediment samples. Textural characteristics of the topmost
und underlying layers can be compared with the enlarged portions of seismic profile.

Sedimentary organic matter in coastal systems is a
composite to varying degrees of terrestrial plant debris,
submerged aquatic vegetation (for example, sea grasses
and macro-algae), phytoplankton, prokaryotes and small
portions of protozoan and animal biomass. The primary
organic matter is hydrolyzed to smaller compounds such
as sugars, amino and fatty acids, and aromatic compounds
through the activity of hydrolytic enzymes which are produced by a variety of microorganisms. Lipids have been
used extensively as biomarkers for terrigenous and aquatic
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The carbon preference index (CPI) was also calculated
for alkanes from nC16 to nC34. According to this index,
natural (biogenic/terresterial) sources are characterized by
the values of CPI greater than 1.0 (predominance of odd
to even carbon number compounds) while anthropogenic
(petroleum solution) sources have CPI values around 1.0
[14 and 15]. The CPI values varying between 1.1 and 4.2
for all of our samples suggest mixed input of terrestrial
and phytoplanktonic/microbial organic matter along the
measurement profile between the coasts.

Major sulfur peaks can be seen on the GC/MS scan
chromatograms for stations 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 10 (Figure 4).
In recent years numerous studies have demonstrated the
importance of inorganic sulfur transformations in the
early diagenesis of marine sediments. The biogeochemical transformations of sulfur (S8) in marine sediments are
closely coupled to the cycles of iron and manganese.
Sulfate, iron oxides and manganese oxides all serve as
electron acceptors in the respiratory degradation of organic
matter. There are also non-enzymatic reactions between
iron, manganese and H2S within the sediment [9]. It is
suggested that silt-sized hematite and manganese coatings
show that surface sediments were oxic during the deposition of sapropel S1 in Aegean Sea [10]. Methane emanation sites on the seafloor are reported along the Ganos
Fault system to the east of the study area [11]. The methane fronts of several square meters size are characterized by grayish mats, probably consisting of bacteria
(sulphide-oxidizing organisms in the sediment pore
space). Dark sulphide precipitates are in general observed
in the central part of the patches. During the 1912 earthquake on the Ganos fault zone, 10-km north of the study
area, hot water sprung up between Şarköy and Kızılcaterzi
(Figure 1) and people noticed a sulphurous smell coming
from the sea [12]. These phenomena could be related with
the sediment composition and the gas in it, which is
common in the Dardanelles area [13].
On the basis of the GC/MS chromatogram of the m/z
85 fragment of the saturated hydrocarbons (Figure 4),
major chemical composition features of sediment samples, are summarized as follows:
The temporal distribution of n-alkanes (C7-C36) for
the sediment samples taken from the stations 1, 3, 4, 5, 6,
and 10 is similar. Meanwhile, nC25 is dominant in the
stations 1 and 3. The characteristic profile of an unre-
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The sulfate-reducing bacteria are a large and extremely diverse physiological group, capable of degrading
aromatic compounds and petroleum-based products like
alkanes, toluene, benzene, polyaromatic hydrocarbons and
fatty acids [9].
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Some of these fatty acids are specific to eubacteria or
certain groups of eubacteria (for example sulfate reducers) and comprise the most common bacterial lipid biomarkers. However, the predominant bacterial fatty acids,
the saturated C14, C16, and C18, are also common in algae.

solved complex mixture (UCM hump) of hydrocarbon is
very apparent in the station 2, 9, 11 and 12.

Benzene

organic matter in various sedimentary environments. For
example, polyunsaturated fatty acids can be attributed to
phytoplankton, branched C15 and C17 fatty acids to bacteria, sterols to specific groups of algae and long chain (C24
to C32) saturated fatty acids, n-alkanes and alcohols to
terrestrial plants [8]. This can be seen at stations 1, 2, 3, 4,
6, 10 and 11. In fact the topmost sediment layer (0.5-3.0 m
thick over coarse-grained sediments) includes abundantly
biogenic materials [1].

Toluene
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FIGURE 5 - Extracted ion chromatograms of BTEX and C3-Benzene
compounds at m/z 78, 91 and 120 for the surface sample taken from
station 5.

Extracted ion chromatograms of BTEX (collective
name of benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and p-, m-and oxylenes) and C3-Benzene compounds at m/z 78, 91 and
120 for the surface sample taken from station 5 were
plotted in Figure 5. The low-molecular mass hydrocarbons attributed to a light petroleum product eluting before
6 minutes. Refined products such as light distillates are
typically products in the nC3-nC12 carbon range. They
include ariation gas, naphtha and automotive gasoline.
Gasoline is made from crude oil. Refineries take crude oil
and break down its hydrocarbons into different products,
called “refined product” including gasoline, diesel fuel,
heating oil, jet fuel, liquefied petroleum gases, and residual fuel oil. For practical purpose, however, gasoline is
sufficient to identify and characterize several dozens of
major hydrocarbons in the nC3-nC10 range by GC/MS
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such as BTEX and C3-Benzenes isomers. Other readily
identifiable hydrocarbons include alkanes, alkyl cyclopentanes and cyclohexanes and naphthalene [16]. It is well
know that light distillate gasoline has considerable
amounts of aromatic compounds, notably BTEX and C3Benzenes, but it does not contain any oil characteristic
high molecular mass alkylated PAH. In addition, the
presence of gasoline in the stations 2, 5, 9, 11 and 12
indicates that the alkylated naphthalene series were more
abundant than the target petrogenic alkylated homologous
PAH series (phenanthrenes, dibenzthiophenes, fluorenes
and chrysenes).

given by the Research Fund of the Istanbul University;
Project UDP-423/22022005 allocated to BA.

The existence of perylene in some stations (1, 3, 4, 5,
6 and 10), even small in abundance, indicates probable
terresterial input and high biological productivity at the
seafloor (Figure 4).
CONCLUSION
Submarine gas seeps, which are typically found along
or near active faults that may disrupt the seafloor, are
widespread in the NE exit of the Çanakkale Strait (Dardanelles). They may give rise to unusual seafloor features,
fault scarps, rough topography, and mass wasting of sediments. The mud chimneys we observed may represent
early phase of pockmarks. The surface samples are mainly composed of fine-grained sediments with trace amount
of sand-sized material.
The signature of n-alkanes, high CPI values and fatty
acids indicates dominant natural sources (biogenic/ terrestrial). In contrast, the diagenetic origin of perylene, a
common breakdown product of natural organic matter,
was most notable in our samples. The existence of polyunsaturated fatty acids supports the terrestrial origin biogenic material which is detected abundant in sediment.
Meanwhile the existence of sulfur (S8) in marine sediments demonstrates early diagenesis of marine sediments.
Mud chimneys should be related with these biochemical
processes.
The total PAH is low, with no correlation with sediment grain size. Its higher concentrations may be attributed to the atmospheric fallout and surface runoff from the
burning of fossil fuels (diesel, heating oil, gasoline etc.).
The abundance of target PAHs in the samples were under
the detection limits. However, the alkylated naphthalene
series were more abundant than the target petrogenic
alkylated homologous PAH series.
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SUMMARY
A method for degradation of organic pollutants in
landfill leachate by ultrasound irradiation was presented.
Up to 81.12% COD removal efficiency could be obtained
using ultrasound irradiation with air aeration, in the presence of NaCl and TiO2. The process variables studied
include the ultrasound power input, the initial COD concentration, the initial pH, and the aeration of air. The
effects of additional NaCl and the presence of TiO2 inorganic catalyst were also examined. The COD removal of
landfill leachate was effectively inhibited by the addition
of n-butyl alcohol, which is an efficient OH radical scavenger, but the removal was not complete. It can be suggested that the main sonolysis of landfill leachate proceeds
via reaction with OH radicals; a thermal reaction also
occurs, although its contribution is small.

KEYWORDS: Landfill leachate; Organic pollutants; Ultrasound
irradiation; Sonolysis; OH radical.

For years, ultrasonication has been used considerably
to remove organic compounds from wastewater. Sonication in aqueous solution causes rapid formation, growth
and collapse of cavities [10,11], resulting in sonochemical
effect taking place either due to the pyrolytic decomposition inside the bubbles, or by the reduction and oxidation
due to the generation of ·H and ·OH radicals [12, 13].
There have been published many reports about the sonochemical degradations of individual organic compounds
[10, 14-22]. However, there has been little report about
the sonochemical degradation of complicated wastewater
and the decomposition of landfill leachate by ultrasound
irradiation has not been investigated.
The objectives of this study are to determine the effect
of different process parameters, such as the ultrasound
power input, the initial COD concentration, the initial pH,
the aeration of air, NaCl dosage and the presence of TiO2
inorganic catalyst, on chemical oxygen demand (COD)
removal of landfill leachate by ultrasound irradiation and to
investigate the mechanism of the ultrasonic degradation of
the organic pollutants in landfill leachate.

INTRODUCTION

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Leachates from municipal solid waste landfill sites
are often defined as hazardous and heavily polluted
wastewaters. Leachates may contain large amounts of organic matter [1], as well as heavy metals, ammonianitrogen, chlorinated organic and inorganic salts [2].
Leachates have been identified as potential sources of
ground and surface waters contamination if they are not
properly treated and safely disposed [3]. The composition
and concentration of contaminants in leachates are influenced mainly by the age of landfill [4, 5]. Several processes have been applied for the treatment of landfill
leachates [1, 6, 7]. Biological processes are quite effective, when applied to relatively younger leachates, containing mainly volatile fatty acids, but they are less efficient for the treatment of older leachates [8, 9].

Materials

The raw landfill leachate sample was collected from
the municipal solid waste landfill site of Wuhan, which
has been closed in 1999. Characteristics of the leachate
sample were COD = 4770 mg L−1, BOD5 = 350 mg L−1,
NH3-N =880 mg L-1 and pH = 8.1. TiO2 was P-25 powder, which was composed of 80% anatase and 20% rutile.
Experimental set-up

As shown in Fig. 1, the ultrasonic source was a Model
UGH-300 ultrasound generator (from Chinese Academy of
Science) and a 20 kHz transducer with a titanium probe
diameter of 20mm. The power input could be adjusted continuously from 0 to 200W. A leachate sample of 1000 ml
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was sonicated in a covered cylindrical glass vessel. Water
level inside the bath was maintained by continuous circulation of cooling water, and subsequently the temperature
was maintained constantly at 25±2℃. The aeration of air
was supplied by a Model ACO-003 air compressor.

ultrasound
generator

air compresser

20

sampling port
cooling water

50W

COD Removal (%)

cooling water

5.22% and 6.06%, respectively. After 240min ultrasound
irradiation, COD removal efficiencies of 50W, 100W and
150W ultrasound power input were 11.00%, 14.89% and
16.55%, respectively. This could be explained by the
generation of higher number of cavities resulting from
higher levels of power input. In other words, at higher
intensity the concentration of hydroxyl radicals and the
mass transfer is higher which lead to the more degradation of pollutants [23].

ultrasonic probe
thermometer

15

100W
150W

10

5

0

areator

0

FIGURE 1 - Scheme of the experimental set-up.

60

120

180

240

Time (min)

FIGURE 2 - Effect of power input on COD removal efficiency
of landfill leachate (initial COD =4770mg L-1; initial pH=8.1; no
air aeration).

Procedure

The raw leachate sample was filtered by qualitative filter paper (middle speed) to remove suspended solid impurity. Then the initial sample was prepared as needed by
diluted to initial COD concentration, adjusted to initial pH
with H2SO4 or NaOH and saturated with air. The initial
leachate sample of 1000ml was sonicated with needed
ultrasound power input. COD concentration of the sonicated sample was carried out using a Model WT-1 COD analyzer based on K2Cr2O7 method. The pH was measured by
a Model pHs-25 pH meter.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It was also found that the trend of COD concentration
at different power input is similar. The COD removal
efficiency increased during the first 60min of irradiation,
but slightly decreased during the next 60min of irradiation. After 120min irradiation, the COD removal efficiency increased again. This result is mainly due to the fact
that the easiest-degraded material was degraded during
the first 60min of irradiation. The COD concentration
increased after the 60min of irradiation because the sonochemical reaction oxidized some organic matter which
could not be oxidized by K2Cr2O7 and induced the formation of short-lived intermediates.

Effect of ultrasound power input

Effect of initial COD concentration

Ultrasound irradiation of landfill leachate with an initial COD concentration of 4770mg L-1 and an initial pH of
8.1 was carried out at different ultrasound power input of
50W, 100W and 150W. With increasing power input, the
efficiency of COD removal also increased (Fig. 2). After
60min ultrasound irradiation, COD removal efficiencies of
50W, 100W and 150W ultrasound power input were 4.09%,

Table 1 depicts COD removal efficiency of ultrasound
irradiation on landfill leachate with different initial COD
concentration of 4770mg L-1, 2552mg L-1 and 1232mg L-1.
It was observed that the COD removal efficiency was increased with decreasing initial COD concentration. After
240min ultrasound irradiation, the COD removal efficiencies
were 16.55%, 27.53% and 52.77%, respectively. This could

TABLE 1 - The effect of initial COD concentration on COD removal efficiency and
COD removal gross of landfill leachate (power input =150W; initial pH=8.1; no air aeration).
Sonication
time (min)
0
60
120
180
240

initial COD = 4770mg L-1
removal
removal
concentration
efficiency
gross
-1
(mg L )
(%)
(mg)
4770
0.00
0.00
4481
6.06
289.06
4488
5.92
282.38
4101
14.02
668.75
3981
16.55
789.44

initial COD = 2552mg L-1
removal
removal
concentration
efficiency
gross
-1
(mg L )
(%)
(mg)
2552
0.00
0.00
2290
10.19
260.05
2293
10.06
256.73
1934
24.15
616.31
1848
27.53
702.57

730

initial COD = 1232mg L-1
removal
removal
concentration
efficiency
gross
-1
(mg L )
(%)
(mg)
1232
0.00
0.00
995
19.11
235.44
1009
18.00
221.76
661
46.29
570.29
581
52.77
650.13
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be explained by the more efficient attack of ultrasonic
cavitation on organic compounds on the condition of the
same ultrasound intensity and lower concentration of organic compounds. But we also found that the COD gross
removal by calculation was decreased with decreasing
initial COD concentration.
Effect of initial pH

Fig. 3 depicts the effect of initial pH on the COD removal efficiency of landfill leachate. The initial COD
concentration was 1232mg L-1. The power input was
150W. The initial pH was 4.2, 8.1 and 10.0, respectively.
After 240min ultrasound irradiation, the COD removal
efficiency was 48.12%, 52.77% and 54.64%, respectively.
It was observed that the COD removal efficiency increased
with increasing initial pH, but the effect of initial pH is
relatively small. Since there are many kinds of organic
compounds in landfill leachate and the optimal pH is quite
different for the sonolysis of different individual organic
compounds, the optimal pH for the sonochemical decomposition may vary with leachates from different landfills.
4.2

60

COD Removal (%)

8.1
45

was 52.77% and 77.47%, respectively. That is to say, the
simultaneous air aeration could increase the COD removal
of ultrasound irradiation by 26.70%. Though the oxidation
of organic pollutants by air is very little, air aeration could
strongly disturb leachate and may even break the surface
continuity of leachate, thus resulting in more cavitation
nuclei in leachate, much more efficient mass transfer and
so more degradation of organic pollutants.
Effect of NaCl dosage and the presence of TiO2 inorganic
catalyst

Seymour and Gupta [24] observed an enhancement
in sonochemical degradation rates for chlorobenzene, pethylphenol and phenol by adding electrolytes like common salt to water. The addition of salt increases ionic
strength of the aqueous phase, which drives the organic
compounds to the bulk-bubble interface. The effect of
NaCl dosage on the COD removal efficiency of landfill
leachate is shown in Table 2. When adding 0.5g NaCl to
leachate, the COD removal efficiency of ultrasound irradiation increased. But the addition of 2.0g NaCl decreased
the COD removal efficiency. That means that proper
NaCl dosage could increase the COD removal, while
excessive NaCl dosage interferes with the sonochemical
degradation of landfill leachate.

10.0

TABLE 2 - Effect of NaCl and TiO2 dosage on COD removal efficiency of landfill leachate (power input =150W; initial COD concentration =1232mg L-1; initial pH=8.1; air aeration).

30
15

Sonication
time (min)

0
0

60

120

180

240

0
60
120
180
240

Time (min)

FIGURE 3 - Effect of initial pH on COD removal efficiency of
landfill leachate (power input =150W; initial COD concentration =1232mg L-1; no air aeration).

COD Removal (%)

80

ultrasound
aeration/ultrasound

40
20
0
0

60

120

180

COD removal efficiency (%)
0.5g NaCl
2.0g NaCl
0.5g NaCl
+0.0g TiO2
+0.0g TiO2
+1.0g TiO2
0.00
0.00
0.00
21.21
8.48
34.19
20.84
9.77
44.54
51.17
14.66
73.21
54.97
19.12
81.12

Sonochemical degradation of landfill leachate was
carried out in the presence of TiO2 inorganic catalyst.
Table 2 shows that TiO2 is an effective catalyst for COD
removal by ultrasound irradiation. After 240min ultrasound irradiation, up to 81.12% COD removal efficiency
was obtained. It can be observed that COD removal efficiency was higher when combining the methods (ultrasound and catalyst) than an individual ultrasound irradiation. This might be related to the presence of heterogeneous catalysts which increase the rate of formation of cavities due to the presence of gas nuclei in the crevices of the
catalyst. Another explanation might be attributed to the
fragmentation of catalyst by the cavitation process which
produces a higher surface area [25]. In the combined
method, ultrasonic waves not only destroy the pollutant
through cavitation process but also increase the adsorption process by increasing the surface area of catalyst.

air aeration

60

0.0g NaCl
+0.0g TiO2
0.00
19.11
18.00
46.29
52.77

240

Time (min)

FIGURE 4 - Effect of air aeration on COD removal efficiency
of landfill leachate (power input =150W; initial COD concentration =1232mg L-1; initial pH=8.1).
Effect of air aeration

The effect of air aeration on the COD removal efficiency
of landfill leachate is shown in Fig. 4. After 240min air
aeration without ultrasound irradiation, the COD removal
efficiency was only 3.21%, while that of ultrasound irradiation alone and air aeration with ultrasound irradiation

Effect of n-butyl alcohol

Fig. 5 shows the scavenging effect of n-butyl alcohol
on the sonolysis of landfill leachate. The COD removal of
landfill leachate was effectively inhibited by the addition
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of n-butyl alcohol, but not completely. In water sonolysis
n-butyl alcohol is an efficient ·OH radical scavenger. This
suggests that the main sonolysis of landfill leachate proceeds via reaction with OH radicals; a thermal reaction
also occurs, although its contribution is small.
60

COD Removal (%)

0.0mM
45

[5]

Ehrig, H.J., (1984). Treatment of sanitary landfill leachate:
biological treatment. Waste Manage. Res. 2, 131-152.

[6]

Trebouet, D., Schlumpf, J.P., Jaouen, P., Quemeneur, F.,
(2001). Stabilized landfill leachate treatment by combined
physicochemical-nanofiltration processes. Wat. Res. 35 (12),
2935-2942.

[7]

Marttinen, S.K., Kettunen, R.H., Sormunen, K.M., Soimasuo,
R.M., Rintala, J.A., (2002). Screening of physical-chemical
methods for removal of organic material, nitrogen and toxicity from low strength landfill leachates. Chemosphere 46,
851-858.

[8]

Amokrane, A., Comel, C., Veron, J., (1997). Landfill leachates pre-treatment by coagulation flocculation. Wat. Res. 31
(11), 2775-2782.

[9]

Li, X.Z., Zhao, Q.L., Hao, X.D. (1999). Ammonium removal
from landfill leachate by chemical precipitation. Waste Manage. 19, 409-415.

1.0mM

30
15
0
0

60

120

180

240

Time (min)

FIGURE 5 - Effect of n-butyl alcohol on COD removal efficiency of landfill leachate (power input =150W; initial COD concentration =1232mg L-1; initial pH=8.1).

[10] Joseph, J.M., Destaillats, H., Hung, H.M., Hoffmann, M.R.,
(2000). The sonochemical degradation of azobenzene and related azo dyes: rate enhancement via fenton’s reaction. J.
Phys. Chem. A 104, 301-307.

CONCLUSION

[11] Suslick, K.S., Hammerton, D.A., Cline Jr., R.E., (1986). The
sonochemical hot spot. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 108, 5641-5642.

Experiments on the COD removal of landfill leachate
by ultrasound irradiation were carried out. The results
have shown that up to 81.12% COD removal efficiency
could be obtained on the condition of ultrasound irradiation with air aeration, in the presence of NaCl and TiO2.
The process variables, such as the ultrasound power input,
the initial COD concentration, the initial pH and the aeration of air, have evident effects on the sonolysis of landfill
leachate. Proper NaCl dosage and the presence of TiO2
inorganic catalyst could increase the COD removal efficiency. The inhibition of sonochemical decomposition of
landfill leachate by the addition of ·OH radical scavenger
suggests that the main sonolysis of landfill leachate proceeds via reaction with OH radicals, and a thermal reaction also occurs, although its contribution is small.
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APPLICATION OF CHELEST FIBER IRY
(AMINOPOLYCARBOXYLIC ACID-TYPE CELLULOSE) TO THE
EXTRACTION OF CADMIUM IONS FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTION
Omotayo R. Awofolu and Jonathan O. Okonkwo
Department of Environmental Sciences, Faculty of Natural Science, Tshwane University of Technology, Bag X680 Pretoria 0001, South Africa

SUMMARY
In this study, the application and efficiency of solid
phase adsorbent, aminopolycarboxylic acid-type cellulose
(Chelest Fiber Iry) for the removal of cadmium ions from
aqueous solution was evaluated. Several parameters such
as the effect of pH, amount of adsorbent, rate of sorption,
mechanism of adsorption and adsorptive capacity were
investigated. Quantitative adsorption of cadmium was obtained at pH range of 4–6, while lower adsorption was
observed at pH ≤ 2. About 96.7 % adsorption was achieved
with as little as 0.05 g of adsorbent and 95 % adsorption
was obtained in 2 min under magnetic stirring. Adsorption
of one mole of cadmium was accompanied by the release
of two moles of hydrogen ions as given by the distribution
plot. Sorption capacities of 1690, 1070 and 712 µ moleg-1
were obtained at 100, 200 and 400 mg of added metal
respectively. Regeneration cycle of the adsorbent through
adsorption-desorption studies revealed no decline in efficiency. 96.3 % recovery of the metal concentration was
obtained by standard addition using the continuous process that validated the method used. The optimised method was applied to the determination of cadmium in environmental water.

effective methods. Conventional methods such as solvent
extraction [5] and ion-exchange resins [6] have been
found to be inadequate from cost and efficiency point of
view. Modified adsorbents are gaining more attention and
have been applied successfully to the removal/ preconcentration of heavy metals in aqueous media. Cellulose fibrous sorbent modified with iminodiacetic acid [7] and 8Hydroxyquinoline immobilized on cellulose via a moderate size ---NH---CH2---CH2---NH---SO2---C6H4---N=N--linkage [8] among others have been applied to the metal
removal from aqueous media.
In this study, we investigated the adsorption of cadmium ions from aqueous solution using batch and column
adsorption procedures by aminopolycarboxylic acid-type
cellulose (Chelest Fibre Iry) adsorbent. The pH, effect of
adsorbent amount, sample volume, sorption rate, desorption volume, sample flow rate and the presence of other
ions have been tested. Adsorption capacity of the adsorbent as well as the sorption isotherm was also examined.
The optimised method was subsequently applied to the
determination of total cadmium in environmental water
since a recent study has indicated high incidence of cadmium in some South African waters [9].

KEYWORDS:
Extraction, cellulose, cadmium ions, Chelest Fibre, river water.

EXPERIMENTAL
Reagents

INTRODUCTION
Trace metals such as cadmium, lead, arsenic and mercury have been found to be toxic to humans and animals
even at low concentrations [1, 2]; hence they are usually
monitored for health purposes. The level of these metals in
the environment has increased tremendously in the past
decades as a result of massive industrial activities. The
need to meet permissible levels of, for example, 0.003 and
0.005 mg/l [3, 4] of cadmium in drinking and surface water
respectively led to continual search for efficient and cost

All reagents used were of analytical grade. 1000 mg l-1
cadmium standard solution (ICP and AAS grade) was
from BDH chemicals, UK and working solutions were
prepared by dilution of the standard solution. Deionised
water, prepared from Milli-Q instrument (Millipore, Bedford, USA) was used in the preparation of all aqueous
solutions. Mineral acids used (ACE, South Africa) were of
high purity. All glassware were washed with liquid detergent, rinsed with water and then socked in 10 % HNO3
over night. These were then rinsed with distilled water
before use. Buffer solution was prepared by mixing 1M
acetic acid and 1M sodium acetate solutions.
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The solid phase adsorbent, a commercial Chelest Fiber
Iry (size: 0.5 mm length, 30-40 µm i.d) was from Chelest
Inc Japan. The modified adsorbent was prepared by reacting iminodiacetate solution with cellulose which had been
graft polymerized with glycidyl methacrylate as shown
Fig 1.

Cell

O

CH2COOH

n
O

N

O

CH2COOH
OH

FIGURE 1
Structure of the adsorbent (Chelest Fibre Iry).

The possession of glycidyl metocrylate as the
crosslinking agent by the adsorbent enhances the conformational flexibility of the functional groups. Isolute® SPE
column cartridge (polypropylene syringe, 6 ml) was packed
with the adsorbent sandwiched between small amounts of
silanised glass wool at both ends, hence preventing dispersal. Potable hand-held combo pH and EC meter (HI 98830)
from Hanna Inc. was used for pH adjustments. Flame
Atomic Absorption Spectrometer (FAAS) Perkin Elmer
AA 3030 equipped with automatic background corrector
was used for all determinations. Good linearity of the calibration curves was obtained and determination was by
reference to the standard curve.

contents were then analysed at the end of the contact time.
Desorption of cadmium ions from the adsorbent was carried out using 5, 10, 15 and 20 ml of 6.0 M solution of
HNO3. The metal ion contents of the eluate were analysed
as described above. The Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms were obtained by equilibrating cadmium ion solutions of different concentrations (0.03, 3, 15 and 30 mg l-1)
at pH 6 with 0.3 g of adsorbent at 25oC using a thermostatic
water bath. The effects of other cations on the adsorption
capacities of Chelest Fibre Iry was investigated by equilibrating known concentration of calcium, copper, iron and
zinc ions and known amount of cadmium ions under a
predetermined set of conditions. Applicability of the adsorbent and optimised method for the removal of metals was
demonstrated by its application to the extraction of cadmium in environmental water samples. Water samples
were collected from three different buildings from
Tshwane University of Technology, Pretoria. Water samples were collected into clean acid washed 2 l plastic
containers and were analysed immediately after collection
without storage. Accuracy of the method was also tested
by adding 3.0 mg of cadmium to water sample and then
taken through the same procedure. 1000 ml of water sample was passed through the adsorbent packed in a column
at a flow rate of 20 ml/min. The column was washed with
10 ml of deionised water and then eluted using 20 ml of
6.0 M HNO3. The concentration of total cadmium in the
eluate was determined thereafter by FAAS. Triplicate
analysis of each sample together with blank determination
was carried out.

Chemical analysis

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Batch and column experiments

pH effect on adsorption

The influence of pH on the adsorption of cadmium is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Cadmium adsorption increased from
pH 2 to 6; thereafter remain relatively constant except for
0.03 and 30 mg l-1. At pH 2, two of the four concentrations are < 80 %. Quantitative adsorption was at the peak
between pH range of 4 and 6.

Experiments to determine the impact of contact time
on the adsorption capacity of the adsorbent were carried
out by stirring the adsorption mixture at various predetermined intervals of 2, 10, 30, 60 and 90 min. The metal ion

735

120

% adsorption

100 ml of deionised water was placed in 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask. 3 ml of standard solution containing 3.0 mg
of cadmium, 5 ml of buffer solution and 0.3 g of the adsorbent were added, adjusting the pH of solution to 4. The
mixture was stirred for about 60 min using magnetic stirrer.
After equilibration the mixture was centrifuged at 3000 rpm
for 3 min and the supernatant filtered with 0.45 µm membrane filter. Cadmium level in the filtrate was subsequently determined using FAAS. Percentage of cadmium extracted was calculated from the difference between the
concentrations of cadmium in aqueous solution before and
after equilibration. To study the effect of pH on adsorption,
pH of the cadmium ion solution was adjusted in the range
2-10 by the addition of 0.1 M HCl and acetate as required
over a concentration range of 0.03, 3, 5, 15 and 30 mg l-1.
The effect of adsorbent amount and sample volume were
studied over adsorbent mass and sample volumes of 0.05,
0.1, 0.3 and 0.4 g and 100, 300, 500 and 1000 ml respectively by shaking the adsorption mixture and analyzing the
metal ion content at the end of equilibrium.

100
80
60
40
20
0
0

2

4
0.03

pH
3

6

8
15

10
30

FIGURE 2
Plot of pH influence vs. adsorption at 0.03, 3, 15, and 30 mg l-1 Cd.
0.3 g adsorbent; sample volume 108 ml; stirring time, 60 min.
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Effect of adsorbent amount, sample volume and sorption rate

Effects of desorption volume and sample flow rate

Different amounts (0.05, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.4 g) of adsorbent were evaluated with respect to adsorption efficiency.
From Fig. 3, the adsorption efficiency increased as the
amount of adsorbent increases. For a given substance to be
effective as an adsorbent of metallic species, its sorption
rate must be fast and quantitative. Sorption periods of 2, 10,
30, 60 and 90 min were evaluated. From Fig. 4, high percentage adsorptions were obtained in all cases. About 90 %
sorption rate was achieved at 2 min as shown in the figure.
The sorption rate increased marginally up to 10 min and
then remained constant thereafter.

Desorption or stripping of cadmium ions from the adsorbent was studied using 5, 10, 15 and 20 ml of 6.0 M
solution of HNO3. This was with a view of assessing the
volume of acid required to effectively and quantitatively
desorb the metal from adsorbent from conservation and
micro-analysis point of view. In Fig. 5, over 95 % recoveries of cadmium were obtained with 10-20 ml of the
acid. Lower recovery was, however, obtained using 5 ml
of the desorbing solution. 20 ml of the acid was used for
subsequent studies. Sample flow rate of 5–20 ml min-1
were also evaluated and quantitative recoveries were also
obtained in all cases.
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FIGURE 3
Effect of amount of adsorbent on % adsorption of Cd.

FIGURE 5
Effect of volume of acid on recovery of Cd ion.
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FIGURE 4
Effect of sorption rate on % adsorption of Cd.

b)

Adsorptive capacity of the adsorbent for cadmium was
studied using column experiment. The sorption capacity
was evaluated by separately passing 100 ml of sample solution containing 100, 200 and 400 mg of cadmium through
the column containing 0.5 g adsorbent at a flow rate of
about 20 ml min-1. Sorption capacities of 1690, 1070 and
712 µmoleg-1 adsorbent were obtained for the above metal
concentrations respectively. However, sorption capacity
of 1690 µmoleg-1 at 100 mg/100 ml of solution of added
metal was better than the range of 93.8 - 629.9 µ mole g-1
for seven different metals reported in another study [8]
at 60 mg l-1 spiking concentration.
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FIGURE 6
a) Langmuir plot of Cd on the adsorbent at pH 6.
b) Freundlich plot of Cd on adsorbent at pH 6.
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CONCLUSIONS

Sorption isotherms

The sorption isotherm of cadmium on the adsorbent
was studied. Plot of the reciprocal of amounts of cadmium
adsorbed against concentrations at equilibrium according
to Langmuir equation gave a linear isotherm as shown in
Fig. 6a. Hence, adsorption could be said to have occurred
by partitioning and in monolayer form. These data were also
fitted into the empirical equation proposed by Freundlich
with regards to the sorption of solutes in an aqueous medium to a solid surface. The equation can be represented as:
q = Kf Cn hence, log q = log Kf + n log C.
Where q is the amount adsorbed (mg g-1), C is the
concentration of metal at equilibrium (mg l-1) and Kf and
n are coefficients. This equation has been previously
applied to the prediction of sorption isotherm [7, 8]. The
isotherm obtained also obeys Freundlich equation as illustrated in Fig. 6b.
Effect of other ions

The effect of other ions on the adsorption of cadmium
ion was studied individually through the batch experiment.
From Table 1, cadmium was quantitatively adsorbed in the
presence of about 10 mg of some ions.

The ability of solid phase adsorbent (aminopolycarboxylic acid-type cellulose) to extract varied concentrations
of cadmium through batch and column experiments was
demonstrated. Quantitative adsorption within pH range of
4-6, good sorption capacity and high sorption rate (2 min)
of the adsorbent demonstrate its potential application for
the removal of trace metals from aqueous solutions and
environmental waters in particular. Furthermore, as little
as 0.05 g of adsorbent gave above 95 % adsorption. High
recovery of the metal from standard addition to river
water showed the validity and applicability of the method.
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TABLE 1
Effect of other cations on the adsorption of Cd from aqueous solution.
Ions

Amount of Cd
found µg ml-1
29.9
21.2

% Adsorption

Ca2+
Cu2+

Amount of ions
added (mg)
10
10

Fe2+
Zn2+

10
10

21.4
22.0

71.3
73.3

99.7
70.7

Cd, 3.0 mg/100ml; adsorbent, 0.3 g
Determination of cadmium in environmental water

The results of the application of Chelest Fibre Iry to
the removal of cadmium ions in environmental water are
presented in Table 2. Concentration range of 0.02 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.03 mg l-1 of cadmium in water samples was obtained. The result also showed that the added metal can
quantitatively be recovered from sample solution.
TABLE 2
Analysis of cadmium in environmental water samples*.
Sampling
points
A
A

Sample
volume
(L)
1
1

Amount of
Cd added
(mg)
0.0
3.0

Amount of
Cd found
(mg l-1)
0.07 ± 0.03
2.96 ± 0.10

B
C

1
1

0.0
0.0

0.03 ± 0.005
0.02 ± 0.01
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MICROBIAL ANALYSIS OF LEACHATE USING FLUORESCENT
IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION (FISH) TECHNIQUE TO EVALUATE
THE LANDFILL STABILITY
Baris Calli and Emine Girgin
Department of Environmental Engineering, Marmara University, 34722 Goztepe, Istanbul, TURKEY

SUMMARY
Since, landfilling of municipal solid wastes is still insufficient in Turkey, construction of new well-engineered
landfills and remediation of unregulated dumping sites are
urgently required. To enhance the stabilization in existing
dumping sites and new landfills, the relationship between
the landfill microbiology and stabilization should be certainly well understood. Therefore, in this study, in addition
to chemical characterization and methane potential assays,
microbial analysis of leachate with fluorescent in-situ hybridization were used in the evaluation of landfill stabilization. FISH analysis indicated that there was an obvious
correlation between the landfill stability and abundance of
acetate utilizing methanogens. While, stringent Methanosarcina clusters, which favor high acetate concentration
were found predominant in young landfill leachates, Methanosaeta was the major methanogenic community in mature samples containing quite low methane potentials and
BOD/COD ratios. Likewise, the numbers of betaProteobacteria significantly declined in mature landfill
leachates. On the other hand, dissimilarities with previous
studies revealed that the microbial diversity differs from
landfill to landfill as well as in different stabilization
phases. Overall, the results suggested that in situ hybridization technique is likely to become a favored method for
routine analysis in evaluation of landfill stability.

KEYWORDS: FISH, landfill, leachate, methane potential, Methanosarcina, stabilization

INTRODUCTION
After the rapid industrialization and urbanization in
the 1980s, a remarkable increase in municipal solid waste
generation was observed in Turkey. Therefore, in the following years, effective municipal solid waste management
has become a major social and environmental concern.

In the 2000s, municipal solid waste generation elevated up
to 1.0 kg/capita-day [1]. However, although a significant
increase in the numbers of landfills were obtained during
the last decade especially in big cities and tourism regions,
in the overall landfilling is no more than 50%, yet [1]. A
considerable portion of the municipal solid waste is still
disposed in uncontrolled dumping sites which are not
properly regulated. Therefore, initiatives in constructing
new landfills preferentially according to bioreactor landfilling concept and remediation of unregulated dumping
sites by enhancing the stabilization should be urgently
taken for a more effective solid waste management in
Turkey.
In recent years, due to the advances in understanding
of landfill stabilization, the existing landfill technology is
directed from a storage and containment concept to a
process-based bioreactor landfill approach. Therefore, the
aim of the modern landfill design is to accelerate the
stabilization of waste, minimize leachate migration into
the subsurface environment and maximize landfill gas
generation rates under controlled conditions [2]. However, although the phases involved in the aerobic and anaerobic degradation of landfilled solid waste are well understood, the microorganisms responsible from these processes are less well-known. A better understanding of the
relationship between landfill microbiology and stabilization is certainly required for a more active landfill management [3-5].
In this study, the relation between the landfill stability
and microbial composition of the leachate was investigated using leachate samples collected from different landfill
units at different stabilization phases. In evaluation of the
degree of stabilization in the landfill, leachate quality
parameters and conventional stability indicators such as
BOD/COD ratio and methane potential were used. Molecular analysis of the microbial communities in leachate samples was conducted by using fluorescent in-situ
hybridization (FISH) technique. Moreover, this is the first
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comprehensive study evaluating the use of FISH analysis
in assessing and defining the landfill stability.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sampling

Leachate samples were obtained from Odayeri,
Komurcuoda, Hamitler and Harmandali municipal solid
waste landfills located in three major cities of Turkey. In
total, seven leachate samples were collected from the
separate leachate collection systems of landfilling units at
different ages. Odayeri and Komurcuoda sanitary landfills
are on the European and Asian sides of Istanbul, respectively and in operation since 1995. Recently, Odayeri
Landfill receives 6000 tons and Komurcuoda receives
3000 tons of municipal solid waste every day. BursaHamitler Landfill is being operated since 1999 and its
current capacity is 1200 tons/day. Izmir-Harmandali
Landfill was opened in 1992 and at present, approximately 1500 tons/day municipal solid waste is landfilled.
The notation used for leachate samples and ages of landfill units were presented in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Landfill leachate samples collected from different landfill units.

Leachate
Samples
O1
O2
O3
K
B
H1
H2

Landfills

Age of Landfill Unit

Istanbul-Odayeri

5 years old
3 years old
Currently in operation
Currently in operation
1 year old
1 year old
8 years old

Istanbul-Komurcuoda
Bursa-Hamitler
Izmir-Harmandali

Chemical Characterization

Landfill leachate samples were characterized by using
the following parameters: chemical oxygen demand
(COD), 5-days biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5), pH,
alkalinity, ammonium-nitrogen (NH4-N), total Kjeldahl
nitrogen (TKN), phosphate (PO42-), suspended solids
(SS), volatile suspended solids (VSS), color, conductivity,
total dissolved solids (TDS), chloride (Cl-), sulfide (S2-),
sulfate (SO42-) and heavy metals such as iron (Fe), zinc
(Zn), copper (Cu), chromium (Cr) and nickel (Ni). All
analyses were carried out in accordance with Standard
Methods [6].
Methane Potentials

To determine the degree of stabilization in the landfills, methane potentials of leachate samples were assessed in 100 ml batch vial bottles in triplicates. VSS
concentration of the seed sludge, taken from a lab-scale
UASB reactor treating landfill leachate [7], and COD
concentrations of leachate samples were both adjusted to
2000 mg/l with dilution solution in 50 ml total volume
[8]. All the transfers were conducted under continuous
nitrogen purging and the vials were sealed with butyl
rubber caps and aluminum crimps. The vials were incu-

bated in a water bath at 35oC and biogas production was
monitored continuously using an on-line water displacement set-up. To prevent the dissolution of the CO2 and
other trace gases, pH of the displacement solution was
adjusted to 2, and 40 g/l NaCl was added [8]. Methane
content of the biogas was measured using a gas chromatograph (Hewlett Packard 4890A) equipped with thermal
conductivity detector. Cumulative methane production data
were compared with control vials, which were fed with a
mixture of acetic, propionic and butyric acids (8/1/1, v/v/v)
and containing the same COD concentration.
Fluorescent in-situ Hybridization (FISH)

Microorganisms in the leachate were collected by centrifuging 1000 ml of the samples at 7000 rpm for 30 min.
The resulting pellets were fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde-phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at 4oC. Fixed
cells were spotted separately on slides and dehydrated by
serial immersion of the slides in 50, 80, and 100% ethanol.
Hybridizations were performed at 46°C for 2 h with a hybridization buffer (5 M NaCl, 1 M Tris/HCl pH 8.0, 0.5 M
EDTA, 10 % SDS and 20% formamide for Arch915 and
Eub338 and 35% for the other probes) and labeled probes
(30 ng/well for Cy3, 50 ng/well for FLUOS). The 16S
rRNA targeting oligonucleotide probes used in FISH analysis and their target groups are given in Table 2. After hybridization, unbound oligonucleotides were removed by
rinsing with washing buffer containing the same components of the hybridization buffer except the probes. For
detection of all DNA, 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)
was added to the wash buffer (100 µl of 0.1% DAPI). Slides
were subsequently incubated at 48°C for 10 min with
washing buffer, rinsed briefly with ddH2O and immediately air-dried. Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) was
used to prevent photo bleaching [7]. The slides were examined with Leica DM-LB fluorescent microscope and
digital images of the slides were captured with Leica
DC350F digital camera.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Landfill leachate samples were analyzed immediately
after arriving at the laboratory. The results of chemical
analysis are presented in Table 3. pH values were certainly high in all leachate samples and have varied between
7.8 and 8.3. Considerably high pH values unusual for
young landfill leachates were actually due to elevated
alkalinity levels which were strongly affected by extremely
high ammonia concentrations. Total alkalinity has ranged
between 4460 and 14400 mg/l as CaCO3 while ammonium
nitrogen was in the range of 1015 to 2780 mg/l. However,
typical pH level and ammonium nitrogen concentration of
young landfill leachate are in the range of 4.5 to 7.5 and
10 to 800 mg/l, respectively [9]. In this study, TKN to
ammonium-N ratios between 1.05 and 1.20 indicated that
most of the nitrogen is in ammonium form in all leachate
samples independent of stabilization degree. Sulfate con-
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centrations were pretty low especially in leachates col-

lected from Istanbul Odayeri and Komurcuoda Landfills.

TABLE 2
The 16S rRNA targeting oligonucleotide probes used and their target groups.

Probes

Position

Sequence (5’ – 3’)

Target group

Ref.

Eub338

338-355

CTgCTgCCTCCCgTAggAgT

Bacteria domain

[10]

SRB385

385-402

CggCgTCgCTgCgTCAgg

Sulfate reducing bacteria

Arch915

915-934

GTgCTCCCCCgCCAATTCCT

Archaea domain

Mx825

825-847

TCgCACCgTggCCgACACCTAgC

Methanosaetaceae spp.

Ms821

821-844

CgCCATgCCTgACACCTAgCgAgC

Methanosarcina

Mb310

310-331

CTTgCTTCAggTTCCATCTCCg

Methanobacterium spp.,

Mb1174

1174-1195

TACCgTCgTCCACTCCTTCCTC

Methanobrevibacter spp.,

[11]

Methanosphaera spp.
Mc1109

1109-1128

GCAACATAgggCACgggTCT

Methanococcus spp.

Mg1200

1200-1220

CggATAATTCggggCATgCTg

Methanomicrobiaceae
Methanosorpusculaceae
Methanoplanaceae

LGC354A

354-371

TggAAgATTCCCTACTgC

Firmicutes (Gram-

LGC354B

CggAAgATTCCCTACTgC

positive bacteria

LGC354C

CCgAAgATTCCCTACTgC

with low G+C content)

CF319a

319-336

TggTCCgTgTCTCAgTAC

Cytophaga-Flavobacterium-group of

Bac303

303-319

CCAATgTgggggACCTT

the Bacteroidetes

Eub338 III

338-355

GCTgCCACCCgTAggTgT

Verrucomicrobiales

Alf1b

19-35

CgTTCgYTCTgAgCCAg

Alphaproteobacteria

Bet42a

1027-1043

GCCTTCCCACTTCgTTT

Betaproteobacteria

Gam42a

1027-1043

GCCTTCCCACATCgTTT

Gammaproteobacteria

Fairly high COD and BOD5 concentrations (Table 3)
were determined in leachate samples taken from landfill
units which were recently closed (B and H1) or still under
operation (O3 and K) when samples were collected. The
highest BOD and COD concentrations were reported for
leachate generated from landfills at acid formation phase.
When landfill ages, COD and BOD levels begin to decrease as volatile fatty acids are consumed [14]. Since
leachate sample B was collected in a rainy day, the dilution effect of rain water was strongly reflected in its quality and quite lower BOD5 and COD concentrations were
determined in this young landfill leachate (Table 3).
To specify the degree of stabilization in the landfills,
BOD/COD ratio in leachate samples was used as an indi-

[12]

[13]

cator parameter. Ratios about 0.5 in samples O3 and H1
and ratios above 0.6 in samples K and B indicated high
decomposition activity and acid formation phase of stabilization in relevant landfill units. The resons of slight
differences between BOD/COD ratios of leachate samples
collected from open (O3 and K) and recently closed (B
and H1) landfill units may be the improved acidification
promoted by anaerobic conditions in closed units. On the
other hand, BOD/COD ratios below 0.05 in leachate samples O1, O2 and H2 were indications of almost complete
stabilization in these landfill units (Table 3). In previous
studies, the ratio of BOD/COD in the acid phase has been
reported to be above 0.5 [14]. When acidogenic landfill
progresses to methane formation phase, BOD/COD ratio
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drops below 0.1 and as maturation occurs, ratio continues
to decline and may approach zero [15].
TABLE 3
Chemical characteristics of leachate samples.

Leachate Samples
Parameters

O1

O2

O3

K

B

H1

H2

pH

8.0

7.9

7.8

7.8

8.2

8.3

8.1

Alkalinity, mg/l

14400

11800

12200

9400

4460

8780

5980

COD, mg/l

3150

3520

10470

12840

7480

14100

2320

BOD5, mg/l

126

191

5240

8410

4690

7340

46

BOD5/COD

0.04

0.05

0.50

0.65

0.63

0.52

0.02

Ammonium-N, mg/l

2780

2640

1960

2020

1015

1850

1450

Total Kjeldahl-N, mg/l

3150

3020

2325

2370

1160

1935

1585

Phosphate, mg/l

106

111

31

40

11

18

10

Suspended Solids, mg/l

126

223

907

850

335

652

168

Volatile SS, mg/l

105

177

773

625

242

479

110

Color, PtCO

5800

5200

5500

5410

4250

6900

5300

Conductivity, mS/cm

28600

22830

25600

18310

9840

23000

19310

TDS, mg/l

19360

17100

17100

12160

6500

15160

13050

Chloride, mg/l

5600

5600

5560

4250

3300

5450

4840

Sulfate, mg/l

14

15

17

13

122

68

59

Sulfide, mg/L

0.6

0.4

1.5

0.4

0.2

0.4

0.2

Zn, mg/L

0.9

0.6

0.3

2.1

1.4

1.3

2.1

Ni, mg/L

0.8

0.3

4.9

2.3

0.4

5.4

0.4

Cr, mg/L

2.3

2.7

8.4

0.9

0.5

4.0

0.8

Fe, mg/L

17.1

5.8

22.1

30.1

21.2

57.1

13.4

Cu, mg/L

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.3

1.5

0.3

0.7

Another indication of the acidogenic activity in the
landfills units was comparatively high concentrations of
suspended and volatile suspended solids in samples O3,
K, H1 and B (Table 3). As given in Table 3, heavy metal
concentrations were quite low, except for iron and there
was not an obvious relation between heavy metal concentrations and stabilization degree of landfills.
In addition to chemical analysis, comparative methane potentials of leachate samples were also assessed in
this study to define the degree of stabilization in the landfill units. Since methane generation rate typically increases to a peak and then certainly declines with time as
landfill ages, methane potential may be a good indicator
in assessing and defining the degree of landfill stabilization [9]. Methane potential may be assessed with field

testing and monitoring or with batch assays in laboratory
using excavated landfill or leachate samples [4, 16, 17].
The cumulative methane productions from leachate samples, VFA mixture and seed sludge (blank) were plotted
in Figure 1.
The actual total methane gas productions were calculated by subtracting the cumulative methane gas data of
blank from the others. Subsequently, comparative methane potentials presented in Figure 2 were calculated according to VFA mixture by assuming its methane potential
as 100%. Quite high methane potentials indicating acidogenic phase of landfill stabilization were detected in
leachate samples collected from young landfill units (O3,
K, B and H1). On the other hand, mature landfill leachates
(O1, O2 and H2) produced significantly low amounts of
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methane gas (Figure 1) and represented fairly low methane potentials (Figure 2). These data were consistent
with leachate qualities and confirming the BOD/COD
ratios given in Table 3.
Cum. CH4 Production, ml/gCOD

350

O1

300

O2

250

O3
VFA Mix.

200

Blank

150
100
50
0
0

Cum. CH4 Production, ml/gCOD

350

50

100
Time, hours

150

100
Time, hours

150

K
B
H1
H2
VFA Mix.
Blank

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

50

FIGURE 1
Cumulative methane production from 1 g COD of leachates samples.

Comparative CH4 Potential, %

As well as conventional parameters such as BOD/
COD ratio and methane potential, occurrence and abundance of specific microbial communities in leachate were
evaluated to assess the stabilization in the landfill. In the
literature, there are similar studies investigating the population dynamics of landfills via leachate samples using
various molecular microbiology tools [4, 5, 17, 18]. Besides, microbial structure changes and phylogenetic divergence in the landfill were examined using refuse samples excavated from different depths at different stabilization phases [4, 16, 19]. In this study, the microbial community analysis of leachate samples was conducted with fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH) technique using an
array of specific oligonucleotide probes given in Table 2.

100

100.0
77.8 75.4

80

61.6

60.1
60
40
20

3.2

3.5

VFA O1

O2

2.2

0
O3

K

B

H1

H2

Mix.
FIGURE 2
Comparative methane potentials of leachate samples.

FISH analysis of leachate samples revealed that above
90% of the DAPI stained cells could be detected with
Eub338 and Arch915 probes and in all landfill leachate
samples bacterial population (Eub338) was found more
intensive than archaeal population, assumed to be predominantly methanogenic according to previous studies
[3-5]. While methanogenic archaea were detected in moderate amounts in acidogenic leachates (K, B, O3 and H1),
they were limited in numbers in mature leachate samples
O1 and O2 and virtually absent in sample H2. High biodegradable organic matter concentrations, pH levels around 8
(Table 3) and relatively high methane potentials (Figure 2)
in acidogenic leachate samples were consistent with the
occurrence of methanogenic archaea in young landfill units.
Confirming the FISH results, mature landfill leachates having very low methane potentials and BOD/COD ratio were
not favorable for methanogens. Low abundance (approx.
2%) of methanogenic archaea in a mature landfill leachate was revealed in a previous study using quantitative
oligonucleotide hybridization [20]. Similarly, only less
than 1% of the total cells were detected with archaea
specific Arch915 probe in one year old landfill samples
excavated from 1 and 3 m depths [16]. In another study,
archaeal DNA represented 2-3% of the total DNA extracted from the leachate of a landfill receiving solid
wastes mainly consisting of incineration ash [5].
Since, in landfills sulfate is usually present in significant amounts [18], the quite low concentrations in leachate samples O and K were supposed to be an indication of
enhanced sulfate reduction activity in the landfills. However, virtually no SRB were detected with SRB385 probe
in none of the leachate samples, although their widespread occurrence in several municipal solid waste landfills was previously reported [18].
To differentiate the composition of methanogenic
population, group specific oligonucleotide probes were
used (Table 2). In situ hybridization results of these
probes revealed that acetate utilizing methanogens especially members of genus Methanosarcina that favor high
acetate concentrations with their stringent cluster structures were dominant in all young landfill leachate samples
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(Figure 3). On the other hand, only very few, long rod and
filamentous methanogenic archaea belong to Methanosaeta genus were present in mature leachate samples O1 and
O2 (Figure 4). These findings of FISH analysis indicated
that there was an obvious correlation between the landfill
stability and occurrence and abundance of Methanosarcina

clusters (Figure 3a, d, g and j). Likewise, members of the
genus Methanosarcina seemed to be predominant in a
young landfill sample [16]. In another study, the cloning
analysis suggested that majority of the methanogens was
acetate utilizing Methanosaeta in a sea-based landfill used
for disposal of partially stabilized incineration ash [5].
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FIGURE 3
Fluorescent in-situ hybridization photomicrographs of young landfill leachate
samples hybridized with Cy3 labelled MsMx825, Gam42a and Bet42a probes.

FIGURE 4
Fluorescent in-situ hybridization photomicrographs of mature landfill leachate samples
hybridized with Fluos labelled Eub338, Cy3 labelled MsMx825 and Gam42a probes.

Only very few hydrogen utilizing methanogens were
detected with in-situ hybridization. Therefore, their
amounts were supposed to be below than lower detection
limits. However, a PCR-based study revealed a great
diversity in the methanogen population within the landfill
and reported high numbers of hydrogen utilizing methanogens as compared with acetoclastic species in both of the
young and mature landfill samples [21]. Based on cloning
analysis, a relatively low diversity of archaea was found
at different depths of another moderately active landfill
and similarly dominant clones were closely related to
hydrogen utilizing methanogens [4]. In addition, studies
on archaeal community compositions of young [3] and

old landfill leachates [20] indicated that the hydrogenotrophic Methanomicrobiales were the predominant archaeal community in such environments. These observations suggest that the methanogenic population diversity
may be quite dissimilar in different landfill sites as well as
in different stabilization phases.
To identify the bacterial sub-groups, oligonucleotide
probes for Gram-positive bacteria with low G+C content,
Cytophaga/Flavobacteria group, Verrucomicrobiales and
three subclasses of Proteobacteria (alpha, beta and gamma)
given in Table 2 were used. Gamma and beta Proteobacteria were presented as the major bacterial communities in
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all landfill leachate samples (Figure 3 and 4). However, the
amounts of beta-Proteobacteria in mature landfill leachates
were quite lower than in young leachate samples (Figure 3
and 4). The amounts of other bacterial sub-groups were
relatively low and only few numbers of Gram-positive
bacteria with low G+C content and bacteria belong to alpha
subdivision of Proteobacteria were detected. Cytophaga/
Flavobacteria, Verrucomicrobiales groups were virtually
absent. In two recent studies, relatively high bacterial
diversities were found in young and mature landfill
leachates, with cloning analysis. The low-G+C grampositive bacteria, the Chlamydiae-Verrucomicrobia group
and the Cytophaga-Flexibacter-Bacteroides group were
suggested to be the major bacterial groups in the young
leachate of a full scale recirculating landfill [22]. In the
second study, low-G+C Gram-positive bacteria and gamma-Proteobacteria were reported predominant in the mature landfill leachate [23].

better management of stabilization processes in the landfills.
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In another study, the widespread occurrence of clostridia from the Clostridium thermocellum and C. leptum
groups in landfill leachate were demonstrated using specific amplifications of these groups from DNA extracts of
landfill leachate samples [18]. Since, clostridia specific
oligonucleotide probes were not used in this study, their
occurrence and abundance could not be determined.
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5th International Fresenius Conference: “Aquatic and Terrestrial Ecotoxicology and Risk Management”
December 8-9, 2005; Cologne/ Germany
Akademie Fresenius will be hosting the Fifth International Conference on “Aquatic and Terrestrial Ecotoxicology and Risk Management” in Cologne/ Germany on 8-9 December 2005, an event tailored specifically
to the requirements of the agrochemical industry as well
as biocide manufacturers and distributors.
At the invitation of Akademie Fresenius (Dortmund)
and SGS INSTITUT FRESENIUS (Taunusstein), international experts from the field of science, politics and industry will be discussing current issues relating to legislation,
risk assessment and risk management. The conference
will also be focusing on progress made with regard to
pan-European harmonisation of risk assessment as well as
the development and validation of testing methods. A
number of highly respected experts from the field of environmental chemistry, toxicology and ecology have already confirmed their participation. The international
conference is to be held in English.
For full details of the conference, including information on topics to be discussed and guest speakers,
please visit: www.akademie-fresenius.de
GUEST SPEAKERS (EXCERPT)
Alan Lawrence, Cambridge Environmental Assessments
Theo C.M. Brock, Alterra
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13th International Symposium on
Environmental Pollution and its Impact
on Life in the Mediterranean Region
October 8-12, 2005, Thessaloniki - Greece
Organized by the Mediterranean Scientific Association of Environmental Protection (MESAEP) in collaboration with European Commission Joint Research
Centre, Institute for Health & Consumer Protection, Ispra;
Region of Central Macedonia; Prefecture of Thessaloniki;
Municipality of Thessaloniki ; Organisation for the Master Plan & Environmental Protection of Thessaloniki;
Council of Urban Transport of Thessaloniki; Association
of Local Authorities of Greater Thessaloniki; GSF - German Research Centre for Environment and Health, Institute of Ecological Chemistry; Technical University of
Munich, Chair of Chemical Technical Analysis and Food
Technology; Aristotle University of Thessaloniki; Society
of Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety; Balkan Environmental Association; Association of Greek Chemists;
Hellenic Association of Educators for the Environmental
Education. Under the auspices of: Hellenic Ministry of
Environment, Planning and Public Works, Hellenic Ministry of Development, Hellenic Ministry of Macedonia –
Thrace. Sponsors: Thessaloniki Port Authority SA
THE SYMPOSIUM
The 13th International Symposium on “Environmental Pollution and its Impact on Life in the Mediterranean
Region” is organised by the Mediterranean Scientific
Association of Environmental Protection (MESAEP) in
collaboration with other international and national institutions.
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Previous symposia were held in Athens, Greece
(1981), Crete, Greece (1983), Istanbul, Turkey (1985),
Kavala, Greece (1987), Blanes, Spain (1989), Como, Italy
(1991), Antibes, France (1993), Rhodes, Greece (1995),
Sorrento, Italy (1997), Alicante, Spain (1999), Limassol,
Cyprus (2001) and Antalya, Turkey (2003).
Especially the 13th Symposium will be held in parallel (same dates and different halls of the same location)
with the 2nd Environmental Conference of Macedonia
(Association of Greek Chemists, www.eex.gr). The Executive Committee of MESAEP, the Steering and the National Organizing Committees have the pleasure to forward this invitation to attend the 13th International
MESAEP Symposium that will be held in Thessaloniki,
Greece, from October 8 to 12, 2005.

PAPERS PUBLICATION
A book of abstracts will be distributed to all participants upon registration at the Symposium. Poster or lecture
will be accepted if at least one of the authors is registered
and present at the symposium for personal communication.
The Steering Committee of the Symposium will notify
the authors on the acceptance and on the form of presentation. All papers presented at the symposium will be eligible, upon refereeing, for publication in the peer-reviewed
international journal FRESENIUS ENVIRONMENTAL
BULLETIN (FEB), the official journal of MESAEP.
DEADLINE SCHEDULE
October 8-12, 2005 Symposium, on site registration

OBJECTIVES

SPECIAL EVENTS

The objectives of the symposium are to provide opportunities for scientists of different countries to:

• Welcome cocktail

• exchange recent results related to the processes of
pollution in the Mediterranean region

• General Assembly of MESAEP
• Gala Dinner

• discuss current technological and legal measures to
avoid or reduce the degradation of the environment

• Social and cultural events

• present suggestions and recommendations to the
regulatory authorities on environmental quality and
safety in the Mediterranean and other neighbouring
countries.

REGISTRATION FEES
MESAEP members 290 €
Non-members 390 €
Students 170 €
Accompanying persons 170 €

MAIN SUBJECTS
• Air, Water and Soil Pollution and Control

Payment after 20th July, 2005, can be made only cash
at the registration desk of the symposium in Thessaloniki.

• Waste

The registration fee includes a final program, a book
of abstracts, hospitality desk, coffee and refreshments
during the symposium, welcome cocktail, Gala-dinner,
social and cultural events and Certificate of participation
(on request). Accompanying guests will be entitled to all
the above reception and activities.

• Transboundary Pollution
• Natural Ecosystems
• Health and Environment
• Environmental Management and Planning
• Environmental Policy

All cancellations and requests for refunds must be in
writing to the Secretariat. The following refund policy
will apply: Refunds will be granted until July 20st, 2005,
less 40 % processing fee. No refunds will be granted after
July 20st , 2005.

• Environmental Education
ORAL & POSTER PRESENTATIONS
The program of the symposium will include oral
presentations as well as posters. Oral and poster contributions will be regarded as scientifcally equivalent in the
program. Special focus will be devoted to the brief presentation of posters of original papers in full audience sessions.
All presentations (oral and posters) should be in English.

COMMITTEES
Honorary Committee

M. Bahadir (TU Braunschweig), S. Bairaktari (President OMPEPT), G. Faragitakis (President HAEEE), M.
Halaris (President AGC), P. Foster (Univ. Grenoble), D.
Kotzias (CEC-JRC, Ispra), C. Koutitas (President TPA),
E. Lahaniatis (TU Munich), V. Papageorgopoulos (Mayor
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Thes.), H. Parlar (TU Munich), A. Piccolo (Univ. Naples), P. Psomiadis (Prefet Thes.), G. Salagoudis (ViceMinister Dev.), G. Soufias (Minister Env.Pl.P.W.), G.
Toskas (CUTT President), N. Tsiartsionis (Minister
Mac.Th.), G. Tsiotras (Gen. Secretary RCM), F. Vosniakos (President BENA), A. Yannakoudakis (President
Chem.Dpt. AUTh), I. Zournas (President ALAGT)
Steering Committee

K. Nikolaou (OMPEPT, Thessaloniki), N. Senesi (Univ.
Bari), J. Cornejo (C.S.I.C., Sevilla), B. Topkaya (Akdeniz
Univ., Antalya), A. Paya-Perez (CEC-JRC, Ispra), M.R.
Lahaniatis (TU Munich), G. Pilidis (Univ.Ioannina), W.
Bergheim (GSF, Munich), D. Sarigiannis (CEC-JRC,
Ispra)

National Organising Committee

K. Nikolaou (OMPEPT), S. Angelopoulou (AGC), G.
Arvanitis (AGC), S. Basbas (AUTh), E. Efthimiadis
(RCM), Y. Farmakis (HAEEE), A. Georgopoulos (AUTh),
K. Karatzas (AUTh), A. Kelesis (Mun. Thes.), D. Kessissoglou (AGC/ AUTh), M. Kipourou (OMPEPT), D.
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INFORMATION
Scientific and Local Information

Dr. Kostas Nikolaou, President of MESAEP
Organisation for the Master Plan & Environmental
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Tel.: +302310 886046, Fax: +302310 825151
E-mail: kinikola@hol.gr
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Korte (TU Munich), A. Kotsiopoulos (OMPEPT/Univ.
Thessaloniki), T. Kouimtzis (Univ. Thessaloniki), A.
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(TU Istanbul), K. Oxynos (GSF, Munich), S. Pakalin
(CEC-JRC, Ispra), D. Panagiotakopoulos (Univ. Thrace),
E. Papachristou (Univ. Thessaloniki), D. Papameletiou
(CEC-JRC, Ispra), G. Pfister (GSF, Munich), B. Rubin
(Univ. Jerusalem), C. Samara (Univ. Thessaloniki), K.
Schaefer (Forschungzentrum, Karlsruhe), K.W. Schramm
(GSF, Munich), N. Sotiriou (GOIC, Athens), C. Stalikas
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